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UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY FOR A POSTW.A.R 
RECOVERY PROGRAM 

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1948 

Ho-csE OF REPREoE .. 'TA TIYE • 
Co~nnrTEE o _- FoRErG_- ) .. FFAIRS. 

n a _·ftirgton, D. C. 
(The committee met n t. 10 a. rn., Hon. Che tPr E. ~lcrTO\\' prcsidino-.) 
Acting Cl1airman 11ERROW. The con1n1ittee will be in orcl{)r. First 

of all I ·want to read a con1munication ftom ~fr. Charles P. T!lft. 
(The communication is a follows:) 

[Telegram] 

CINCINNATI, OHIO, February 11, 194-8. 
Ron. CHARLES A. EATON, 

House Office Building: 
After all your courtesy regret to report that legal engagement tomorrow in 

Washington has been canceled and I therefore cannot appear before committee. 
Federal council has sent copies of official statement for committee members and 
I am sending copies of personal statement made before Senate committee to your 
committee members. 

Best regards. 
CHARLES P. TAFT. 

Acting Chairman ~lERROW. The telegram wa sent to the chair
man of the committee and there has been placed at each member'"' 
scat a copy of the pamphl t, The Churches and the European _ecoYery 
Program, which will be inserted in th record at thi point. 

(The rnatter referred to is as follows:) . 

THE CHURCHES AND THE EuROPEAN REcovERY PROGRAM-A STATEMENT .. uB
MITTED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE AND GOOD WILL AND 
ADOPTED BY THE ExEcuTIVE CoMMITTEE OF THE FEDERAL CouNCIL OF THE 
CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN AMERICA, JANUARY 13, 1948 

As Christians, we support the European recovery program in the conviction 
that it can be one of historv's most momentous affirmation of faith in the curative 
power of freedom and in fhe creative capacity of free men. 

The ways and means of that program will, of necessity, be largely economic and 
political. The motives and objectives behind it should be e sentially moral and 
spiritual. They should be above political partisanship. They should transcend 
considerations of narrow self-interest. 

The European recovery program must be a material investment, though not 
primarily for material reasons. It must also be an investment in the world's 
moral and spiritual resources and in the means for their speedy relea e. If it is 
to contribute thu to the healing of the nations and to the fruitful mploym nt of 
the creative will and pirit of the people , the material inv stment. must be an 
expression of these Christian convictions: 

First, that man, who is endowed by hi::3 Creator with inalif'nabl right', is also 
endowed by Him with inherent aspirations for a life of freedom and fellowship. 

Second, that these God-given aspirations can now, with our h lp, be given con
ditions more favorable for fulfillm nt. 

Third, that to provide all m n with a b tter opportunity to fulfill them i the 
only basis for the hope that the world can make a peace which will b durable 
because it is just. 

11 1 
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The nations of Europe have been struggling courageously with their problems. 
Some of the e nations, however, are fearful of the pos ibility that the United States 
may eek to make Europe over in its political and economic image, ju t a they are 
fearful in the knowledge that Soviet Russia is. eeking to make Europe over in its 
image. 

The European recovery program mu t be the means by which Europe and the 
world are relea ed from . nch fears and freed from the shackles they impo e. This 
it can be if, in its framing and administration, it clearly expresses our conviction 
that Europe po sesses abundant assets of mind and spirit. To these we can add 
our moral and material aid, for the remaking of Europe and the consequent en
richment of our civilization. 

Thi program, therefore, cannot be a prescription of w~at we expect the nations 
of Europe to do. It must be an expression of confidence m the peoples of .Europe, 
who have been making earnest efforts at self-help; a vote of confidencem ,yhat, 
with our aid, they will choose to do for themselves. · 

But our aid is indispen able. In the wake of the devastations of the war, these 
nation have been visited by unanticipated dislocations and disruptions through 
two postwar years. vVe are called upon to help them to overthrow these accumu
lated ob~tacle to recovery. But that help will fail of it. most important purpose 
if, in extending it, we attempt to fa hion or shape their future. It will succeed 
if we affirm and undergird the rights, the desires, and the capacities of these 
peoples to work out, for our common good. their own de tiny. 

An undertaking so conceived and directed merit our material sacrifices becau e 
it i a cause which enlists our Christian conscience and conforms to our Christian 
commitments. 

If it i to fulfill ih~ potential promi e, the European recovery program must 
be guided hy a positive and dynamic conception of the recon truction ta k. To 
this end "·e urge that consider9.tion be given to the following principle . . 

1. Basic recon. truction i an enterprise for the rela ing of the creative energies 
of men. It is for this that we are providing them with tools. The material 
oh~ tacle. to recovery in Furope lie partly in the shortflge' of capital equipment 
p!trtl ~• in the inc;tabilitv and unexch!tngeability of currencies, and part!.· in artificial 
financi~J and trade restrictions. But deeper obstacle. lie in the fear of another 
war and de pair for the future. It i ._,f the utmost importance that the curative 
and creative pos ihilities of the European recovery program shall be so emphasized 
and so kept to the forefront as to appeal to the consciences, arouse the wills, 
and enlist the best effort. of men of good will on both sides of the Atlantic. There 
is, we believe, no other way by which the full potentialities of thi program can 
be realized. 

2. American aid for such a recovery program cannot be devoid of risk. Vast 
uncertainties are involved. 'Ve hould be aware, however, that the risks of 
failure are much smaller and much le. s certain than the risks of inaction. .\mer
ican B.id mn t therefore be an act of faith, a faith which has a ure foundation in 
our Chri tian conception of ·what man is and may become. 

3. Financially, the prndent and conserv~l.tive course i"' for us to plan now and 
boldlv. Less than an adequate initial program will delay the day when Europe 
can take over for itself the task of re. toration. Less than that mav reduce the 
entire program to the level of costly relief. · 

4. The United States mnc;t be zealously on guard again t imposing, or appr!ar
ing to impose, conditio:o-'3 in the granting of foreign aid which would s em to 
threaten the political independence of the nations of Europe, or their right to 
choose their own way of life. We must not hamper efforts to e._ tab !ish European 
cooperation. A the European recovery program i carried forward, our nation 
mn t . erionsly honor the basic pnrpo. e of the program, not to infringe hut to pro
tect and strengthen and enlarge European freedoms and the development tmvard 
a communitv of free societies. 

5. \Ye ha\·e a right to expect that the nations participating in thi<i program 
carry out their mvn e:xprec:;. ed intention to 'vork cooperatively, to maintain monc
tar~· stability, and to rerl.nce trade harriers, in orrl.er to make the program effective. 
Such a procedure is the be t insnrance that out of thi struggle for recovery thPre 
will emerge a more healthful European economy and a more united European 
community. The Tnited State must make sure thn.t its o" n policy toward 
Germany not only fits into this cooperative pattern but provides a demon tration 
of it. 

6. The European recover~· program "'houlcl give encouragement to the United 
Kations Economic Commi. . ion for Europe and other United Tations agencies to 
undertake, as the area of cooperation is extended, an increasingly important role 
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in the recoverv effort. We are bound both bv onr commitments to the United 
Nations and b.y the purpose of the European recovery program to . ee to it that 
United Nations machinery serve to develop broader trade relation. within Europe 
and eventuallv as a means for the fuller coordination of the economic relations 
among the nations. 

7. From the start it is e .. ential that the European recovery program encourage 
the development of trade between the participatin~ states anrl the countries of 
eastern Europe. The resources of these countrie are required for the recovery 
and development of western Europe j,ust as they, in turn, need the man·1facturers 
of western states. It is encouraging that the present oppo. ition of the Soviet 
Government to the European recovery program till does not prevent mutuallv 
beneficial trade arrangements with eastern Europe. It is also important for the 
United States to persuade and assist nation outside of Europe to provide goods 
for European recovery, thus broadening the are3. of cooperation and speeding 
recon trnction. The recovery program, together with the contribution. of other 
nations, should meet the net import needs of the cooperatin~ European countries 
that are essential to their recoverv. 

8. If the United States is to fulfill its long-term responsibility in the world 
economy it must help enable other countries to manufacture and sell their own 
goods and services in order to buy what they need. Therefore, the European 
recovery program should be linked with long-range planning to increase American 
imports so that European economic life as well as our own may be maintained 
at a high level. 

9. The American people will be called upon to accept certain specific limitations 
on their own economic desires during this critical period in order that the larger 
good of world recovery may be served. In view of the great human objective , 
Christians should accept such limitations willingly. In emergencie uch a this 
our customarv waste of food and other scarce commodities i scandlaous and un
Christian. If, in addition to voluntary controls, certain government controls 
should be required to assure a fair allocation of needed goods for foreign aid and 
domestic consumption, we believe that such controls should be adopted. From 
the point of view of morality and even of self-interest the take are too high to 
permit either selfishness or short-sightedness to prevail. 

These principles, we believe, can make the European recovery program a co-
operative effort to deal with the ba. ic cau es of tyranny and war. uch an effort 
is in keeping with the constructive peace trategy for which our:churches tand. 

Acting Chairman MERROW. I have here a communication from the 
Catholic War Veterans by Ruth E. Manning, chairman, national 
foreign relations committee, Catholic War Veterans, ·which will be 
put in the record at this point. 

(The communication is as follows:) 
CATHOLIC WAR VETERANS 

OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 

Washington 5, D. C. 

To the Foreign Relations Committe~, 
United States Senate and House of Representatives. 

l\1R. CHAIRMAN AND GENTLEMEN: The Catholic War Veteran of the United 
States wish to urge the Congress of the United States through the medium of this 
committee, to enact without delay the full appropriation of 6., billion dollars to im
mediately inaugurate the propo ed European recovery program for the period up 
to June 1949. 

It is our belief that the Mar hall plan offers a ~ound program design d to allevi
ate the economic and political chaos in we~tern Europe caused by tlH' r cent war. 
The restoration of normal industrial production, agricultur , and trad in Europe 
is necessary to insure our own high standard of li viug and national s cnrit.y. 
The long-range economic tability of the entir world r quir s t.he fnll utilization 
of the indu trial and agricultural potential of t.hese nati ns. The ~ooncr thes 
nation become self-. u taining and resume th ir place~ in th world economy, t.hc 
sooner we may hope to achieve the international coop ration so Yital to vvorld 
security. The reconstruction of Europ is a condit.ion pr<'c dent to t.h ~ncc ·~s 
of the United Nations. We cannot hope to achieve' a la:.;;ting peace "bile half f 
the European Continent lies in economic ruin. Poverty and hunger ar n t 
ronducive to cordial relations, neither among nation:.;;, 11or among men. 

69082-48--75 
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We of the Catholic War Veterans feel that the Marshall plan should not be 
considered as a political issue in the sen e that its success or failure will reflect 
credit or criticism upon certain persons or political parties. Rather the program 
should be considered as an instrument of world peace and, as such, it should be 
judged and appraised without distortion by domestic political implications. We 
cannot postpone the establishment of the European recovery program merely to 
await a more politically opportune time. To do so is to endanger our national 
~ecurity and the peace of the world. 

The Catholic War Veterans further believe that the administration of the 
European recovery program should be left with the State Department. This 
Department is in a position to inaugurate the operation of the program with the 
lea t po sible delay. Inasmuch as time will be a vital factor in the success of the 
undertaking, the delay necessary to establish a separate administrative body 
should be a voided. Furthermore, the entire operation, as an integral part of ou; 
e tablished foreign policy, will have such close relationship with other functions 
of the State Department that a separate agency may well result in delays, con
flicts, or other difficultie which will militate against the ultimate succe s of the 
program. For the e reasons we recommend that the program be administered 
by the State Department. 

In conclusion may I say that we of the Catholic \Y ar Veterans believe that the 
main purpo e of the European recovery program i the rec tablishment of the 
dignity of human beings and respectable governments in Europe. This vital 
purpose should transcend any particular problems relative to the mechanics of 
the program. Indecision with regard to detail should be avoided. All problem , 
whether admini. trative, financial or other , should be cmupromised quickly 
rather than ri k the succe s of the entire program. It i far better that oillions 
be spent (perhap some of it even wa ted) in rehabilitating the peoples and gov
ernment of Europe than that the continent uffer the inevitable consequence of 
Communi tic en lavement. We are convinced that the alternative to the Euro
pean recovery program is ultimately another war and further American blood
shed. A an or!Tanization of veteran , we of the Catholic \\Tar Veterans cannot 
forget that our Nation has pent 300 billions of dollars and the lives of 330,000 
of our comrades in fighting World \Yar II to prevent totalitariani m from en
gulfing the earth. The Mar hall plan v. ill safeguard what we and they fought 
for; \Yithout it our \vartime investment of blood and dollars is likelv to be lost. 
To keep faith \Yith our honored dead we must take every measure to achieve a 
just and lasting peace. To this end the Catholic \\~ ar V etcrans of the United 
States fully endorse the proposed European recovery program and urge its im
mediate enactment. 

Respectfully submitted. 
RUTH E. MANNING, 

Chairman, National Foreign Relations Committee, 
Catholic TV ar Yeterans. 

Acting Chairman ~fERROW. W have also a communication from 
a colleague, ... Ir. vVillis \V. Bradley, of th Eighteenth DisLri t of 
California, enclosing a copy of the findings and reco1nmrnda.tion 
regarding foreign aid, the budget and taxes, of the Long Bcaeh 
Chamber of Commerce, adopted by th board of directors of the Long 
B a ch Chamber of Commerce, tTanuary 26, 1948. 

The letter and the statement inclosed will b put in th record at 
this point. 

(The matter referred to is as follows:) 

CoNGREss OF THE UNITED STATES, 
HousE OF REPRE ENTATIVES, 

Washington, D. C., February 11, 1948-
Hon. CHARLES A. EATON, Chairman, 

Committee on Foreign Affairs, 
House of Representatives, ll' ashington, D. C. 

MY DEAR CoLLEAGUE: I forward herewith a copy of "Findings and Recom· 
mendations Regarding Foreign Aid, the Budget and Taxe ," as prepared by the 
Long Beach Chamber of Commerce of Long Beach, Calif., and approved by the 
board of directors of that chamber of comm rce on January 26, 1948. 
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I invite your particular attention to the recommendations of the chamber of 
commerce which may be safely accepted as the general view of business in the 
Long Beach area. 

Best wishes. 
Sincerely, 

WILLIS W. BRADLEY. 

LoNG BEACH CHAMBER oF CoMMERCE, 
Lono Beach, Calif. 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING FoREIGN AID, THE BUDGET, AND 
TAXES 

Th& need of some relief to Europe in its present emergency is recognized, not 
only from a humanitarian and economic viewpoint, bnt largely for purpo es of our 
national safety to combat Soviet Russia's avowed plans for su.bjugation of ·western 
Europe and the entire world. 

However, the continued economic well-being our our country demands that any 
aid furnished be subject to the following conditions: 

1. Preservation of all our natural resources inasmuch as they are essential to 
our continued ability to defend our Nation again t future attack. 

2. Other countries of the Western Hemisphere have just as great a stake i::J 
we tern Europe's economic recovery as has the United States; therefore in tead of 
the United State buying relief item. from other countries of the Western Hemi -
phere, those countries should be induced to export the needed items direct through 
e" tablishment of necessary credit arrangement of their own with European 
nation . This would make possible a reduction in the amount of relief appropria
tions by about 3Ya billion dollars, and permit a corresponding rednction in taxe ·. 

3. The granting of relief to the nations of western Europe should be conditioned 
upon the recipient country's agreement to encourage and foster the growth of free 
enterpri e. 

4. Any relief progfam adopted should be limited to not more than 15 month ' 
duration and any subsequent aid should be contingent upon there ult of a survey 
showinp; the then actual need, plus proof that the recipient nation has fo tered and 
will continue to foster free enterprise. 

5. The relief program should be administered in a bu inesslike manner by a 
bipartisan commission of private citizens and Federal official a oppo ed to ad
ministration by one man or one department of our Government. , honld relief 
for countries other than those of western Europe be decided upon it could logically 
be mo t economically admini tered by the same commi sion. 

6. The total amount of aid furni hed should be held to the absolute minimum 
in order that our O\Vn national . olvency may not be endangered. A r duction 
in the amount of the national debt is of paramount importance; th refore, we 
favor adoption of a systematic plan by Congress to reduce snch debt each :vear 
by a minimum retirement of a ub tantial agreed upon sum of 2~ billion dollars 
or 1nore. 

7. For every dollar of foreign relief voted by Congre s, a dollar to be deduct d 
from our domestic Federal expenditur . This result could he ac omplish<'d by 
prorata. reduction in the budget of all Government departments xc pting thoHe 
essential to militarv defen e of our ation. 

8. It is recommended that Congress rep al existing agricultural price- upport 
legislation or at least dra tically amend its application b canHe th buying of 
commodities in larg quantities re(]uires vast exp nditure:;; and unrluly raises 
commodity prices through purchases by tOvernmC'ut agcncic<.; in colllpctition 
with private enterpri e. Thi contribute. to th inflationary spiral and increases 
our taxes unduly. 

Adopted by the board of directors, Long B ach Chamh r of Comm rc , January 
26, 1948. 

D. W. CAMBPELL, ricueral llfanarwr. 

Acting Chairman MERROW. Also a ommunication und a statement, 
sent to the chairman, from Mr. J. A. Smith of th Northw st Horti ·ul
tural Council which, without objection, will bo ins rt d ]n th r ·ord 
at this point. 
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(The communication and statement are as follows:) 
NORTHWEST HoRTICULTURAL CouNCIL, 

Wenatchee, Wash., February 10, 1948. 
The Honorable CHARLES A. EATON, 

Chairman House Foreign Affairs Committee, 
Unit~d States House of Representatives, 

W ashin·gton, D. C. 
DEAR CoNGRESSMAN EATON: When I appeared before your committee on 

February 4 1948 several members of the committee requested ~hat I submit a 
provision ~hich 'might appropriately be included in the E~ropean Recovery 
program legislation which p~o_vision would encourage the use m. the program of 
surplus agricultural commod1t1es needed by the European countnes and normally 
exported to them from the United States in substantial quantities. 

In mv discussion before the committee my remarks related principally to 
fresh apples and pears, but it is re<Jognized there are other surplus agricultural -
commodities which should also be included. Furthermore, although I spoke 
primarilv of the situation in theN orthwest, the matter is national in scope because 
~pple arid pear growers all over the country compete to a great extent in the same 
macrkets. Apples are grown commercially in 38 States, and growers in California, 
and in Ivlichigan, Illinois, Ohio, and other J\t1idwestern States, and in the Appala
chian area and in New York and New England are all equally interested in the 
reestablish~ent of export markets as a means of stabilizing the domestic market. 

I have prepared, and I am pleased to forward to you with this letter a pro
vision which, in substance at least, I believe should be included in the ERP legis
lation. The provision has not been drafted as a specific amendment to any pend
ing bill, but I believe it is generally adaptable to whatever ERP legislation is 
decided upon. I should say, further, that while the provision is drafted in terms 
including all agricultural commodities, it might well be limited to horticultural 
commodities which, in general. are the agricultural commodities which can best 
be handled through private trade. 

The committee has also requested some information on price and costs in the 
apple industry, and I intend to submit that information within the next couple 
of davs. 

I should like to take this opportunity to thank you and your committee again 
for giving me the opportunity to present to you the current problem of my indu try 

• and to suggest to you a means of alleviating the problem, while at the same time 
furthering the purposes of the European recovery program. 

Respectfully, 
J. A. SMITH. 

SUGGESTED PROVISION 

In furnishing to any participating country under this act any agricultural 
commodity produced within the continental United States, normal channels of 
private trade shall be used where possible. Where the use of such channels of 
trade is not possible, such commodities shall be furnished by means of procure
ment by existing agencies of the Federal Government. In determining the kinds 
and quantities of such commodities to be furnished under this act, consideration 
shall be given to (a) the needs of the participating countries as expressed in the 
initial published report of the Committee of European Economic Cooperation; 
(b) the availability of such commodities in the United States; (c) the historic 
reliance by the participating countries upon imports of such commodities and 
the dependency of the producers of such commodities upon the markets of par
ticipating countries. In making determinations with respect to the kinds and 
quantities of such commodities to be furnished under this act and with respect 
to the methods for furnishing such commodities, the administrator shall follow 
the recommendations of the Secretary of Agriculture, which recommendations 
shall be with respect to specific products, not general classes of products. 

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any commodity heretofore or 
hereafter acquired by any agency of the Government under any price-support 
program shall, to the extent that such commodity is determined to be appropriate 
for such purpose and in excess of domestic requirements, be utilized in providing 
aid under this act or any other act providing for assistance and relief to foreign 
countries and shall be disposed of by such agency for such purpose at such price 
as may be determined to be reasonable, taking into consideration the value of such 
commodity as incentive goods and as a contribution to the health of people in 
participating countries and the value of such commodity in the light of the scarcity 
-of other comparable commodities and, in the case of a food product, the cost of 
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comparable foodstuffs. Any such agency shall report to the Congress, in each 
calendar quarter, the amount of its costs resulting from the di position of commodi
ties hereunder, and the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to 
cancel notes of such agency held by him in an amount equal to the amount of such 
costs. 

NoRTHWEST HoRTICULTURAL CouNCIL, 

The Honorable CHARLE~ A. EATON, 
Wenatchee, Wash., February 11, 191,-8. 

Chairman, House Foreign Affairs Committee, 
United States House of Representatives, Washington, D. C. 

DEAR CoNG_RESSMAN EATON: I wrote you yesterday to submit a suggested 
provision for the European recovery program legislation in response to the re
quest of several committee members on February 4, 1948, when I appeared 
before the committee. I am including in this letter some information concern
ing growers' prices and production costs, which information was also requested 
by the committee. 

The price information given in this letter has been compiled from statistics of 
the Associated 1\1arketers of Wenatchee, from actual sales reports covering more 
than 65 percent of the total volume of sales organizations in the Wenatchee
Okanogan district. The information which covers the three main varieties of 
apples produced and shipped in the Wenatchee-Okanogan district, namely, 
Winesaps, Delicious, and Rome Beauties, is representative and clearly indicates 
the decrease in f. o. b. prices from the end of October 194 7 through the first week 
of February 1948. 

The information is as follows: 

Winesaps: 
Combination, Extra F&.ncy, and Fancy ___________________ __________ _ 
"0" grade ..•. ___________________ ________ ____ --------- ______________ _ 

Delicious: 
Combination, Extra Fancy, and Fancy _____________________________ _ 
"C" grade . .. ----------- ____________ -------------- __ ---- ____________ _ 

Rome beauties: 
Combination, Extra Fancy, l'lnd Fancy ___ --------------------------
"0" grade ________ -------- __ -------- ________________________________ _ 

Per box 

Season through Sales WC<'k end
October a\er-ages ing Feb. 6, 1948 

$2.85 $2.10 
2. 10 1. 0 

2.!l0 1. 95 
1. 74 1. 50 

2.64 1. 60 
1. 53 1. 45 

A compari on of prices for the fir::;t week in February with total cost::;, exclu. ive 
of di:tribution costs, $2.56 per box, a shown in th "\Vashington State ollt>ge 
co t figure attached hereto, clearly indicate the severe lo:ses at which apple 
producers are operating under present market condition::;. 

Regarding the information which your committee r quested on the \\ idt> diff r
enee , between prices returned to the producer per box and the prices for which 
the. e apples are heing old through retail outlets, Wf' have attempted to find an 
explanation for thi wide variance but do not hav f:iufnciPnt data to answ r your 
que ·tion aR we would like to an wer it. Th re i::; one factor, however, that mt
questionably contribute::; toward what seemingly is an exces::;iv profit somewhere 
along the line as between producer ·' sales prires and the pric<' at which appl s 
are being sold at retail. Many whol salers and distributor::; of our western apples 
purchased heavily early in the ::-;ea. on at prices well above current f. o. h. pric ::-;, 
as you will see from the average prices for the R a. on through ctoh r n th 
three varieties covered. Many of th sc apples were either shipp 'd to point of 
rli. tribution and held in cold Htoragc or were h lei in cold ~torag' at Hhipping point 
for the buyer's account and arc ~till b inp; distributed through retail outlets. 
\Yholesal r' and r ccivers a.r , insofar as possihl , apparpntly tr ing to recoup all 
or as large a part as po. sihle of their original cost plus accntNl storap;c eharg s. 

'onRequently, th re is a lag in r cognition of de ·r as H in grow<>r's pric<'s and 
higher-priced apples arc being placed on the retail market at price l ,. ,Is "hich 
are in no way com}larable to pr •sent f. o. IJ. prie<>s. 
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One other factor which has increased the spread between prices received by 
producers at shipping point and the retail price is advances in rail freight rates 
which have occurred since the start of the present shipping season amounting to 
a total additional freight charge of 20 cents per hundredweight or approximately 
11 cents per box on fruit shipped from the Pacific Northwest to the eastern sea
board United States markets. 

Respectfully, 
J. A. SMITH. 

State college costs of producing and packing apples-Changes in costs of growing, 
harvesting, packing, and storing Washington apples, Yakima and Wenatchee 
districts, central Washington, 19J,.D-J,.6 and 191,.7 

Item 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1 

Boxes, box making, packing 2 ________ $0.375 $0. 475 $0. 56 $0.62f\ $0. 747 $0.836 $0.87 $0.91 Storing ______________________ ________ $0.115 $0.135 $0. 16 $0. 166 $0. 191 $0.159 $0.20 $0.20 
Growing and harvesting _____________ $0.556 $0.712 $0.92 $1. 435 $1. 41 $1.78 $1.42 $1.45 

Total costs exclusive of distri-
bution ______________ _________ $1.05 $1.32 $1.64 $2.23 $2.35 $2. 78 $2.49 $2.56 

Actual yields per acre ________ boxes __ 409 370 413 374 500 465 559 3 563 
Total costs exclusive of distribution 

( 400-boxes-per-acre yield). _________ $1.06 $1.28 $1.66 $2.15 $2.62 $3.04 -------- --------

I Preliminary; based on only a few reports. 
2 With the exception of the years 1943 and 1945, packing and boxes and box making were reported as 1 

charge. 
J Estimate. 

NOTES.-194D-45 figures can be obtained in Washington State College Bulletin No. 474. 
1945-46 figures in process of publication by the State college. 
1947 estimates were made by preliminary survey by Washington State College men. They are based on 

11 records and should be considered confidential data. The same 11 growers had a cost of growing and har· 
vesting averaging $1.44 in 1946. 

Acting Chairman MERROW. We have with us this morning Mrs. 
Katharine Lee Marshall, legislative secretary of the Women's Inter
national League for Peace and Freedom, United States section, whom 
we will hear at this time. 

STATEMENT OF MRS. KATHARINE LEE MARSHALL, LEGISLATIVE -SECRETARY, WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE FOR PEACE 
AND FREEDOM, UNITED STATES SECTION 

Mrs. MARSHALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The organization for which I speak is one national section of an 

international organization, having branches in most European and 
several American countries. There are league members, if not fully 
organized sections, in 11 of the 16 nations now participating in the 
Committee for European Economic Cooperation. 

The members of the United States Section have, therefore, a three
fold interest in the European recovery program: (1) They are United 
States citizens; (2) they belong to an organization whose inclusive 
purpose-to promote freedom and peace at home and abroad-is 
proclaimed in its name; and (3) their fellow members in this work live 
in the majority of the 16 participating nations as well as in many other 
countries. 

This Section announced its support of the European recovery pro
gram in a resolution passed by its National Board of Directors in 
Octo her 194 7. We did so in the conviction that aid by the United 
States to a program for European economic recovery cooperatively 
initiated and carried out by 16 European nations is a necessary under-
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taking in the interests of freedom, peace and our own Nation. Having 
examined the draft legislation presented by the President and the 
State Department, we find it fulfills most of the general hopes for 
United States participation which we expressed in our resolution 
endorsing Secretary Marshall's suggestion. 

The League does not consider itself qualified to comment in detail 
upon all features of the proposed legislation, but we would like to 
record our thinking about some of the major outlines of the project. 

Clearly, the program becomes another relief measure, not a recovery 
program, if we do not obligate ourselves to see through the proposed 
4-year period, and if we do not grant an initial appropriation sufficient 
to get it off to a good start. 

The United States has urged that Europe abandon nationalistic 
economics so that the people of all participating nations may realize 
the maximum benefit from our aid. While this approach is clearly a 
sound one, we in America cannot really expect the people of Europe 
to comply with the suggestion unless we assure them that the promises 
which we have held out will be fulfilled. Otherwise the temptation for 
many governments to continue to use every available device including 
bilateral trade and barter agreements, in a frantic attempt to support 
the standard of living of their peoples will be too great to resist . 
America's determination to see the program through for at least 4 
years should clearly be written into the legislation. 

Should the $6.8 billion asked for by the State Department prove an 
incorrect estimate of the amount needed to launch the program-and 
it well may-the error vv-ill be on the low, not on the high side. 

Although the draft legislation allows for a 7.5-percent ri '"'e in United 
States prices, and a 5-percent rise in other Western Hemi phere prices 
since July 1, 1947, except for th last few days, our prices have con
tinued to rise steadily. In fact, they had already passed the 7.5-
percent rise provided for in the tate Department' figures when th 
current priee drop began. Whether or not th European nations will 
in fact be able to meet the high production goals on 'vhich th program 
is based will depend on many unpredictables of natur and world 
politics. The League suggest , therefore, that you con i(ler $().8 
billion as a Ininimal figure, and that if it is altered by Congress it b 
altered upward. 

l\fany suggestions from individuals more expert on th subject th n 
ourselves have been given you as to the administration f th plan. 
On this topic the League confines it elf to a few gcnrr l con. ide rat ion . . 

We urge that tho Congress ·ecognize the import an e f tho progn1n1 
as part of United tates foreign policy and allow for adequate int -
gration with the Government agency chiefly re ponsibl f r f nnulat
ing and carrying out our foreign policy. The aclminist.rativ prograrn 
which the newspaper report as now acceptable to both , enator 
Vandenberg's Com1nittoc and the .. tate D cpartn1 nt sounds rif . ·tivP
and adequate. 

We wish e pecially to emphasize our onviction that in tho fonnuln.
tion of policy the administrator should have the assistnnrr f a ·onl-
mittee of the best qualified riti?-0ns of this country. rrtninly hu sine. 
and indu trial leadership hould he rcprrsontcd on this ·onuniLtc . 
But it should not dominate it. 

We feel, too, that the trade-union movement hQlJld h giv0n full 
recognition on both the top ad vi ory om1nitt o an I n su ·h d lcga-
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tions as may be set up in Europe to assist there in the implementation 
of the progran1. No group within our Nation has been as instrumental 
in securing the support of the common people of Europe for coopera
tion with the United States as has the trade-union movement. The 
Congress of Industrial Organizations working in the vVorld Federation 
of Trade Unio'ns, and the American Federation of Labor with its direct 
representation in Europe, have demonstrated their competence in 
coping \Vith international problems affecting working people. 

The report of the Paris Conference states that throughout the life 
of the Marshall plan, European labor will have to subsist on a standard 
of living lower than that of prewar years. Passage of the European 
recovery program by the United States Congress cannot, therefore, 
be expected suddenly to make the common people of Europe immune 
from the propaganda of those who oppose cooperation with the 
United .States. A knowledge that American trade unionists are 
playing an important role in the administration of the Marshall plan 
would, however, go a long way toward concrete proof that our desire 
to help in the finding of progressive and democratic solutions to their 
problems is a sincere one. 

Before taking a definitive position on the Marshall plan, the League 
wrote to its European Sections asking what their reactions to it were, 
and what seemed to them to be the feeling of the people of their 
countries. 

In addition to expressions of hope that the United States would 
back up the great hope that Secretary Marshall held out to Europe 
in his Harvard speech, they sent us reflections of their fears that the 
American proposal ·would result in further division of Europe, that 
the United States might take advantage of its economic strength to 
impose its own economic theories upon European countries, and 
that the power and prestige of the United Nations would be greatly 
damaged if the program were carried out apart from it. 

We made this survey during the summer. Since then the im
portance of some of our friends' advice seems to us to have increased. 

Clearly the economic position of Europe has worsened, and American 
assistance is more than ever necessary if the basis of civilization is 
to be maintained in those centers \vhich have been it staunchest 
defenders. Democratic practices have been attacked more vigorously 
from both the extreme right and the extrem left this fall and winter 
than at any time since the collapse of Hitler. 

11eantime, the democratic forces have proved their continued hold 
upon the vast majority of the peoples of Europe and their ability to 
face realistically the problems of planning that must be solved if a 
continent reduced to extreme scarcity is to recover. But they have 
not forgotten that the division of Europe into great spheres of influ
ence bas always been the background of war. While willino· to plan 
for half of Europe, they are not willing to plan the permanent ex
clusion of the other half. 

Our own State Department, which has not the reputation for ex
cessive tolerance of the present regimes of eastern Europe, has re
peatedly said that one economic assumption of its European recovery 
plan is the assumption that East-\¥ est European trade will grow. 
Firmly anti-Communist European regimes hav recently wel om d 
the opportunity to exchange their goods for Poli h coal ancl Rus. ian 
raw materials. Secretary 1\Iarshall himself regard the United l(ing-
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dom-Union of Soviet ocialicst Republics trade aO'r ement as a healthy 
economic development. o 

Al.though no one can expect the sudd n en1ergence of truly har
monious economic and political r lations between ea. tern and we tern 
Europe, it is not in our interest, or in the intere t of we tern Europe 
to take any action to deprive tho e nations of the raw mat rials 
which they can obtain from the East. 

Legislative limitations on Russian-Am rican commerce vvould do 
ju t that. The very deterioration of political relations b tween 
Rus ia and the "\Vest make more, not less, important the mainte
nance of those economic contacts which the needs of both cr ate. 

And the interests of Europe, the recovery program, ourselves, and 
world peace demand that th great r public emphasi be placed on the 
constructive rather than the objective of this program. Looking 
beyond the tensions of the moment, and rem mb ring that the 
European recovery plan is designed to secure the peace, not to create 
an alliance for war, the United tate shoJld make it unmistakably 
clear that any European nation which should subsequently so choose 
is free to enter into the program. 

We have no doubt that Congress will turn down the pleas of a few 
doctrinaire politicians and industrialists that the United States attach 
to its aid the condition that Europe abandon price controls, and 
nationalization programs. The Admini tration and n1ost legi lator , 
we feel sure, recognize that the economic program of democracy in 
Europe is somewhat to the left of what it is here. But there is a real 
danger that in subtler ways the United States may, without bad 
intent, endeavor to set Europe recovery in patterns which would not 
be in the best interests of the peoples of Europe. This, of course, 
means that in the long run we \Vould be acting against our own intere ts. 

The recipient nations have a right to decide themselves how they 
will accomplish the objectives they have publi ·ly s t. , 'o long as they 
Lid fair to meet those obj ctive , maintain livi11g political d01noeraey, 
deal fairly, honestly, and efficiently with us, vve will be wise if we allow 
thmn the maximurn freedom of operation. To irnpose upon thrn1, for 
example, the necessity of accepting aid chiefly in the fonn of priv·1te 
American loan is a 8uggestion \vhich we do not welco1nr. , und w ich 
will, we su pect, be unwelcorne to many of our EuropPail friends. 
The political and economic consequrnces of uch a ha:..,i · al t0ration of 
approach need at least very serious consideration hrf re wriLing that 
sugge tion into law. 

It is regrettably true that we f'annot today turn thr aclmini tration 
of the bulk of th ~ European program over to the United .J.. ation . 
We welcome the State Departnwnt's careful and full provi ion in its 
draft spe ·ialized leo-i slation for integration of th progrmn "it.h tl o 
United Nations, ancl we hope that Congre~s ugrres with u ~ that· 
such tr atment n1ust be ace rded t.lw United Nation. in any Europ an 
recovery bill enacted. 

Finally, may we remind you thnt passag<' of the Europ0an rr ovcry 
program, vitally in1portant though it i , do< not \vind up th ~ agenda 
of bold measures that America mu t take if pt'acP an<.l fre 'doni nr' to 
be assured. 

The temptation to join an arn1aments race "- ith , oviPt Ru , ia is 
constantly before us. vV e know that in tlH' atomic age there i no 
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such thing as military security, yet we act as though the stock piling 
of arms can protect us. 

Let America accompany the inauguration of the 11arshall plan 
with a proposal that the nations of the world meet together to plan 
the abolition of all armaments, under sensible international controls. 
There is no point in assisting in the recovery of Europe if it is to 
become again a battlefield. Let us once and for all give the lie to 
those \ ~bo say the European recovery program is a step towards a 
third world war. 

Acting Chairman MERROW. Mr. Smith--
1lr. SMITH. When you say that this is a relief program and not 

recovery, what do you mean? 
l'vfrs. 11ARSHALL. I said that if it were put in short terms or in too 

small terms it ·would only stave off the very thing which it wants 
entirely to do away with, and therefore it could be considered only as 
a relief program, not as a recovery program. 

Mr. SMITH. So you believe that the program should cover the 4- or 
5-year program that has been suggested? 

~1rs. MARSHALL. Yes, I do. It seems to me it would be the better 
part of wisdom to give to Europe the tremendous psychological boost 
of assistance by fulfilling the suggestion originally made by saying now 
that we are willing to carry this thing for 4 years. Should the pro
duction schedules and the very optimistic hopes expressed in the whole 
program later be realized, then it would hurt neither side for aid to be 
diminished or even eliminated. But at this point, when the crisis is 
here, not to hold out a hope that we will care for 4 years would I think 
mean a tremendous set-back. It will mean, I think, that Europe 
cannot nearly so calmly and reasonably deal novv with its current 
problems. 

l'vlr. SMITH. You think the crisis has arrived, or do you anticipate 
that it will occur? 

Mrs. MARSHALL. I think it is here and can deepen. 
1lr. SMITH. According to the report of the Paris Committee, post

war recovery up until the end of 1946 has been fairly well achieved; 
are you familiar \\ith tLat? 

11rs. NlARSHALL. Yes, I am. 
l\ fr. SMITH. Are you familiar with the causes that have created the 

differ n t situation since then? 
~Irs. 11ARSHALL. I t.hink so; if you are referring to last winter's 

freeze, this sumn1er's drought , the rise in United States prices. 
1\Ir . SMITH. I~ they were able to achieve that degree of recovery 

fron1 1946, do you think that it is absolutely essential that we now, at 
this tin1e, embark upon a 4-year program'? 

~\ frs . ~lARSHALL. For n1any reasons I do, 1Ir. Smith. It iR not 
only t he freeze, the drought and the prices. ~fany people, including 
leading spokesmen for our State Department- 11r. Ache on, l\1r. 
Marshall, Mr. Douglas-have said that it took a long time for the 
people most concerned on the other side and on this side of the Atlantic 
to realize just how torn the fabric of European economy had been by 
the war. 

l\1r. SMITH. Now, let us assume that we go into this program; we 
get h alf way through it; we find that\\ e have not achieved the objec
tives. Recovery, as I understand, is geared to tlJe idea that \Ve must 
have recovery in order to prevent the further encroachment of Russia 
upon the economies of those 16 nations. 
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Mrs. MARSHALL. We must have recovery for a good many reasons. 
That is one of them. 

Mr. SMITH. Let us assume that this program is not working out, 
and it looks as though the Russians might take over. 

Mrs. MARSHALL. It is a gamble. 
11r. SMITH. It is a gamble? 
Mrs. MARSHALL. Surely. 
Mr. SMITH. Now my question is, Would your organization support 

increased appropriations for military purposes so that we can protect 
the investment we have made? 

~1rs. MARSHALL. That is something that I could not answer with 
absolute certainty. The probable answer is negative, b 1t it would 
have to depend upoh the circumstance'"'. 

~fay I say just this? We do regard this progran1 as a gamble, and 
I think anyone ·who does not is making a great mistake. But there 
are certain ·ways to attempt to insure risks, and certainly to do less 
than seems now required, or to be hesitant about saying at tl1i point 
that you will do it as long as it is necessary, is to increas the risk 
immeasurably. 

11r. SMITH. Mr. Bevin hinted last week in a speech to Parliament 
that it might be necessary, and that an effort was being made, for some 
form of standardization of arms between the United States and the 
cooperating nations. That would seem to me to be at least an indi
cation that it may be necessary to protect the European recovery 
program for some time by force of arms. 

1Irs. MARSHALL. Can we not face that when we come to it? 
11r. SMITH. We faced it in the Greek-Turkish ituation. 
11rs. MARSHALL. That is just it. That is quite a different itvation 

from this one; if we do what is required now, we have more than a 
good chance of maintaining that in1portant difference. 

1Ir. SMITH. We are protecting the Greek investineut by ending 
armed forces into that area; are we not? 

1Irs. MARSHALL. I had not heard that. 
11r. SMrrn. ·You know, as a matter of fact, that we have ~larines 

over there and we are opening up an air base in northern Africa. })o 
you think that is for fun? In addition, it ~ccms to me that we have 
got to support universal military training, and I know your org< l'izn: 
tion is not for that. 

11rs. 1\IARSHALL. You arc correct. 
1v1r. SMITH. I an1 at a loss to understand how we can do this job if, 

somewhere along the line, we arc not going to i1npl 'Inent it with at 
least an aclcquat dcfen c system and an adequate air for ·e and ade
quate r serves. 

1Ir . MARSHALL. Mr. mith, it is our belief, our eonviction, that 
there may be other ways by which our JH'Ople can lw 1nade Iltore 
secure. 

11r. SMITH. I am for that, but what are they? What do you sugg<'st? 
Mr. MALONEY. Will the gentleman yield! That is just th ques

tion I was going to ask. 
Mrs. MARSHALL. What do we suggest? 
Mr. MALONEY. Yes; to accomplish your ends. W would be v ry 

glad to know what they are, if th y are workabl I think nobody 
in this room would object to that. 
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Mrs. MARSHALL. I mentioned two of them here. One is full imple
mentation of a program such as thi one. Another is certainly a 
more serious attempt on the part of the United States by calling for 
a convention of all nations of the world on the question of disarma
ment. 

Mr. MALONEY. Do you think that that would do it? Theoretically, 
that is beautiful. But as a practical proposition, do you think that 
even if Russia agreed, she would carry out that agreement? 

1;1rs. MARSHALL. I think that that also can only be examined when 
the situation arises; because although the two approaches of the 
United States and Russia toward the question of disarmament con
trols appear to be almost diametrically oppos~d, we have not so far 
agreed to discuss limitation or reduction in the whole field of arma
ments at once, as the Russians have requested. Until we make an 
effort to do that sort of thing, there is not much reason, and it is 
rather futile to say, that the Russians would not be willing to carry 
out an agreement. 

1ifr. NIALONEY. Would you be willing for the United States to re
duce our armaments if Russia merely said at such a conference that 
she would reduce her arn1aments? 

Mrs. MARSHALL. No. 
\Ir. MALONEY. Would you be willing for us to do that? 

11rs. J\IIARSHALL. No. 
11r. 11ALONEY. If Russia said that? 
Mrs. l\11ARSHALL. No, I would not. 
11r. 11ALONEY. Then how would you implen1ent your suggestion? 

What would .von do? 
11rs. ~LA..RSHALL. I would, before writing off the question of dis

armament as a possibility for the next 10 or 15 years, go into tne entire 
problem. 

11r. l\1ALONEY. Even if you got down to figures and Russia said 
that she would agree, would you then favor the United States reduc
ing her annaments? 

Mrs. MARSHALL. Not 'vithout adequate controls. 
Mr. MALONEY. How would you control it? 
11rs. 11ARSHALL. It would have to be discussed and agreed upon at 

the same time. The Russians have recently resisted some controls in 
connection with atomic energy; in the past they have suagestcd more 
controls than we would agree to. 

:Nlr. 11ALONEY. I understand, but that is just by word of mouth. 
Mrs. MARSHALL. Let us look at it from the other side. It is per

fectly true that with the piling up of ·tension on both sides, it would 
be very difficult for either side now to believe that the other meant 
almost anything. That is quite true. But an adequate systen1 of 
controls means an adequate system of controls. I~ means botb ides 
will have to agree to the setting up of at least inspection committees. 

11r. MALONEY. Do you believe that Russia would agree to that? 
11r . :\IARSHALL. I think we have not really tri d to find out, 

because we have not talked about the whole story. 
Mr. 11ALONEY. Do you know that a Russian diplomat has aiel 

that the truth does not mean anythjng; only that which is good for 
the party is right, whether it be truthful or not. Have you ever 
heard that statement? 

Mrs. MARSHALL. No. Who was that? 
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Mr. MALONEY. That was a Russian diplomat. That statement 
was actually made. 

Mrs. MARSHALL. Well--
Mr. MALONEY. What attitude can you take toward a nation that 

makes that statement, whose philosophy is built on that theory? 
Mrs. l\lARSHALL. I think that in general what we must do-and I 

am not an expert on foreign affairs-is to do in each situation what 
we know to be the right, the constructive thing. If that means at 
times opposing encroaclunent with stalwart pressure, we n1ust do that. 
But we should not use what appears to be the case on one issue to 
influence our actions on every other; that is, we must never give up 
exploring possibilities that have not been fully explored and which 
n1ight somehow change the situation. That is why I think eli arma
ment needs pushing, because it has not really been fully explored. In 
other words, there are still untried doors and disarmament is one of 
them. 

Mr. MALONEY. I can heartily agree with you. 
Mrs. MARSHALL. I know that it so, because the United States has 

maintained that if the Russians will not agree to adequate inter
national controls of atomic energy, which is the weapon we have that 
they most fear, then, of course, they are not going to agree to interna
tional controls for disarmament of any or all weapons. 

1Ir. :W1ALONEY. I ·would not trust their ·word no matter what they 
said. 

Mrs. 11ARSHALL. I do not think anyone in his right mind today is 
going to put any stock in paper treaties. But Russian position as 
far as the setting up of international controls is concerned might 
change if we indicated that we were actually willing to discuss reduc
tion of all armaments. The Russian position throughout Soviet 
history has been that the reason capitalist nations insist upon inter
national controls of disarmament is that 1 hey really do not want to 
disarm. We know that is not true, especially at this point in time. 
But we have not gone far enough in discussion-involving no danger 
whatever-even to test whether or not that is a genuine Russian 
fear. 

Mr. 1-fALONEY. That is all. Mr. Smith, I am sorry I took so much 
of your time. 

11r. SMITH. That is all I have at this time. 
Acting Cha.irman MERROW. 1fr. l{ee. 
11Ir. l(EE. 1Irs. 1-larshall, you made a very interesting and a v ry 

contplete statement. 
11rs. MARSHALL. Thank you. 
Mr. KEE. I personally agree with every word you said. Also, 

you are in very good company because just before you can1e into thP 
room, a statement was submitted for the record by the] ederal ouncil 
of Churches of Christ in America. That also agr 'es with your state
ment. So there is no argument between you and n1c with refer<'nce to 
the necessity of this action and the necessity of it now. I lH'artily 
agree with your view that we must meet earh situation a it aris(' . 
We have a condition now and not a theory of communism in Europl' 
and there is action that we must take. 

V e are taking a gamble, we are tal~ing a risk, but the risl of not 
taking action, to me, is a great d al greater than the ri k we would 
take in taking the action proposed. Therefore, I agrc with your 
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statement and there is no argument, so far as I am concerned. ] 
thank you. 

Acting Chairman MERROW. 11r. Maloney. 
Mr. MALONEY. Mrs. Marshall, I am rather interested in your 

League. How many people are members of the league? Can you 
O'ive us the number of members in round figures? 0 

Mrs. MARSHALL. I really do not know the over-all international 
membership. Do you refer to tha section which I represent? 

Mr. MALONEY. Yes. 
Mrs. MARSHALL. It is a small group as far as membership is con

cerned-about 5,000 in this country. The history of the organization 
is quite interesting. It was started by Jane Addams in 1915 at The 
Hague. It started internationally. The national sections grew up. 
As a matter of fact, its first international president, Jane Addams, 
and its present honorary international president, Emily Greene Balch, 
are two of the three women who have won the No bel peace prize. 
It holds international congresses every 3 years. In 1946, the first 
one in 10 years was held. It has, as I said, members if not fully 
reorganized (after the war) sections, in 11 of the 16 European nations. 

Mr. MALONEY. What countries are omitted of the 16 nations; do 
you know? 

Mrs. MARSHALL. I think I can tell you in which ones we have 
1nembers. France, Germany--

Mr. MALONEY. Of course, Germany is not one of the 16 countries. 
Mrs. MARSHALL. Well, you would consider western Germany? 
Mr. MALONEY. It will probably be brought in. 
Mrs. MARSHALL. I did not include Germany in my count, as a 

matter of fact. We have members in all the Scandinavian countries; 
Belgium, Holland, Great Britain. 

Mr. MALONEY. Do you have any countries behind the iron curtain? 
Mrs. MARSHALL. We have members in Czechoslovakia, if you call 

that behind the iron curtain. 
Mr. MALONEY. Well, that is on the borderland, I would say. 

Now, you have an interchange of ideas, I imagine? 
Mrs. MARSHALL. Yes; we have. 
Mr. KEE. Will the gentleman yield? 
Mr. MALONEY. Yes. 
Mr. KEE. I meant to ask Mrs. Marshall, what is your official 

position in the organization? 
Mrs. MARSHALL. I am the legislative secretary of the United 

States section. 
Mr. KEE. Thank you. 
Mr. MALONEY. What do these women in these 11 countries say 

about the possibility of this plan interfering with the sovereignty of 
those countries? 

Mrs. MARSHALL. Would you like to have me read you son1e 
comment we have received? 

~Ir. 1t1ALONEY. I should be glad to hear them. I think that is 
rather important. 

~Irs. !v1ARSHALL. \Ve do, too. I have a letter her from France 
which as a matter ·of fact, expresses almost all of the views which 
came to us from other countries. 

Mr. 11ALONEY. If you will just touch the salient points, I think we 
would be interested. 
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Mrs. MARSHALL. Our correspondent says, for instance, touching 
on this question: 
* * * if we are making re ~ervations which t end to keep intact the ind e
pendence of France, we have always been grateful to the American. 'Yho have 
made great sacrifices of time, enere;y, and money to end u food packages and to 
help us in every way in our distre s. Today again, we are touched by the fact 
that the people of the United State are consentina to limit them elven, and 
perhaps to deprive themselves to prevent famine on the Old Continent. 

Also: 
Please believe that we are grieved and humiliated to be thus reduced to beggary, 

while we are only partially responsible for it. 

She discusses ho\V far French recovery has already progressed. 
Then she discusses long-term aid, saying: 

In addition to the problem of emergency airl, in order to prevent a famine and 
an immediate paraly is of indu try, the conference of the 16 nations concluded 
that in pite of the mutual aid of the European countrien, which they were com
missioned to initiate, enormous needs remain, amounting to nearly $20,000,000,000 
which Europe cannot meet without American aid. 

For emergency aid, as well as for long-term aid, we shall be deeply grateful to 
the generous people of the United States. But we a. k our friends * * * to 
obtain from political milieux that they can influence: That no political condition 
shall be placed on the French Government in exchange for t he aid that i offered, 
and that. if certain economic conditions are reque ted as a guaranty for the loan, 
they shall not mortgage the future of our economy or subjugate u.:3 in any way to 
the powerful enterprises which the tru ~ts are, or to the economic intere ts of a 
state as powerful as yours. Finally we a k that no new organization be created 
for the application of the Marshall plan, but that it be entrusted to the compet,_,nt 
services of the United Kations Organization, in order not to diminish the role and 
prestige of that international institution. 

l\1r. l\1ALONEY. I take it you do not disagree with all of her 
thoughts? 

::\1rs. MARSHALL. No; I do not. 
Mr. MALONEY. What is your conclusion as to any interference 

with these nations' sovereignty? Let me bring it out in this way. 
\Ve waut those countries to have, and we feel it is necessary for those 
countries to have, a strong currency. 

~frs. MARSHALL. Y OS. 
Mr. ~lALONEY. And in a bilateral agreement W '~ n1ay insist upon 

their revamping their currency to such an extent that it will b come 
a strong currency. That might be int rpreted as interfering with 
their sovereignty. What would be your opinion on a proposition of 
that kind? 

Mrs. 11ARSHALL. ~1r. 11aloney, I find thi an xtrmnely difficult 
quf)stion. 

Mr. MALONEY. I do not believe in interfering with con trois, or 
anything like that; but just to get the currency on a finn ba is. 

1\lrs. MARSHALL. I will venture to av that I do not think that 
would be interfering with their sovereignty provided we do not impo e 
conditions as to exactly how it be tl n , sin ·c currency tabilization 
would be certainly a very important way in which we could insure 
that they will be dealing honestly, fairly, nnd efficiently with u . 

There are one or two other things which au c n1 a littl con ern. 
One is the suggestion that do1nc tic cnrrrncie in the an1ount of 
grants-in-aid which we give, be ti •d up u.nd UQ,c<l .ol ly on our say- o. 

Mr. 1\1ALONEY. No; the plan I think provideR that it be plac din a 
separate account subject to the spending f b th countrie . 
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Mrs. MARSHALL. Yes, but I heard in this committee a good deal of 
discussion one day as to whether it would not be a good idea for the 
United States to insist that this money be used for such a program as 
publicizing within that country the "truth about the program and the 
truth about the United States." Now, I know perfectly well, we all 
know, that more information should be got out to the people of Europe. 
This letter from which I read indicates that they need more in
formation. 

Mr. MALONEY. Yes. 
}vfrs. MARSHALL. But, formally to impose as a condition of aid 

the preparation and circulation of what we could call propaganda 
favoring us would mean invasion of sovereignty and would not do us 
any good. I think we would have to do that independently. 

11r. MALONEY. I think I see your point on that. 
11rs. 1L-\RSHALL. Also, in connection with the making of private 

loans--
Mr. MALONEY. I was going to come to that. I was going to ask you 

about that. We have had considerable data here suggesting that as 
soon a possible we should encourage private capital to go into these 
countries and invest in these countries. In fact, the bill itself provides 
for that. 

11rs. 11ARSHALL. Yes; I am familiar with that section. 
1fr. 11ALONEY. V\.,.hy should not that be done, because that has been 

the normal way of doing it, before the War. Why should we not try 
to encourage that? Your attitude seems to be different. 

~Irs. MARSHALL. I said that aid should not be provided in that way 
primarily because there has been a great deal of discussion about ex
tending the guaranty of convertibility. There is now some discu'"sion 
of making a larger section of the aid in the form of private loans per se. 
I think you would have to rewrite the entire progran1 if you were 
going to do that, because as far as I can understand the State De
partment's figures, they have been carefully arrived at and balanced. 
So that if they say that 5 percent of the appropriation could be 
expended as a guaranty of convertibility into dollars of up to the same 
amount of new investment in Europe, that 5 percent has been just as 
carefully balanced along with the expected proportions to be mad in 
pure loans and pure grants as has the proportion of either of the 
latter elements in relation to the other two. 

}vfr. MALONEY. Are you satisfied that we do provide 5 percent or 
up to 5 percent to guarantee private loans? 

11rs. MARSHALL. Yes, though I ha.ve not done the stati ticnl work 
to be able to say that it would work. But I do believe that fir t, to 
cut down the over-all appropriation and increase the private loaning 
part of it, would be bad; that would be very bad. Second, to leave 
tbe appropriation at $6.8 billion and increa e the private-loan ection 
would not be too good, becaus I think it would throw the whole pro
gram out of balance. This was the idea that I have hu.d. 

This point is somewhaJ comparable to another qu stion this om
mittee has discussed. Once Mr. Bloom was talking to Ambn, ad r 
Douglas about the question of reexports by participating nations of 
goods made out of goods which we sent there in the form of grants. 
1\tlr. Bloom wanted to know why we would not be ju tified in requiring 
part payment, a cut, in other words, out of whatever they earn d 
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through reexport, becaus~ we had supplied free the ingredients of those 
exports. 

Ambassador Douglas explained that would change the original trans
action from a grant into a loan, and it seemed to me that was clearly 
demonstrable. 

Mr. 11ALONEY. Were you here the other day when Mr. Batt testi
fied before the committee? 

1\!Irs. MARSHALL. No; I was not. 
Mr. MALONEY. He made a suggestion that we continue to import 

from these · countries our regular needs, but in addition to that 
strategic materials could be stock-piled by us that we would not 
ordinarily bring in as a regular importation proposition. 

He suggested that these countries could pay something back to us 
through the strategic materials that could be stock-piled. He said 
that that would not impede their recovery. He did not believe that 
would impede recovery because it would not interfere with our regular 
course of exporting and importing. 

"\"\nat do you think about that? 
Mrs. 11ARSHALL. I would like to ask you have you yet discussed or 

considered the impact of taking those materials in payment-not 
buying them on the part of the United States-but taking them in 
payment. 

:tvlr. lviALONEY. Understand, we would not in any way get the full 
amount that we are paying out. We would not get material to corre
spond to that full amount. The materials would represent but a small 
percentage of it. Ho\\ ever, at the same time, we do not want to lose 
sight of the fact that we are taking tho taxpayers' money. 

11rs. MARSHALL. We should not lose sight of that. 
l\Ir. lvfALONEY. And while we want to develop the economy OYer 

there and do not' -ant to do anything to interfere v. ith that economy, 
yet it is believed by some members of the committee that those ma
terials could be taken v. ithout hurting the economy of th se countries. 

1Irs. 11ARSHALL. I would just like to say that I do not know whether 
it can be clone, and I think that it should be carefully examined. 

If the progra1n developed by the Stu te Departn1ent asking for 
$6,800,000,000 has taken into consideration what Europe can do for 
itself and therefore has sot our assistance figure assuming United States 
purchase of these materials--

Mr. MALONEY. J\tfay I interrupt? Perhaps I did not make myself 
clear. For instance, a lot of these countries and their posse sions have 
minerals in the ground that they arc not developing; that they 
probably would not develop, but this plan would encourage the 
development of then1. 

l\1rs. MARSHALL. As I say, if it was not contemplated in the pro
gram to develop them; if they are not already counting on develop
ing these as well as other resources, and thereby making up what we 
have estimated they can earn in foreign exchange; if they hav not 
done that, there is a loophole. If the dcvelop1ncnt and usc of these 
resources is already counted upon by the program, all we can ask of 
them in return is they facilitate the selling of them to us instead of 
somebody else; to ask more would cut down th for ign cxchang 
which they themselves could ea:r:ni Do you sec what I m an? That 
is what I mean as to private investments, too. 

There is a possibility that even though the original stun is inve ted 
69082-48-76 
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in the country, that because of the claim on the earnings of that unit 
held by foreign nationals, in time the earnings would come out of 
that country and be transferred into dollars and spent in the United 
States instead of being spent for the further building up of the 
industries of that country. 

Mr. MALONEY. You stated rather strenuously that you would 
oppose any reduction of the 6.8 billion, and if anything, you would 
have that increased. \Vhy do you say that? Is it just because the 
State Department put those figures in? 

Mrs. MARSHALL. Certainly not. Do you not think that the State 
Department pared down to the bone what they were going to ask this 
Congress for? 

1.1r. MALONEY. I do not lmow. Frankly, I do not lmow. The 
proposition could exist that the State Department put that figure in 
with the idea of bargaining. 

~1rs. 1\tlARSHALL. Do you have any evidence of it? 
~1r. 1\tlALONEY. I have no evidence of it, no; but I say that proposi

tion could still hold as well as your proposition. 
Mrs. MARSHALL. It was Mr. Clayton over in Paris who was the 

chief encouragernen t to the Europeans to cut down their original 
e timate of what they were w•ing to need from the vVestern Hemis
phere from 29 billion to 22 billion. 

Everyone said at that time, including the Europeans themselves, 
first, the production schedule which they announced was extremely 
optimistic; second, no allowance was given for weather conditions 
such as existed last winter, this summer; third, it was based on the 
summer of 194 7 prices; and fourth, it was based on the assumption 
that trade between eastern and western Europe would grow. All of 
those factors are and will continue to be important and variable 
factors. 

Mr. MALONEY. All right. Do you see any reason why a large sum 
of money should be given to Iceland or to Ireland? 

Mrs. MARSHALL. I have not studied this, and I would not want to 
say anything before I did. I think that Iceland gets $38,000,000. 

Mr. MALONEY. How much does Ireland get? 
Mrs. MARSHALL. $497,000,000. 
Mr. MALONEY. Ireland, you understand, was not even in the war. 

It was not involved in the war at all, but there is $497,000,000 over 
a period of time. Would you feel that is justified? 

Mrs. MARSHALL. I do not kno·w 'vhether or not that particular 
sum is justified. In general, I would bear this in mind, that b fore I 
cut down any appropriation for any particular country I would make 
a very careful examination of just what was going to come out of that 
country for the whole--

Mr. l\1ALONEY. \V e are trying to do that. 
Mrs. MARSHALL. For the whole circle of countries. 
Mr. MALONEY. We are trying to do that. I am not saying that 

your stating that 6.8 billion is absolutely necessary is a good state
ment myself, if you do not mind my criticism. 

Mrs. MARSHALL. Not at all. . 
Mr. MALONEY. We are trying to find out those things. 
Mrs. MARSHALL. I have said, as you remember, I felt from every 

side the assumptions were optimistic ones. 
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Mr. SMITH. I believe Mrs. Marshall said she was in favor of having 
the figures go upward rather than downward. 

Mrs. MARSHALL. I think that would be safer, from the point of 
view of trying to cut down the risk. 

Mr. MALONEY. You do feel that if this committee should find the 
figures out of line we would be justified in reducing them? 

Mrs. MARSHALL. Surely. 
Mr. MALONEY. Now, there is another point that interests me very 

much in your original statement, and that was that you felt that you 
rather disapproved of cutting off trade between Russia and America. 
Do you feel that we should not cut off trade with Russia at this point? 

Mrs. MARSHALL. Well, there is this economic situation that has to 
be faced: The Russians need almost anything. They are like any 
other European country. Everybody says that the devastation of 
Russian industry and cities was as great or greater than in the other 
European nations. They are not getting a cent of assistance from us 
now. They are buying from us. 

Mr. MALONEY. They were invited into this conference. 
1tlrs. MARSHALL. They were invited to the conference. 
Mr. MALONEY. And the satellite nations. 
Mrs. MARSHALL. Quite true. I have felt the impact of that, but 

leaving that aside for the moment, they are buying from us and are 
paying cash. Dollars are short to them, too. 

Mr. l\!IALONEY. They are buying very little now, Mrs. NiarshaJl. 
In fact, we have had industrialists here that have stated that they 
are clearing up old contracts, but not making any new contracts 
whatsoever with Russia. 

Mrs. MARSHALL. Well, that is matched if not exceeded by hesita
tion, I think, on the part of industrialists-and I can well understand 
it-about fulfilling orders to the Russians because of the tremendous 
pressure which has been brought to bear by public opinion in this 
country. 

Mr. l\1ALONEY. You do not approve of that, then? 
Mrs. MARSHALL. As I say, I can very well understand it. I think 

it is very hard to know which thing to do, because every country in 
the world today faces t4e pressure of its nationals to do everything 
possible in their power, no matter whether it is wise or foolish, to 
increase the consun1er goods for disposal to its .people. 

The Russians have for years been denied adequatJe consumer goods. 
Now they are having to go without them more. Nobody can estimate 
how great a pressure upon the government that is. 

It seems to rne that the Russian GovPrnn1ent is in the po ition of 
fearing inside and fearing outside its national borders. 

Now, I am not saying this would acron1plish the whole hjcctive, 
but here is another possible door- if on1chow the RuR ians could get 
for their people adequate consumer goods !tt thi point, a great deal 
of the pressure-the reasons for fearing their own people- would be 
reduced and the whole picture n1ight change. 

1\fr. MALONEY. Do you not realize that by OPr hipping our goods 
into Russia we are helping them to build up their war potential, and 
do you not agree with the premise that Russia is really, we n1ight say, 
a potential enemy of this country? 

nirs. 1t1ARSIL\LL. Surely. 
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J\fr. l\1ALONEY. And do you not think it would be dangerous to 
ship goods oYer to Russia from this country, just as dangerous as it 
"\vas to have shipped scrap into Japan? 

Mrs. lVlARSHALL. I think it would be dangerous if on every other 
front both sides go at each others' throats. Statisticians say the 
Russians would be unable to fight a war for a certain period of time; 
now she does not want to fight a war any more than we do, ard there
fore this migh J be one way, in the meantime, that we could ease the 
situation. 

To get back to eastern Europe, perhaps one of the chief reasons the 
Russians have clung so tenaciously to the politics and the economies 
of the ring of countries around her is of her own devastation and her 
desire, because of necessity, to suck from those countries what goods 
she can. 

Mr. MALONEY. To build up her war industry. 
J\1rs. J\1ARSHALL. Not necessarily her war potential. It is not 

provable. 
Mr. 11ALONEY. I did have some figures-I do not have them now

showing the percent of Russjan industry building up for war. 1 do 
not have the figures now, but it is a substantial figure. 

Mrs. MARSHALL. It seems to me that you are on the horns of a 
dilemma. If we do not sell goods to the Russians, the Russians will 
do everything in their power to take more and more out of eastern 
Europe and try as hard as po sible to keep eastern Europe from export 
ing to western Europe. 

On the other hand, vve are about to undertake the European re
covery program, which is based in part on the growth of trade between 
eastern and western Europe. 

11r. MALONEY. I understand your thoughts, but I cannot subscribe 
to all of them, I assure you. 

I thank you very kindly. 
11r. JARMAK. 11rs. J\1arshall, it is certainly refreshing to me to have 

you and so many other witnesses come to this committee and express 
an attitude toward the State Department, and the officials of our 
Government, which is so contrary to the line of least resistance. It 
is very easy for one not versed in the functioning of the State Depart
ment and the functioning of international affairs to say that they do 
not know what they are doing. I am delighted that so many busi
nessm.en and you ladies who come before the comm.ittee do not take 
that attitude. 

I believe that the officials of the State Department are just as 
patriotic as I am and love this country just as much as I do, and 
represent this country and not some other country first, just as I try 
to do. Therefore, I share your opinion that they did cut this amount 
to the bone. Certainly they cut it tremendously from what the Paris 
Conference suggested. 

l\1rs. J\1ARSHALL. And it covers a 15-m.onth period rath r than a 
12-month period. The Harriman report also covered only 12 months. 

Mr. JARMAN. Yes. 
Mrs. lVIARSHALL. I would just like to say I do believe that this 

program ''rith its figures represents exceedingly careful and coinprc
hensive work. 

Mr. MALONEY. Understand, I am not finding fault with that, and 
I think you answered the last question I put with regard to that 6.8 
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billion very well. In other words, I feel if, through a careful ex
ploration of these figures this committee finds that it is overbalanced, 
we should change it, and I think you said that you agreed with that. 

Mrs. MARSHALL. I agree with you. 
Mr. MALONEY. I further agree with Mr. Jarman here that the 

State Department does follow honestly these figures. I am not 
questioning their honesty or their patriotism, understand that. 
However, I do feel that what makes this country a real country is 
a difference of opinion. 

Mr. JARMAN. Surely, but we had a report from this Harriman 
committee which is not connected with the State Department at all, 
and they agreed with the State Department. There were two or 
three other committees I do not remember their designations which 
reached the same conclusions. I agree with you that we are repre
senting the taxpayers of this country, but I am not sure that we are 
adequately representing them and properly representing them if we 
constantly try to pare down something that other patriotic officials 
of the Government have estimated is necessary, officials who have 
more information than we have and who have worked on it longer, 
so if we cut it two-thirds and get only one-tenth maximum good out of 
it we are not adequately representing the taxpayers. 

Regarding your reference to the strategic-materials problem. You 
probably heard me ask a good many questions along that line. You 
apparently have been here a good deal, Mrs. Marshall, and I thor
oughly agree with you and your fear. 

First, I may say that I do not know whether the gentl man from 
Pennsylvania remembers it or not, but 1\1r. Batt, in answer to my 
question the other day, said that he thought that th e normal 
strategic materials would be paid for out of local currency, not dollars. 
I do not know whether you remember that or not. I asked him that 
question, which is quite a different thing. 

Mr. MALONEY. My understanding was that he stated he was not 
clear on that point. Remember, he said for a minute he was not 
clear on that point as to how it would be paid for, but he did say local 
currency. 

Mr. JARMAN. The local currency put into a special fund. I under
stood him to answer my question that he had in mind that it would 
be paid for out of that rather than dollars. 

Mrs. MARSHALL. We would pay for it out of that? 
Mr. JARMA,N. That does create a different situation. I thoroughly 

agree with you. If the 6.8 billion dollars estimate is right-and I an1 
perfectly willing to assume it is, myself, because of the groat effort 
that has been put into it by the people who ought to be qualified-if 
that is the amount of money that is needed for these countri s during 
these 15 months and we reduce it by half a billion hy rnaking tlw1n pay 
us for strategic materials or anything else, we will just have to add a 
half billion to the 6.8 billion, and we will just b robbing P 'i r to 
pay Paul. 

Mrs. MARSHALL. Or risk more than we are risking now. 
Mr. J AJtMAN. Or run the danger of making it a pur r lief program 

rather than a recovery program, toward which we are working. 
Mrs. 11ARSHALL. May I interrupt to say In thing about the 

checking of the figures? What I feel you would have to do in rder 
to cut any of this out would be to go through tho wh lc process that th' 
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State Department and the other committees went through-recon
struct the entire program, and not just say that because Ireland has not 
contributed anything and was not even in the war, the tentative 
allocation of dollars to her can be lopped off the over-all appropriation, 
but examine the whole framework to see in the light of newer infor
mation whether or not it would actually be wise to cut. 

Mr. MALONEY. I am possibly from Irish descent, so when I criticise 
Ireland there I am not criticising the country itself; I am criticising 
the appropriation. 

Mrs. MARSHALL. Yes. 
Mr. JARMAN. I agree that picking out Ireland or Iceland is just like 

taking a sentence out of context. I agree that before waving one of 
those countries aside we should go into all the details, and I do not 
believe it is the function of this committee to do so. 

I do not believe it is the function of this committee to do over 
again all the details that the Harriman committee did. and others. 
I agree that if we had the time it might be desirable. 

l\1rs. MARSHALL. So do I. 
Mr. JARMAN. But if we do that and take that time and let com

munism spread all over the world, we will do no good. We had better 
make it one million too much, any amount too much, rather than run 
the other risk. 

Acting Chairman MERROW. I think this has been touched on before, 
but for the sake of clarity, I would like to refer to it again. 

Will you give us the feeling of your league in reference to the ques
tion of adequate preparedness on the part of the United States; par
ticularly in the air? Have you taken any action along this line? 

Mrs. MARSHALL. No, we have not. We have not yet studied the 
question. I do not feel it is entirely relevant to this particular 
question. 

Acting Chairman MERROW. Do you view with any alarm the 
armament of the Soviet Union? 

Mrs. MARSHALL. I know little about the armament or the rearma-
ment of the Soviet Union. _ 

Acting Chairman MERROW. I would like to establish, if I can, what 
I think is the relevance of that question to this proposition, in this 
way: The Secretary of Air said the other day that we were no longer 
the No. 1 air power in the world. One president of a great aircraft 
company in this country said that we were lagging behind both the 
Soviet Union and Great Britain in research and development and that 
we were not the No. 1 air power in the world. 

From the best information we can get the Soviet Union has planes 
equivalent to, or superior to, the B-29 in large quantities. 

Now, the relevance of that situation to this one seems to me to be 
this-and I would like to get your reaction to it if we go on and spend 
billions of dollars in Western Europe to bolster these economies-after 
we spend that money they will not be in a position to resist were 
aggression made upon them. In other words, in 2 or 3 years they 
would be richer prizes for an aggressor than they are at the moment, 
and if the United States, which is the only other great power in the 
world besides Russia, did not have the air power to protect its invest
ment, the whole investment would be lost. 

Mrs. MARSHALL. I think that you would find with greater integra
tion of the economies of these 16, and any other European nations 

• 
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which come into this program, handled right, that in one sense they 
would be a great deal stronger as far as resistance is concerned. 

Acting Chairman MERROW. How could they resist if they did not 
have the planes and guns to resist with? . 

Mrs. MARSHALL. Well, I think that this plan, to a great extent, 
would prevent their having to resist. 

Acting Chairman MERROW. How could it, with the Soviet Union 
possessing the greatest land army in the world, and the first air 
power, if we do nothing about it? How could the Greeks, the Turks 
or the French-and you could go right on down the line-ever offer 
any resistance in favor of the United States as a distant ally unpre
pared if the Kremlin decided to march? 

Mrs. MARSHALL. Of course they ·would not be able to resist outright 
military aggression. We are now discussing a very hypothetical 
question. It seems to me that your argument here rests as heavily 
on faith as mine, for neither of us can know certainly whether or not 
the Kremlin would decide to march. 

Mr. MALONEY. Is not the answer to that that that is a part of 
the gamble? 

Mrs. MARSHALL. That is part of the gamble. I think this is prob
ably a better way to prevent such a situation from arising than to 
concentrate all our efforts on a program ·which appears-whether it 
ought to or not--terribly hostile to the other power. 

Mr. l\,1ALONEY. What the chairman says is really a possibility, but 
that is a part of the gamble. 

Acting Chairman MERROW. May I interject this: Are you not mak
ing a far greater gamble ·when you pour out millions of the taxpayers' 
money to bolster economies and yet do not create a striking force to 
protect the investment that you are making? 

l\1r. lV1ALONEY. Secretary Royall explained that by saying he 
believerl in this plan, but not merely the plan alone; he b lieverl in 
strengthening the United Nations and also strengthening our military 
forces, and I think that he answered that very completely. 

Acting Chairman MERROW. I just want to make this point, and I 
will yield, that at the end of the war the air forces decided that the 
minimum protection for the United States would be a 70-group pro
gram consisting of over 6,000 first-line planes and 8,100 reserv s. At 
the 1non1ent we have only 55 groups. We would have a difficult time 
resisting, or showing strength anywhere. At the present time the 
President's budget calls for a little over $3,000,000,000 for the Air 
Force, which means that we cannot even k ep the 55-group program 
going, so my position is, as I have stated it, this: If w sp nd 6.9 
billion on the l\tiarshall program in th next 15 months, and do not 
increase the appropriation for the Air Force we arc just throwing the 
money away under the l\1arshall plan. 

1\frs. MARSHALL. You think that both should be don a real double 
insurance? 

Acting Chairman MERROW. Exactly. I would support th l\1ar
shall plan if we could have that done, but if w do not do that w \ ar 
acting foolishly, in my opinion. 

Mrs. MARSHALL. I would like to ask you som thino-, l\1r. l\1 rr w, 
since you know a great deal more about this than I do. 

Acting Chairman MERROW. I would not say that. 
Mrs. MARSHALL. About Russian armament program , and o forth. 
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Are you familiar with the negotiations of the Military Staff Commit
tee of .the Unite~ Nations, which was reported in a State Department 
bulletin last spnng·? 

Acting Chairman MERRow. No. 
Mrs. MARSHALL. The United States, France Britain, and China, 

if I remember correctly, were all anxious to h~ve forces put at the 
disposal of the United Nations handled in this way: Each country 
would put at the disposal of the United Nations the forces it was 
best able to, and in the amount that it was best able to, and the over-all 
picture would be a force, we will say, of heavy air power concentration 
from the United States, heavy military personnel from the Russians, 
and a navy perhaps from the United States also. The Russians 
objected to that. They wanted equal contributions from each country 
of each force. They said that it would be dangerous to have large 
forces at the disposal of the United Nations. They thought that it 
would be threatening. Why would they object if they were so strong 
in air power to this contribution of unequal forces at the disposal of 
the United Nations? 

Acting Chairman MERROW. Their record has been one of objection 
to everything. 

Mrs. MARSHALL. What is behind it? I felt at the time that the 
thing behind it was that they did not want the striking force, which 
is the air force, to be contributed by the United States because 
that would dominate all other forms of military power which might be 
contributed. 

Acting Chairman MERROW. We do not have the striking force now 
to dominate any country. 

Mrs. 11ARSHALL. Perhaps everybody has misconceptions. Per
haps the Russians think that we are stronger than we are. Maybe 
that is a good thing-it is hard to say. 

Mr. SMITH. I would like to say for the sake of the record that I 
share the apprehension that you have in this matter, Mr. Chairman. 
Unless we take all the gamble out of it. or as much as possible, we are 
going to be in a bad way. I believe we can, to a certain extent, write 
some insurance into this gamble by oroviding that kind of force. 

Now, we buy insurance to protect our homes against fire loss, but 
we do not discharge the fire department; they are still on the job. 

Mrs. MARSHALL. May I say, then, that I simply feel, not being 
competent to answer in this other field, that certainly as far as the 
European recovery program is concerned, the best insurance for it is 
to do it adequately and soon. 

Mr. SMITH. But you cannot divide them; they are not separate and 
distinct. They are part of a whole. · 

Mrs. MARSHALL. One-half of your attempts to insure would cer
tainly then be to do it adequately and soon and with the promise that 
you will stick with it, or at least have the intention of sticking with it. 

Mr. MALONEY. And would you agree to the statement-with as 
much protection of it by what military force is necessary? 

Mrs. MARSHALL. I would leave that to you gentlemen. 
Mr. MALONEY. Would you agree to that statement? 
Mrs. MARSHALL. To "as rn,uch as necessary," yes. 
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Acting Chairman MERROW. I would like to ask this. The Presi
dent's Air Policy Commission has placed "A-day at January 1, 1953, 
and they have divided the future into two phases; the time before that 
is phase No. 1 and the time after that is phase No.2. After th~t date 
we should have an air force capable of resisting an enemy if we were 
to be subjected to an atomic bomb attack. They make recommen
dations that we should implement or that we should get the 70-group 
program as soon as possible, which will require a $6,000,000,000 
appropriation by the Congress beginning immediately. 

Now, as far as I am concerned, if I had to take my choice between 
the European recovery program and air supremacy on the part of the 
United States, I would take air supremacy because that is about the 
only language some people understand. I am very much afraid if 
we continue to invest, or pour out the money for the stopping of 
communism by the building of economies and do not have an ade
quate air force, we will lose the investment, and· that will be acting 
very unwisely. 

Mrs. MARSHALL. That is why we really feel that a further and 
comprehensive examination of the dearmament issue be understood 
first, if only to clear the air-for the air, should we say? 

Nlr. MALONEY. You would go into that convention with your 
fingers crossed. 

Mrs. MARSHALL. I would certainly take up the whole discussion 
of the question. Every time that it has been brought up in the 
United Nations so far it has not been the United States that initiated 
it. That is the thing I am getting at. Whatever our motives in not 
initiating it are, you just simply have to recognize that you do not 
have any ground for insisting on our motives until you hav made it 
perfectly obvious to the otht~r side. 

Acting Chairman MERROw. May I just add this: I think at the 
close of World War II we had established a world's record for strip
ping ourselves of armed strength. It is one of the greatest tragedi s, 
in my opinion, tLat has ever happened to a great power. 

Mr. KEE. Sp~aking to the matter brought up by Mr. Smith a 
moment ago, regarding the gamble in this legislation, is it not your 
view that if we attempt to write into this legislation clauses sufficient 
to take the gamble out of this program, we will have a strange and 
wonderful piece of legislation by the time we get through with it? 

Mrs. MARSHALL. I think here again faith is necessary. I think 
that you should make this legislation adequate but flexible and put 
your faith in the kind of people to whom you hand its admini tration. 

Mr. KEE. Is it not the consensus of opinion that w ar taking a 
risk in a way, whether we pass this legislation or not, and th gr at r 
risk is not doing it? 

Mrs. MARSHALL. I feel that very strongly. 
Acting Chairman MERROW. Thank you, Mrs. Marshall. 
Mrs. MARSHALL. Thank you, Mr. Merrow and m mb r of th 

committee. 
Acting Chairman MERROW. I have on tlw list hcrP the Order on. 

of Italy in A1nerica. Is their representative her)'? 
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STATEMENT OF LEONARD H. PASQUALLICCHIO, NATIONAL 
DEPUTY AND WASHINGTON REPRESENTATIVE, ORDER SONS 
OF ITALY IN AMERICA 

Mr. PAsQUALICCHIO. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am Leonard 
H. Pasqualicchio, national deputy, Washington representative, Order 
Sons of Italy in America, and due to the fact of the inability of our 
national president, Mr. George J. Spatuzza, of Chicago, to be here, I 
have been requested to appear for him. 

I am not going to take up too much of the Committee's time. I 
expect to file a statement as prepared. 

The order has gone into considerable study in reference to the 
Marshall plan, and we were very careful in trying to not come in here 
and file a statement just for the sake of filing a statement. 

We were fortunate enough to engage a well:.known economist 
connecte.d with the United States Department of Commerce, who has 
incorporated very important and informative information regarding 
the economic and political conditions of the 16 nations included in the 
Marshall plan. 

I am not going to read the statement. The order wishes to go on 
record as being in favor of the .Federal administration's long-range 
foreign-aid program of assisting the European nations to achieve 
economic recovery as embodied in the report of President Truman's 
Committee on Foreign Aid submitted by the Secretary of Commerce, 
Hon. Averell Harriman, on September 7. 

His report and other subsequent reports in analyzing the American 
resources show that on the whole our national resources, if handled 
intelligently, are sufficient to support a substantial foreign-aid pro
gram without endangering the national security or the American 
standard of living. 

The order is officially opposed to any program of foreign aid which 
would overtax the resources of the United States or which would 
constitute a threat to the stable functioning of the national economy 
irrespective of the foreign countries to which such aid may be directed. 

I believe we have some very interesting ip.formaton which should 
assist the committee in working out a plan for the aid to these Euro
pean countries. 

We believe that the amount of 6.8 billion required, or asked for, 
by the administration, is sufficient for the 15 months, and while the 
organization as a whole is going on record in favoring the 4-year plan, 
personally I feel-and this is not the opinion of the organization; it is 
my personal opinion-after the first 15 months I think future aid and 
assistance to these countries included in the plan should depend on 
how willing and how interested they are in helping themselves and 
how well they have cooperated with the United States during the 15 
months' operation. 

I do not care to take up any more of the committee's time, but wish 
to file a statement as a whole here. 

(The statement referred to is as follows:) 
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STATE~\IENT MADE BEFORE THE HousE CoMMITTEE ON FoREIGN AFFAIRS, BY 
MR. GEORGE J. SPATUZZA, NATIONAL SUPREME VENERABLE OF THE ORDER 
SONS OF ITALY IN AMERICA, FAVORING THE ADMINISTRATION'S LONG-RANGE 
FoREIGN Am PROGRAM, KNOWN As THE MARSHALL PLAN 

(NOTE.-Acknowledgment is made to Nicholas M. Petruzzelli, Ph. D., Wash-
ington economist, for his services rendered in contributing the valuable technical 
analysis contained in this statement. The national officers and members of the 
Order Sons of Italy in America are deeply indebted and grateful to Dr. Petruzzelli 
for this authoritative information.) 

Hon. CHARLES A. EATON, 
Chairman, House Foreign Affairs Committee. 

MR. CHAIRMAN AND CoMMITTEE MEMBERS: I am George J. Spatuzza, national 
supreme venerable of the Order Sons of Italy in America. I was elected to this 
office at the supreme convention held in San Francisco, Calif., last August. I am 
a lawyer by profession, residing in Chicago, Ill. I deem it an honor and a privi
lege to present the following statement in the name of our association, favoring 
the administration's long-range foreign-aid program, sometimes called the l\1ar
shall plan, for the consideration of this honorable committee. In presenting this 
statement, I am conveying to you gentlemen not only my personal views and 
sentiments and those of the national officers and members of our organization but 
also the sincere views and opinions of over 7,000,000 Americans of Italian origin 
residing in the United States today. 

I wish to explain to the distinguished members of this committee that the 
Order Sons of Italy in America, organized over 40 yaen~ ago, is 100 percent 
American in spirit and purpose. We inculcate our members with the democratic 
ideals enunciated in the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the 
United States. Our members are taught the ideals of liberty, fraternity, equality 
under law, and above all our cherished Amreican way of life. Our membership 
is composed of men and women residing in America of Italian origin, both of the 
first and second generations, but all of whom are United States citizens, voters, 
property owners and taxpayers. We have State, subordinate, and affiliated 
lodges in 34 States of the Union, with offices in Washington, New York, and 
Chicago. 

The Order Sons of Italy in America is officially in opposition to any program 
of foreign aid which would overtax the resources of the United ~ tate , or which 
would constitute a threat to the stable functioning of the national economy irre
spective of the foreign country to which such aid may be directed. The official 
position of the Order Sons of Italy in America traditionally has been to upport 
and favor the interests of the United State before those of any other country. 
A secondary and natural stand of this association has always be n to support any 
program of endeavor conducive to the improvement of cultural, eC'onomic, and 
other relations between the United States and Italy RO long as they might advance 
the best interests of the United States. In this latter regard, the order ·wish s to 
go on record as being in favor of the Federal administration'. long-rang foreign-aid 
program of assisting EuropPan countries to achieve economic recovery as embodied 
in the Report of President Truman's Committf'e on Foreign Aid, suhmittE"d by the 
Secretary of Commerce, the Hon. \V. Averell Harriman, on NovPmh r 7, 1947. 

In addition to offering specific recommendations and outlining in clear langua e 
the democratic philosophy underlying the international economic and political 
policy of the United States, the Harriman report summarizes the data contained 
in two earlier reports to the Chief Executive made, respectively, hy C'cretary of 
the Interior Krug on October 18, and by Dr. Edwin G. Nourse, hairman of the 
Council of Economic Advisers, on October 28. The first of these two r port~, in 
analyzing American resources, shows that on the whole, our national r sources, if 
handled intelligently, are sufficient to support a substantial foreign-aid program 
without endangering the national security or the Am rican standard of living. 
The second of these reports presents an analysis of thP effect that a substantial 
foreign-aid program would have in the United tate con my. It conclud s 
that the Nation's economy can sustain the impact of such a pro~ram, if the 
problems raised by the short supply of key commoditi s, uch a wheat, st cl, 
coal, fertilizer, and certain other items, are dealt with promptly and ff ctiv ly. 

The findings of these two reports arc analyzed and correlat d in th light of the 
Paris Conference's presentation of European needs, by a committe of 19 dis
tinguished citizens headed by the ecretary of Comm rc , lion. W. Averell 
Harriman, and their findings are detail d in the r port pr viou ly mention d. 
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The Order Sons of Italy of America has made an independent study of the 
present economic problems of Italy, which is one of the 1\larshall plan nations, 
with a view to determining the extent to which that country can bv its own 
efforts and in cooperation with the other 15 nations represented ~n the Com
mittee of European Economic Cooperation, bring about the achievement of a 
self-sustaining and prosperous economy. As a result of this studv the Order 
Son of Italy in America has been ofrced to come to only one conclusion; namely, 
that the long-range foreign-aid program to aid European nations in achieving eco
nomic recovery as outlined in the reports mentioned above is completely realistic 
insofar as it relates to Italy. 

Given Italy's traditionally poor international economic position, the physical 
de truction to her economic plant, and the dislocation of export markets wrought 
by the recent war, she cannot be rehabilitated economically merely by the efforts 
and hard work of her people. Italians cannot make the Italian economy func
tion merely by wishing it to do so. For example, the generous aid already ex
tended bv the United States to Italv from the time of the latter's liberation in 
September 1943 to the pff~sent, and the aid being gievn by the United States 
currently, provided the necessary spark to fire the Italian economic engine and 
fuel to keep it going. Without this aid, Italy's economy today would have been 
substantially retarded below its present stage of partial recovery. 

:But the Italians, an inherently proud and industrious as well as self-reliant 
people, do not wish to keep their economy going by means of a perpetual flow of 
charitable grants from others. This is proven conclusively by the recent success 
which attended the determined efforts of the Italian people and their new Italian 
Government to achieve economic recovery. The most spectacular of these were 
the recent (October-December 1947) favorable decline in food and clothing 
prices in Italy, and the strengthening of the external value of the lira, both of 
which were largely resultant of the deliberate policy of the de Gasperi govern
ment in increasing taxes, restricting credit expansion, and curtailing the flow of 
new money into circulation. 

Though the trend toward recovery is encouraging, the incontrovertible fact 
remains that the task of complete restoration of Italy's economy to a basis of self
sustainment is to be long and difficult, running several years into the future. 

Why this is so may be seen from a brief analysis of Italy's place in the world 
economy from the time of its birth as a unified nation up to World War II and a 
consideration of the damage and di location which this war inflicted upon the 
productive capacity of the Italian economy. 

Without going into too much detail, a brief examination of Italy's balance of 
international payments from the time of national unification in 1860 up to now 
clearly indicates that it has always closed with a deficit which was most often met 
by recourse to borrowing of foreign capital. The reasons for this symptom of 
Italy's relative poverty are more apparent than real. 

Italy is basically an agricultural-industrial nation. Industrialization took place 
rapidly in Italy. The country barely produced sufficient food for its population's 
requirements. In fact, in recent prewar years she had to import approximately 
6 percent of her total food requirements from other countries. When the indus
trialization process began to make substantial headway from about 1890 onward, 
the country's dependence on imports increased progressively. This was the 
inevitable result of the combined intensification of industrialization and the 
country's relative lack of raw materials such as coal, iron, petroleum, cotton, and 
wool needed by her growing industries. These factors placed Italy in a par
ticularly unfavorable position as compared with countries more richly endowed. 

The Italian economy was heavily dependent upon foreign trade even in the 
recent prewar period when the foolhardy autarchic program was instituted by the 
Fascists in an effort to reduce dependence upon other countries. In those years 
the total value of annual exports and imports combined averaged about 20 percent 
of the estimated national production, as compared with a similar relationship of 
about 7 percent in the case of the United States. 

Italy's dependence on imports alone was relatively greater (10.5 percent as 
against 3 percent for the United States in relation to the value of gross national 
product). 

Geographically, Italy's trade developed increasingly and naturally with its 
immediate neighbors, namely, Germany and the Balkan countries. During the 
period in question, Italy's merchandise exports paid for 70 to 90 percent of its 
imports, an average over a period of years of 80 percent, and payments deficits 
were covered in large part by remittances from abroad, tourist expenditures, 
freight receipts, and miscellaneous services. 
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When Italy was liberated in 1943, her foreign trade was practically at a stand
still. Since then, such foreign trade as Italy has carried on has been quite ab
normal in that her imports have been running at over twice the level of her 
exports, However. this should not be surpri ing considering the loss of the 
large German export market and the effects of the war. 

Add to Italy's unfavorable international accounts, the destruction and loss 
suffered by her agricultural and industrial enterpri es, as a result of the recent 
war, and we find the Italian economy more seriously incapacitated than is ap
parent from a mere perusal of statistics or a tour of the country 

Italy suffered heaviest losses during the recent war in damage and destruction 
to highways, roads, bridges, railways including rolling stock, and shipping. 

Italy has always depended on foreign countries for coal to supplement her own 
meager supplies. However, the new Italian frontiers set by the Treaty of Peace 
deprived Italy of the Istrian mines. Thus, she how can count only on upplies 
from the Sardinian mines and the lignite deposits in the central peninsular regions 
making the dependence on imports much greater. 

Also of great importance to Italy's economic life was her electric power. A a 
result of war damage 23.5 percent of the hydroelectric plants and 53 percent of 
the steam power stations of the country were rendered inserviceable. 

In agriculture, too, the war brought ruin and loss as a result of destruction of 
farm houses, stables, silos, pumping stations, plantations, and by the laying of 
mines, and carrying off of machinery and livestock. The heaviest loss sustained 
by agriculture, however, has resulted from the impoverishment of the oil due to 
overcroooing in the war years and the marked scarcity of fertilizer . 

Among the severest hardships to the Italian people, cau ed by the recent war, 
have arisen from the destruction and damage to dwelling hou es. The total of 
all destroyed and damaged houses, in terms of rooms, amount, to 5,885,290 or 
about 12 percent of the total number existing at the beginning of the war. 

The foregoing figures, however, can only give a superficial indication of the 
degree of suffering inflicted by the war upon the Italian people and, what i, more 
important, the handicap to Italian productive capacity caused by war damage 
and dislocation. For example, Italy today is not capable of yielding income 
sufficient to satisfy even a minimum of subsistence for its population. Some idea 
of this may be obtained by comparing estimates of Italy's national production 
in the year 1946 with her production in the year 1938. both measured in terms 
of the lira at its 1938 value, as shown in the followino- table: 

Italy: National production in 1938 and 1946 

[Values in billions at 1938 lire] 

Branch of econouaic life 

Jlgriculture -------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------
IndustrY ------ ------------------------------------- -----------------------------<Jouauaerce _____________ _____________________________________________________ ____ _ 

llents-- ---- ---------------------- ------------------ -- -------- ------ --------- ----Professional ____________________________________________________________________ _ 

1rotal------ ------------- ------------------------------------------ ---------

193 

40. 7 
37.6 
9.8 
6. 4 

17.3 

111.8 

1946 

32.5 
17.0 
6.5 
6.0 

14.0 

7G.O 

From the above figures it is easy to perceive that in 1946, in. pite oft heir eifortR, 
the Italian people could produce only about 68 percent of what they w rC' able to 
produce in the prewar year of 1938, even though the population was 6 perc nt 
greater in the more recent year. According to such preliminary c. timat s as 
have been made for the year 1947, the productive capacit.y of Italy ha. improv d 
but slightly in the pa t 12 months. This has int<>nsified her chronic halanc -of
payments deficit; for 1947 the deficit which Italy owes tooth r countries on this 
account runs over $800,000,000 in terms of United Stat s curr ncy, a cording to 
e timates of the UNRRA Italian mi :sion. 

In addition to her alreadv serious economic condition, it should nlso lw con
sidered that, as a ret-mlt of the Tr aty of P ace, Italy lost. certain valuabl assC'ts 
held abroad and that he must pay the huge amount of ~360,000.000 in rC'parations. 
Because of her pre.~ent condition, th r fore, Haly's balancC'-of-int rn t ional
payments deficit doe not promise to grow much smallC'r than it totaled in 1947 
for at least 3 or 4 more years, and then only if substantial aid is forth oming from 
outside her own borders. 
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By way of summary several important conclusions are in order on the basis of 
our findings as outlined briefly in the foregoing: 

1. The United States can extend aid, without jeopardizing her own economic 
life, in the order of magnitude required to repair and make self-sustaining the 
war damaged economics of the 16 Marshall plan nations which include Italy. 

2. Italy is heavily dependent upon imports from abroad both in history, and 
the more so at the present time when her crippled economy is incapable of a pro
duction sufficient to insure even a decent minimum of subsistence for her people. 

3. In view of her past and present economic condition, Italy may never recover 
her proper place as a self-sustaining nation in the world economy unless she 
receives in addition to stopgap aid a substantial and sustained flow of economic 
assistance from abroad for at least several years to come. 

Of course the present study took into account the fact that in addition to 
Italy there are 15 other European nations which suffer from economic stagnation 
directly or indirectly caused by the recent war. That it would redound to the 
benefit of the United States and indeed even to the entire world economically, 
politically, socially, and morally to bring about a rapid and sound economic 
revival of the 16 Marshall plan nations is the consensus of opinion of all leading 
spokesmen of industry and Government in the United States today. 

That the United States will not have to continue pumping economic life into 
the western European nations indefinitely has been proven in part in the case of 
Belgium. Partly due to aid from the United States, Belgium had recovered by 
early 1947 to a point where she was nearly self-sustaining. 

Self-help, reform of currencies, greater effort on the part of their people, and 
aid from abroad are all of the components required to achieve the healthy type 
of economic recovery needed in Italy and the other Marshall plan countries. 

The alternatives to positive action on the part of the United States in extending 
enough economic assistance to the lVIarshall plan countries to enable them in 
regaining self-sustainment may easily spell political enslavement under totali
tarian rule of the peoples of their countries. A sample of what may happen has 
already been indicated in the recent turn of events in France and Italy. In Italy, 
for example, despite the encouraging upturn in economic activity there which has 
been going up since the middle of the year, a small but brutal Communist element 
has succeeded in creating disturbances in an effort to discredit the Italian Govern
ment. The Communists seek, in this manner, to take over the reins of authority 
themselves. 

Illegal and immoral methods are no stumbling block to the Communists in 
Italy. Their code of behavior is not based on the moral law as we Americans, and 
other God-fearing people understand it; it is predicated instead on a blind worship 
of the slave-state ideal. Let us hope that the unscrupulous followers of the Com
munist line will never succeed in imposing the bonds of Communist slavery on the 
good people of Italy, France, and the other Marshall plan nations. I am sure 
that this is the wish of the great majority of the people of the United States, 
regardless of their national origin. I am certain that the dynamic philosophy of 
American democracy and consciousness of the responsibilities of the United States 
in supporting the democratic aspirations of peoples of other lands who now look 
to us, as enunciated in the report by the President's distinguished Committee on 
Foreign Aid, are shared by all true citizens of the United States of America. 

DOCUMENTARY AND OTHER SOURCES USED IN THE PREPARATION OF THE ABOVE 
STATEMENT 

European Recovery and American Aid-A report by the President's Committee 
on Foreign Aid, parts 1, 2, and 3, Secretary of Commerce, W. A. Harriman, 
Chairman, Washington, November 7, 1947. 

National Resources and Foreign Aid-Report of J. A. Krug, Secretary of the 
Interior, October 9, 1947. 

The Impact of Foreign Aid Upon the Domestic Economy-A report to the 
President by the Council of Economic Advisers, Dr. Edwin G. Nourse, Chair
man, Washington, October 28, 1947. 

Committee on European Economic Cooperation-Volume I, General Report, 
Paris, September 21, 1947. 

Foreign Commerce Weekly-United States Department of Commerce (various 
issues). 

Cone;iuntura Economica-Bulletin of the Institute for Economic Studies, Rome, 
Milan (various issues). 

Economic Notes-UNRRA Italian mission (various). 
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Public Addresses of Note 
Address of David Bruce, Assistant Secretary of Commerce, before the thirty

fourth national foreign trade convention, St. Louis, Mo., October 20, 1947 
entitled "General Outlook for ·world Trade: Economic Stability Imperative." ' 

Address by Joseph M. Dodge, president, American Bankers Association before 
the Economic Club of Detroit, Detroit, Mich., October 27, 1947, entitled "Prob
lems of European Aid and Reconstruction." 

11r. P ASQUALLICCHIO. I also wish to file the staternent of the 
Granrl Lodge of the State of 11assachusetts of the Order of ons of 
Italy in America, whose president was also unable to be here today. 

(The statement referred to is as follows:) 

Hon. CHARLES A. EATON, 

ORDER SoNs OF ITALY IN AMERICA, 
OFFICES OF THE NATIO.TAL DEPUTY, 

·washington, D. C., February 2, 194-8. 

Chairman, House Committee on Fore7·gn Affairs. 
MR. CHAIRMAN AND CoMMITTEE MEMFERs: Mr. Anthony Julian, grand ven

erable of the Grand Lodge of the State of Massachusett , ha instructed me to 
file the following statement: 

"The Grand Lodge of Ma sachu etts, of the Order Sons of Italy in America, i · 
definitely in favor of the Marshall plan long-range aid to Europe, a propo ed by 
President Truman; confident that the immediate approval of this European-aid 
program will ultimately defeat Soviet aggression and the spreading of communi tic 
domination throughout the world. 

"This grand lodge also confirms and is in full accord with the official statement 
presented before this honorable committee by Mr. George J. patuzza, supreme 
venerable of the Order Son of Italy in America. 

"In approving the Marshall plan, this organization has the utmo ·t confidence 
in the assurance given by the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Commerce 
that such a program will not endanger our own national economy." 

Most respectfully submitted. 
L. H. PASQUALICCHIO, 

National Deputy. 

~fr. PAsQUALICCHIO. I thank you, gentlemen. 
Mr. MALONEY. Could you tell us what your belief i as to the pos

sibility of keeping 16 European nations in line, or in unison for a period 
of 47~ years? Do you think that that is a possibility, or a probability, 
or do you think it is likely? 

11r. PASQUALICCHIO. In my opinion, it would be a po ibility if 
proper personnel could be organized and sent th re to op rate' urh a 
plan. We made quite a few mistakes during the war in not srnding 
over the proper people. 

Mr. MALONEY. I mean it this way: You know how the most nefari
ous system of policies carries on in the European countrir ; in thrr 
words, there can be a minority man in the cabin t and I an sec th 
possibility in the futurr of a minority m mber of the abin t refu ing 
to go along on certain agreements mad with the nit<'d tate in th 
bilateral agreements after, say, 2 or 3 years, and th n we w uld ut 
off the supplies and the country then would b very unfriendly toward 
us. 

Possibly, if it were a large country, thry may br ahlr to get one r 
two of the countries to form a bloc and this wh lc thing w uld r 'act 
just the opposite way than we now propose iL h uld. D y u find 
there is any good reasoning in that thought f n1in ? 

Mr. P ASQUALLICCHIO. No, I do not. 
Mr. MALONEY. You think that thnt would he unlikdy? 
Mr. PASQUALLICCHIO. I believe it is bPcaus ', afi<'r fill, th y n d 
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assistance and they are going to try to keep in line and work with 
the plan as outlined and presented to them. 

11r. MALONEY. Have 16 European nations in the past every worked 
harmoniously together for a period of 4 years? 

~1r. PASQUALLICCHIO. Everything is possible today. vVe see it in 
Italy. There are five or six political parties and they have not been 
able to get together, but I think the time will com wh n they will 
be educated. We will send over mote Americans with American 
ideas and the time will come when they will think as we do. 

:\1r. :MALONEY. I hope that you are right. 
~1r. P ASQUALLICCHIO. I think that they are susceptible. Necessity 

opens up the n1ind to susceptibility. 
w1r. l{EE. Are they not in the situation that the signers of our 

Declaration of Independence found themselves-they either had to 
hang together or hang separately? 

~1r. P ASQUALLICCHIO. That is right. 
11r. JARMAN. I can well understand the fear of the gentleman from 

Pennsylvania, and of course we all thoroughly share his hopes. 
Do you know whether or not it is a fact that 16 European nations 

ever met too-ether as they did in Paris in a cooperative endeavor to 
help themselves? 

11r. PASQUALLICCHIO. I do not believe there has ever been an 
occasion like that, and that is why I feel a program of this 1rind is 
very, very helpful. 

Mr. JARMAN. That is my hope. I think that is true. 
Mr. PASQUALLICCHIO. It is something new, and I believe later on 

these divisions of lines of small nations will be eliminated, because 
we "vill teach these people the philosophy of cooperation in inter
national affairs. 

1fr. JARMAN. And the greater the success of this endeavor the 
better the chance for permanent recovery. 

Mr. PASQUALLICCHIO. There is no question about that. 
I believe, gentlemen, the success of the Marshall plan if properly 

put into operation will ultimately produce a united European country 
over there. 

Mr. JARMAN. A united states of Europe; something like that? 
Mr. PASQUALLICCHIO. There is something in operation now that 

they call the Union of European Nations, which operates on the 
exchange in commerce and other ideas between those different small 
countries. I believe divisional lines will gradually disappear when 
they can see the advantage of cooperating and working together. 

~1r. JARMA~. I share your hope, ju t as I still believe that the 
United Nations i going to succeed. I realize that we have had a 
good many discouragements. I just believe that th l adership of 
this world in the realization that civilization cannot survive the next 
\Var is finally going to do whatever i ne c ary to avoid no. 

As I say, I am not arguing against the chairn1an's prcpar dn 
program. 

~Ir. PAsQUALLICCHIO. I believe, gentlemen, this is th opporiun 
time to ·work on the possibility of the united nation of Europ , and I 
think the only w-ay it can be done i through thi ~Iarshall-plan 
assistance to sho·w them just \Vhat it is all about, and what the advan
tages \vill be by their cooperation and interchange of comm rce. 

~1r. JARMAX. I agree \vith you. 
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:Nir. PAsQuALLICCHIO. I wish to add that all those needy Ew,opean 
countries know what America is doing for them. It is not true that 
America is not getting proper credit for the humanitarian work which 
she is going. Being more familiar with the Italian situation, I can 
truthfully say that the Italians fully appreciate what we are doing 
for them. That is one reason why communism has not made much 
headway in that country. I speak with people who go and come 
from Italy; I receive letters practically daily from the poorer people 
of Italy. And they certainly know that America's generosity is 
bound to save humanity and eventually will win peace for the world. 

Acting Chairman MERROW. We \vill stand adjourned until 2 p. m. 

AFTERNOON SESSION 

Acting Chairman MALONEY. The committee will come to order. 
It is with great pleasure that I introduce the witness this afternoon, 

in view of the fact that he was at one time the Governor of the State 
of Pennsylvania, the State from which I come. Governor Earle, will 
you take the stand here please? 

Mr. EARLE. Thank you. 
Acting Chairman 11ALONEY. Governor, we are very glad to have 

you with us today. I understand you have a considerable background 
of foreign experience, and also that you have been very active in the 
anti-Communist and anti-Fascist movement. I wond r if you could 
give us some facts about your backgrouncl in that re pect? 

Mr. EARLE. I would be very glad to. I will also mention my 
Government service, since I am going to speak of military matters 
also here today, if I may, as connected w1th the Marshall plan. 

I was an enlisted man and a commissioned officer on the :Niexican 
border in 1916. I was an enlisted man and a commis ioned offic r in 
the Navy in the First World War, in command of a submarin chaser. 

I was appointed American l\finist r to Austria by Pre ident 
Roosevelt in August of 1933. I went to Austria and there incurr d 
the enmity of the Nazis by my anti-Nazi statements, such a Au tria 
could do as she pleased, but if she wanted American sympathy on the 
part of the people who were descend nt of people wh were either 
refugees from a racial, religious persecution or were de cended from 
them to a large extent, if they wanted American sympathy he would 
have to refrain from that. That brought down on n1c the threats from 
the Nazis. 

At the time of the Socialist and Communist rebelli n in Au tria, 
I made reports favorable to Clwncdlor Dollfuss and wa criti izcd by 
Ambassador Dodd for so doing. The Socialist and ominuni t 
Parties in America both attacked and oppo eel n1c when I ran for 
governor in 1934 because my reports favored Dollfus . 

I became Governor of P nnsylvania and tlwn' mad<' ·cvern1 tat -
ments which brought down very strong critiei In of the o- ailed 
liberal pres because I strongly protc ted against AnH'ricn.n g ing to 
fight in the Loyalist Army in Spain, becau e it was not n ·lear-cut 
issue between republicanism mul fasci m becm.lS<' so Innny f tho 
so-called Republicans thcnlsdv<'S \ Pre Anar<"hists and Conununists 
and Syndicalists. I snid that Anwricn,ns should not go ovPr to Spn,in 
to fight. 

In 1940 I was appointed Nlini ter to Bulgaria. 'rhn,t was in March 
69082-48-77 
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' of 1940. In June of 1940 I saw the Germans had complete control 
over the Bulgarian Government and would soon move in there. I 
sent my resignation to the President as Minister to Bulgaria so that I 
could join the British Navy. 

Those facts can be confirmed by the British Foreign Office and by 
the State Department. 

The British Navy promised me the command of a subchaser or 
a small destroyer in the North Sea, to fight the Nazis. President 
Roosevelt refused to accept my resignation. I continued in Bulgaria. 
I was doing the best I could in my small way to fight terror, whether 
red or white. 

I came back to this country and went into the Naval Reserve, 
went to gunn ry schools and became chief gunnery officer on a Naval 
transport and was at CasaBlanca. While on this assignment General 
Patton gave me a report of the North African operations and asked me 
to take it to President Roosevelt. I did. I reported to President 
Roosevelt General Patton's report. 

When I warned the President at that time, in December of 1942, 
after returning from Casa Blanca, of the great Russian menace, 
greater than the German menace, he said, "George, don't worry, 
Russia is so big it will break up when this war is over." I told him I 
did not think so. Then I went over to Turkey and was under-cover 
agent to report on the Balkan affairs to President Roosevelt, and try 
to get Bulgaria out of the war. · For a whil I was entirely against the 
Nazis. Then when I received evidence of how Russia, while we were 
saving them, was issuing propaganda to the underground against us, 
preparatory to destroying our influence in Europe, things changed. 

Acting Chairman MALONEY. How early was that? 
Mr. EARLE. As early as the first part of 1944. In May 1944 the 

President recalled me for consultation. I will not forget how an old 
friend of mine, Joe Levy, of the New York Times, went to the station 
and said, "George, you don't know what you are going to over 
there." He said, "Harry Hopkins has complete domination over the 
President and the whole atmosphere over there is 'pink'." He said, 
"If you go over and report against Russia, you, who would be the 
best authority for the administration in the Balkans, will be finished." 

I said, "Well, Joe, I appreciate that very much." Joe did not do 
it as a matter of policy to his paper, or anything else. He was a 
friend of mine, and I said, "Joe, after all my country and children and 
grandchildren come before what will happen to me. So I went over 
and reported on it. To my horror, when I got here I found the 
President really believed that the massacre of those 10,000 Polish 
officers by the Russians, of which I had aU the proofs and pictures, 
was done by the Gern1ans, which was of course absolutely incorrect. 
The Polish Ambassador in both Moscow and Ankara had been asking 
where the officers vi ere, and the Russians were saying they were 
scattered through Russia. The Germans were not within hundreds 
of miles of where the Polish officers, 10,000 of them, were n1urdcrod. 

I felt pretty hopeless then. Then again when I began to report to 
the President about how the Russians were in their underground 
saying the worst kind of things about us and trying to hurt us in 
every way possible, he said again what he said in 1942, "Don't worry 
George, as soon as the war is over they are so big, 160 nations speaking 
125 languages, they will break up." 
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Well, in August of 1944, I sent to the President what I consider the 
most important document I ever sent to him. It was a report on 
Russia of a neutral Ambassador to Russia. That report, gentl men, 
I am turning over to you in full. I ask that you not make hi name 
public because this man is now living in a country that may go 
Communist any moment. It would mean his life if h1s name were 
published. It is perfectly all right to publish the substance, but 
please do not publish his name. 

Acting Chairman MALONEY. All right. 
(The information is as follows:) 

CoMMUNICATION SuBMITTED TO THE CoMMITTEE ON FoREIGN AFFAIRS BY RoN. 
GEORGE H. EARLE, FEBRUARY 12, 1948 

The PRESIDENT, 
IsTANBUL, August 22, 194-4-. 

The White House. 
MY DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: The enclosure with this letter I consider the most 

important communication I have ever sent to you. I beg of you to read it. very 
carefully. 

It was written by * * *. He considers you, in his words, ''the greate t 
humanitarian of modern times." He has written it for you alone, * * * as 
an individual who admires your courage, resourcefulness and sincerity. 

About Russia, I fear he is right. 
May I make two observations? An American banker said to me a few weeks 

ago, 11 We should have been warned of Japan's intensions by the simple fact that 
every Japanese tourist in America was pictured with a camera, and American 
touri ts were not permitted cameras in Japan." In the same way I say by the 
fact Russia will not permit our soldiers to fight with them nor our correspondents 
to go to the front should warn us of Russia's intentions. 

Also, and far more important is the fact the moment fighting is over, there will 
be irresistible pressure from th~ people of the democracies to demobilize and r turn 
home our soldiers. There will be no such pressure to demobilize the Russian 
soldiers since the lot of a Russian is far more comfortable in the army than at home. 

My most fervent hope is that a year from today you can say 11 George Earle was 
a fool and an alarmist." 

Cordially and respectfully yours, 
GEORGE H. EARLE. 

FROM THE MARSHAL PETAIN TO THE RUSSIAN PROBLEM 

The marshal was in 1939 against the war, because he knew how unprepar d we 
were-and because at the last moment the U. . S. R. changed sides. 

But when the war had been declared he was of course in favor of doing every
thing possible to win it. When therefore the French Army was destroyed in 1940, 
he looked around to see what help could be reasonably hoped for. The British had 
reembarked in Dunkerque, loosing all their land war material and were only hop
ing to avoid invasion by using their naval and air forces, up to th n car fully 
economized. The United States of America had replied negatively to th la t 
appeal sent to America by Paul Reynaud in agreement with Petain. The 
U. S. S. R. was on the German side. 

Such are the reasons for which the marshal ace pt d the armistic , provid d 
honor was safe (i. e., our remaining force -and especially the fi <'t· would not 
be used against our British ally and the Fr<'nch Gov rnmcnt would rem in in 
French hands.) His attitude was best describ d in the m H ·age f '•pt mb r 
1940: 11 \Ve seek reconciliation not because of our d .f at but in spit of it. If 
Germany dominates her victory, w will dominat our d f •at. If not, w will 
know how to endure and wait * * *." 

Since then, the whole international situation was inv rt d. The Brit.i. h, who 
had left us practically without help in 1939, di ·played th' gr n.t ·~t h · roi~m and 
finally won the air battle of 1940 in the British sky. 

The Americans who had refus d H ynan<l's last call w n· driv n into th wn.r 
by Germany's initiative, and weighed with all th •ir potential, th n industrial, 
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finally military power. The U. S. S. R. which undoubtedly wanted to remain at 
least for the moment outside the war (see the Tass communique of June 13, 1941) 
was attacked by Germany and threw in a weight which was incredibly under
rated by every member of every foreign mission in Moscow without any exception. 
(The extreme duration of Russian resistance was estimated to something between 
3 weeks and 3 months.) 

The result was, in 2 years, the complete unforeseen and unforeseeable inversion 
of the military situation (1942-43). 

\Vhy didn't the Marshal Petain invert consequentially his own position and 
escape to north Africa: 

For three main reason : 
(a) He wanted to keep his word to everybody, even to his enemies. 
(b) He wanted to remain among his people in order to share their sufferances 

and to help them-he was the flag and the guardian. 
(c) He feared that the result of present coalitions would be the substitution to 

a German control over Europe of a Russian dictatorship. 
The two first reasons have a moral force and a political significance which cannot 

be denied. The Anglo-American troops will witness that very quickly on French 
soil. 

The third reason needs much more thought and raises a problem of world 
magnitude. 

• • • • • • • 
The Russian problem is usually treated with a combined lack of knowledge 

and serious thought. 
One class of people considers everything under the angle of a blind Soviet 

phobia-the motives of which do not go much further than the fear of losing their 
personal properties and the hatred of anything that threatens to change their 
habits of life and thought. 

Other classes of people exhibit a prosovietic feeling, the motives of which are 
often not much more commendable. 

Some are just conscious or unconscious agents of the sovietic organization, paid 
in cash or conceit (the latter often being the case with intellectuals accustomed to 
discreet applause in small slumbering circles-suddenly born in trimumph by 
masses of enthusiastic proletarians). Others are just snobs who "go for" Stalin
ism in the same way as they buy pictures by surrealist painters. 

A third class of people have decided to display an extraordinary agnosticism 
and do not want to hear anything about a Russian problem, because it presently 
disturbs the comfortable line of thought they have been driven into by the radio 
and the press, viz, that there is a big black wolf called Germany, after the destruc
tion of which the world will be happy and free forever. These people, when 
placed before certain uncomfortable facts, just answer "it's all German propa
ganda." 

At least those who have a responsibility in allied countries must try to think 
of the Russian problem as seriously as the Russian leaders think of the European 
problems. 

* * * * * * * 
The permanent aim. of what can well be called the sovietic civilization is not a 

mystery. It was printed in black on white on all the cards of Communist Parties 
throughout the world-the class dictatorship, the socialization of means of pro
duction and exchange and the spreading of the system on an international basis. 
Only the following addition was not printed: "* * * under the authority and 
the control of Soviet Russia." 

Lots of people nowadays go on pretending that those permanent aims have been 
recently modified, and they quote as proofs the unequality of salaries, the strong 
discipline enforced, the renewal of Russian patriotism. One respectable British 
paper was even childish enough to add new proofs: The beautiful uniform of Red 
Army officers and the fact that they are encouraged to learn * * * Ameri
can dances. 

In fact, this belief in a fundamental change is nothing more than wishful think
ing added to a complete ignorance of Lenino-Stalinian tactics. 

Lenin taught his disciples that every mean is justified to achieve the aim. 
Throughout the world one has thus seen the Communist Parti0,' follow the line of 
U. S. S. R. interest without any regard as to their con tant contradictions. In 
France, for example, the Communists were antimilitarists under the Rappallo
Germano-Russian treaty· they became militari ts after the ascen ion of Hitler 
and the Laval-Stalin agre~ment (1933); they returned to antimilitarism and called 
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the war "imperiali tic" after the Germane-Russian agreement of 1939; they re
turned to militarism after the attack of Germany on Ru ia (1942) and will re
main in that line unle. s, by chance, there i a new Germano-Ru ian under. tand
ing. According to that line, they cannot be urpa ed in their . uperpatrioti. m in 
every country. It may safely be predicted that the nation ~ will never havE;' ~ung 
their national anthem and exhibited their national flag more than on the day they 
will celebrate their absorption by the Soviet "Gnion. 

The great patriotic enthu. ia m doe.~ not therefore imply in any way a departure 
from the original scheme. It imply mean. that . uch a pa: :-;ion i" con id red a 
u eful in time of war. 

It may be added that di ' Cipline and outward ign of di. cipline or inequality 
of , alarie. are in no way contradictory with the 'Ovietic doctrine. Tho,·e who 
think otherwi di play their ignorance of the> said doctrin<', probably confu . ing it 
with anarchism, which is exactly the contrary and the deadliest enc>my of . ovieti ·m. 

To ::;um up, it can be said that there is no evidenc whaLoever of a fundamental 
alteration in the sovietic doctrine, in the ovietic final aim. 

Thi docs not imply any criticism on the leaden; of the 'G. ~ . 8. R. Y ry much 
to the contrary. It is admirable that a man like> 'talin . till maintain. at a ummit 
of power and ucces the principle. he adhered to in the di . tant days of poverty 
and persecution. 

Furthermore, \vhy would not Stalin try to spread over Europe and the whole 
world the political . ystem ' ·hich he bf'lieves to be thf' best and which led R tl."<;ia to 
an unprecedented triumph? Whv should the Bolshevik. give up th~: hope of 
bo1. hevizing the world, when the Xa.zis tried to nazify it, and" hile the democrat 
express their fornud will to make it democratic? 

The only justified critici. m bears on the met hods employed to enforce bol'>hevic..;m 
im;ide and spread, it outside. But these me1 hod-; arc themsPlvcs an intc>gr'l.l part of 
holshevi. m, and asking bolshevism to renounce them i. asking hol. hevi. m to 
renounce itself. Besides, violf'nce and deceit ar0 in no \Yay a monopol:v of , 'ovi t 
system which simply carries them further and which ha.(l the co11rag<> to inscribe 
th ,m in their theoretical tactics (becau. e, according to its ethics, what :erves the 
proletariat is ''moral" by definition). 

* * * * * * * 
There being thus no evidence and no probability of a ch:tllg<' in 1 he pf'rmancnt 

meaning and final aim of the Ru. sian regime, one can put. the next. qnf'. 1.ion: 
How i~ the F. S. . R. going to try and achieve it:-; aim? 

The answPr solely depends on what ~ talin will chooHf' a,:-; the> mo ·t pr.t.c1.ical 
method. He may choose (a) to accept for the moment a division of Europe in 
two zonPs, one b in~ the "vital . pace" of U. S. R. R., th<' oth r b ing under 
An~lo-Raxon influence, and then proceerl by propa~anda to amwxa1 c "ioonc•r or 
latN the . econct zone, or (b) io proceed at onc<' i..o t.hc conqneHt of t.he whole 
Coni inent by a combined rnilit.ary and polit ica.l offensive. 

The result, in both ca. es, would bf' approxima.td~· the> r-;anw. 
Some observer. , ho'' ever, cont('nd that t hN<' is a 1 hird pro P<'C1, vi7., 1 hat 

Hu:-;sia will remain sa.ti, fi d for a Ion~ pNiod of time with tlw diYi:ion of Enropf' 
in two zones. They ground, main I~' , their opinion on: 

1. The supposed exhaustion of Hussia and its need for help hy AnH'rican 
capitali:-:;m after the C'rHl of th0 war. 

It does not scc>m tha1 s11ch an opinion or hope> * * * corrc>sponds 1 o far1 "· 
However great may be the help given to U.S. S. H. by th Unitc>d Stat •:-; during 

the war, it is obvious that the> main suppliC's of an army of 20,000,000 mc•n w<'rc 
produced in U. '. S. ' R. itself. Th method which made :-mch an <'X1 raordinary 
achievement pm~sible in prewar and wartime (aft N the comJ 1<'1 <' d<•st rnct ion of 
all industrial wealth during the arly year:-; of 1lw revolution) will cNta.inly be 
appli<•d with success to t.hc work of recom;truciion, with or '"i1hou1 tlw lwlp of 
American inctustry and capital. 

2. The fact that. the pr c ding attempt:-; 1 o dominat < or organize Europ<' by n. 
single nation have failed, and th conviction that any new attPmpt would in<'vitably 
me'( with the . arne failure>. 

H iH tru that Napoleon and HiOer eqtHtlly fail<'d in t hC!ir nt t<'mpt:-; H11t 
Stalin possesHes asset.:-; which the other two lack<'d, totnlly or partially, i. <' 

(a) Th disposal of 1 0,000,000 m<'n and, in a VNY limitPcl llllllllwr of y<'ar:-;, of 
250,000,000 men, not taking into acco11nt. Uw Hla.vs a.t pre~Pnt oiitsiclP the P. H. H. I 
fronti r, who could well he addc'd to tlw r11ling or controlling cnun1ry. 

ThiR quc>stion of population iH CHH<'niial to <'Hhtbli:-;h nncl mn.intain control on 
a continent containing-D. S. S. H. not incllldc•d over 300, 00,000 inhn.hitnnt.. 
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For such an achievement, France of 1815 and Germany of 1944 proved to be 
too small. 

A century or half century ago, such big countries as Russia counted only for a 
percentage of their population, because of the difficulty of governing such huge 
surfaces and because of the low grade of civilization of the masses. 

But modern methods have made it possible to govern very efficiently from 
Leningrad to Vladivostock and also to utilize to the full in supertaylorized (or 
Stakanovized) factories the half-civilized Asiatic masses. 

The result is that Russia of 1914, with 120,000,000 inhabitants, counted as 
30. or 40 millions. But the U. S. S. R. of 1944, with 180,000,000, counts as 
180,000,000. 

(b) The disposal of unlimited raw materials (which failed to Germany) and 
therefore unlimited industrial potential. 

(c) The strength of likable or not likable, but perfectly consistent ideology. 
(d) The innumerable complicities which U. S. S. R. finds in foreign countries. 

Napoleon had certain complicities in Italy and in Poland because of the French 
revolutionary principles, but nothing to be compared with present U. S. S. R. 
Hitler could only count in each European country on a very small amount of 
individuals, most of whom were a highly paid but very restricted fifth column. 
Today U. S. S. R. can find a gratuitous "fifth column" of hundreds of thousands 
and even of millions of people in every country in Europe because of-

1. The Communist ideology grouping a disciplined minority in practically 
every country. 

2. The racial affinity of all Slavs (cf., the recent manifestation of the Slav 
Congress in Moscow, where the Bulgarians, Serbs, Poles, and Slovaks addressed 
"dear Joseph Vassirionovic" and hailed the Red Army of their "great Russian 
brother'') . 

3. The orthodox religion (extending to Rumania and Greece), the head of 
which has been reconstructed in Moscow. 

* * * * * * * 
If finally we leave general ideas to consider the recent facts, we find no positive 

indication as to which of the two methods will be adopted by Russia, but we find 
clear indications that one of these two methods will certainly be chosen. 

The Moscow-made Polish Government is the most significant precedent. 
The conditions of peace in Finland may be more or less hard on financial or 

territorial items, but they will certainly remain in the line of the preceding offers
the occupation of Finland by the Russian soldiers and propagandists-that is 
to say, practically, the immediate or mediate absorption of Finland in the Union. 

In Greece, it is certainly not on its own initiative that the Communist Party 
threw back the national union with Papandreou, accepted in Beyrouth 2 months 
ago by its delegates. 

In Bulgaria, it is generally admitted that the coming day of the departure of 
the occupying forces will be the eve of a more or less a vowed surrender to the 
"great brother." 

In Serbia, nobody has the slightest doubt as to the real allegiance of Marshal 
TUo. . 

In Turkey we have witnessed the unrestrained bad humour of the Russian 
radio after the breaking off of the diplomatic relations with Germany. The 
Russian Ambassador explained himself clearly in that respect to the Bulgarian 
Minister: "We don't want our neighbors to keep connections with Germany. 
But we don't want them either to cling to an Anglo-Saxon help of which they 
have no need * * *." 

It is useles~ to demonstrate the sovietic influence in Syria, Palestine, nor in 
freed Italy, nor in French North Africa. 

One can safely say that the USSR has already put her protecting or organizing 
hand not only on its immediate neighbors, but even on more distant territories, 
beyond the limits of a stable division of Europe in two "zones of influence" 
(supposing that such a division could be considered as durable under any circum
stances). 

* * * * * * * 
Such are the facts which have to be faced with courage. 
The usual attempts to avoid these facts are lamentable: 
(a) The already above-mentioned reply "This is German propaganda" is the 

most usual, but the question is not whether it is anyone's propaganda. It is 
whether it is true or not. 

(b) "Russia has changed" has already been dealt with. 
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(c) "Let us beat Germany first, and then we will think about all that" is 
another escape. But what if the fact of defeating Germany to the extent that there 
would remain nothing but a void between the Rhine and the Ru ian frontier 
allowed the Slavs to fill that void and therefore created the danger about which 
one wants to "think late"? What would one say of a man who, boring a hole in 
his cabin wall and warned that the water wm sink the ship, would answer, "I will 
think of that later"? 

(d) Last but not less frequent is the hint "Stalin promised Roo evelt to be a 
good boy." It is to be hoped that there is no need to answer such an infantile 
escape which would considerably amuse Mr. Stalin himself. 

Leaving aside those poor escapes, it appears that two and only two courses 
remain opened: 

1. One can say that a Russian "organization'' of Europe is desirable or unavoid
able. 

2. One can decide that a stop can and must be put to the said Russian "organ
ization" if and when the Russian intentions are considered as beyond doubt. 

But in both cases, one has to accept the consequences of the choice. 

* * * * * * * 
The first attitude is not envisaged here olely as an academic argument. If the 

means of an effective veto cannot be found in time, Ru ian control over Europe 
might be unavoidable and it would then be advisable to "make the be t of it." 
Furthermore, it is the perfect right of any Stalinian Communi t to con ider those 
events as desirable. As for the non-Communists and for tho e who attach a price 
to national freedom, it would be hard to say that the process will be attractive. 
But it has been said by someone that " talinism is the worst method to attain 
excellent and necessary transformations." If that is true, one may have to 
welcome that unpleasant Russian method. if the rest of the world and its ruling 
classes prove themselves unable to provide less unpleasant one . 1\1oreover, it has 
been thought that finally, all the three main regimes that have appeared in this 
war-the planned American economy, the Nazi state and the Stalinian one
would, in spite of spectacular initial oppositions, lead the world after a century 
to exactly the same socialism inscribed in autonomous but federated nations (the 
only difference being therefore in the more or less "expen i ve" method , and in the 
choice of the provisionally controlling nation). If that is correct, one may have 
to ask the survivors of the unplea ant first decades to forget their ufferances 
and think only of the final result. 

All this has been said and can be contended. 
But the logical consequences hould be simultaneously adopted; the first 

of which would be to give up the u. ual thesis about the "four freedom ,"the idea of 
"making the world safe for democracy" and the additional talk about ruling 
according to the gospel of St. Paub The sooner would be the better, a it would 
seem really unnecessary to add mockery to the ufferanc s of the European nations. 

* * * * * * * 
The second solution is that of the "veto" to exce ive Rus ian ambition . Thi 

supposes the willingness and capacity to assemble the material and moral re ources 
necessary to enforce the said "veto." 

The difficulties are certainly not less than for the fir ' t olution: 
(a) It is hardly worth emphasizing that no such veto will b effective unless 

backed by sufficient military forces. The Anglo-~ axon pow rs have not got for 
the moment in Europe, or in the vicinity of Europe, anything like the number of 
divisions required, even taking into account the ov rwhelming air and naval 
supremacy. Their population does not exclude the material possibility of the 
necessary divisions being trained and brou~ht over. But it i. a qu stion "' h ther 
there is a psychological pos ibility of such an ffort. And a furtb r question 
whether such an effort can be completed in due time. If the respon:::;ible Anglo
Saxon leaders cannot answer those questions by the afiirmative, th •n n.riHl'S th 
difficult problem of making a ' Ort of peace (other than unconditional surr nd r) 
with some sort of German Government in order to utiliz rcmn.ining German 
military possibilitie . or at lea t to prev nt Germany from b c ming a upple
mentary ourc of soldiers and technicians for Russia. It mu ' t be cl ar that. thi 
is en vi aged here quite apart from its intrinsical merits or dn.n rer~, :-;olPly a , an 
unavoidable con equence, if the Anglo-Sa-...:on powers dcciue lo nforc a v to 
without being able or willing to enforce it by thrir own str ngt,h. 

(b) But these military conditions a.rc not the only on H. Unless de( p chang s 
are brought in the schemes of p ace, it is hardly b li vabk thn.t an armed veto 
would have any chance of being supported by ithcr Anglo-Ba.·on opinion, or •on-
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tinental opinion, in spite of the fact that organized Communists are, for the 
present, a minority. If the now published schemes (more or less disguised return 
to prewar political and economic systems-adQption of neo-Versailles s?lutions 
to Franco-German problems) are opposed to the sovietic solutions, it IS to be 
predicted that sooner or later, exchausted by political, economic, and international 
crises the majority of Europeans will welcome the Russian system as at least 
something that has not already been tried and has not already failed. Explaining 
in full the European complex in these matters would involve a separate and 
lengthy memorandum. It will be perhaps sufficient to point out that there are 
many points in the sovietic system which correspond, partially at least, to the 
historic stage we have reached. In short, authority must be combined with 
freedom, the ruling of concentrations of capital over the state must come to an 
end, and the moment has come for a federation of European powers, either under 
the unpleasant control of a dominant country, or by the free association of all 
countries. 

Nothing short of such deep reform can constitute the moral background of an 
attempt to oppose sovietic ambitions on the Continent. 

* * * * * * * 
It is quite clear that both solutions raise the most intricate problems and 

imply painful sacrifices for a number of people. 
But the worst would certainly be to try to escape those problems and sacrifices. 
A day could rapidly come where everyone would feel uncomfortable as some 

innocent person remembers that the immediate cause of the war was the refusal 
to recognize partial mutilation of Poland. 

And more uncomfortable still when somebody would want to know exactly 
why the blood of young men was shed between 1939 and 1945. 

Mr. EARLE. I then came back in 1945. My work was done over 
there. 

11r. VoRYS. Would you mind an interruption? I wondered bow 
this document would go in the record, Mr. Chairman. 

Acting Chairman MALONEY. \Ve will not put the document in the 
record, but we will have copies made and give them to members of 
the committee, if that is satisfactory to the committee. 

11r. VoRYS. With the name deleted? 
11r. EARLE. The name is all right for you gentlemen. 
11r. JARMAN. I think we had better delete the name, Governor. 
Acting Chairman MALONEY. Would you be satisfied? 
11r. VoRYS. Yes. I wondered how we would handle it. 
Mr. EARLE. I came back to this country in 1945 and the President 

thanked me for my services and said that my work was finished. 
He wrote me a very nice letter. Then, thinking I was out of the 
Navy, I sat down and wrote to him to the effect that unless I heard 
from him to the contrary, that within a week I would publish my fear 
that Russia was a far greater menace than Germany ever was. 

Acting Chairman 11ALONEY. That was what date Governor? 
11r. EARLE. I have his letter here. I can give it to you exactly. 

It was on March 24, 1945. I did not say I was going to publish it. 
I said, "unless I hear from you to the contrary." I heard from him to 
the contrary within 6 hours after he received the letter. The whole 
Naval Intelligence was out looking for me. He absolutely forbade 
me to say a word against Russia. He revoked his appointment to 
me. as an emissary, and any understanding we had of bei,ng 1 an 
emissary, and he also revoked the opinion that my work was through 
and said that he was turning me over to the Navy to use as they saw 
fit. They sa'v fit to send me to Samoa, which was as far from Moscow 
as he could get me. There I stayed in complete censorship until the 
war was over. Then I came back. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, the object of these hearings is more or l ss on 
the subject of this European recovery program, is that correct? 
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Acting Chairman MALONEY. That is correct. I think you have 
qualified as a witness now. 

Mr. EARLE. Thank you very much. I just want to add that with 8 
years over there on the borders of Russia, I feel I got a great deal more 
than going to Russia proper. When you go to Russia, you hear what 
they want you to hear and see what they want you to see. I talked 
to hundreds of refugees who no longer feared being removed by the 
N. K. V. D. They would talk to me. I would get information from 
them. They were Christians, Jews, all kinds of people who came out 
of Russia as refugees. I got nearly all my information from them. 
There were literally hunureds in Turkey, Bulgaria, and Austria when 
I was there. 

Now gentlemen, I feel very strongly that this is not a partisan 
meeting in any sense of the word. We are all An1ericans here, trying 
to find solution for this problem of the menace from Ru sia. I will 
not speak in a partisan vein. I wish to assure that what I say is 
sincere. From the bottom of my heart it is. 

I also say that when I frankly believe that there is not better than 
an even chance that any of us will be here 5 years frorn today, it 
cannot be called a political statement, If I am right, there will be 
no one here to say I am right, and I will not be here to hear it. If I am 
wrong, I am discredited. I cannot gain. It is much better politics 
for a man to get up and wave the American flag and say" Nothing is 
going to happen to America," and "Everything will be all rio·ht." 
If he is right, fine. If he is wrong, nobody will be here to ay he is 
wrong. 

Now in regard to this :Niarshall plan, the so-called ~Iar hall plan 
dollar-aid to Europe, I differ entirely with General :.\1ar hall. I 
think this is a military situation and not an economic situation. Now 
may I say this, gentlemen: The other day I rcceiv d me information 
from different friends, different people I have known in Europ , who 
have come to me with facts. The other day I talked with a man who 
has held the most varied and distinguished offices of any Amc.L·ican 
alive today. I will give you his name. I have not been auth riz d to 
use it as yet. He has been in the hospital. H aill, "I hear fr rn the 
old former Niinisters of the First World War who are till alive and 
they all tell me of the complete pessimisrn and defcati 111 in Eur pe. 
They tell me that, for example, the Belgians arc doing everything in 
their power, the ones who have tho money, to find a healthv pla ·e in 
the Belgian Congo to live; that the French arc doing 'Verything they 
can do to go down to the north of Africa, and the En<rlish n.rc doing 
everything they can to go to Canada, Africa, and Australia. 

With that situation over there, the fear that Rus in. at any Lirn 
might move in, and the Comrnunists in their own c untri<.' ', n t so 
great in numbers, but in their fanaticisrn n.nd Uwir orgn.nizn.ti n 
tren1endously strong, I feel that this is a rnilitn.ry situation rnon' thn.n 
an economic situation. I feel that if we ::-wnd dollnrs OY<'r thl'l'l' to 
Europe, without any rnilitary guaran Ly that tlw~w ConlnlUllists, \\ ho 
foment strikes, and chaos, that our rnoncy will go to ft <'<l tlw 1wopl' 
that arc thrown out of work by tlH'S<' Conununists in the st ril ·ps th 'Y 
bring about and that our n1oncy will lw just toss<'d n.wn.y. 

I also feel that if by any dw.IH'<' tlH' l\ln.rshnJl plnn did Sll{'('( <'d, that 
it would be very much likP tlH' si tun.t,ion of ,Ja.pn.ll, wht•n 1~~ugln.nd n.nd 
Amerien. and France tried to cut ofl' jn,pn.n frotn her rn.w nutt<'rin.ls. 

, 
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At that time King Boris, of Bulgaria said to me, "What do you think 
about relations between Japan and the United States?" I said, 
"War is certain. The Japanese cannot live with us cutting off their 
raw materials." 

If by any chance the Marshall plan did start to succeed, I per
sonally believe that Russia would simply occupy Europe. 

Now, gentlemen, may I say this: Living over there for 8 years, I have 
some idea of the Russian mentality. Here is a typical statement on 
the "Bolsheviki." I prefer to use that word rather than "Russian" 
because the Russian people have nothing to say and know nothing 
about what is going on. They have government-supplied information 
and they picture black as white for the most part. 

I like to refer to the Soviet leaders as the "Bolsheviki" leaders. 
Now gentlemen, let us suppose that the Russian Government issues 
a statement like this: <'To the Government and the people of the 
United States: We have perfected an atomic bomb and we now have 
it in full production. We feel it is our duty to humanity, to civiliza
tion." These are the terms they would use-"to free the masses of 
Europe, oppressed by their bourgeois overlords for generations and 
centuries. For that reason we are going to occupy Europe, to end 
this slavery the masses of Europe have been undergoing. We want 
to say this: We want to be friends with the United States. We will 
respect the Monroe Doctrine. We will not come near the Americas, 
but, however, we want to warn the United States that 70 percent of 
Americans live in American cities, and 40 percent of the Russians live 
in cities. Therefore, you are much more vulnerable to bacteriological 
or atomic attack." 

What would we do if Russia does that? I said that to a very promi
nent editor the other day and he said, "George, I don't think they will 
have the nerve to do it." 

Well, gentlemen, that is a poor defense, a poor, weak reed to l~an 
on, "They won't have the nerve to do it." 

There is one other thing. As a matter of fact there are two other 
things I want to say to you. I read in the paper the other day, if I 
am not mistaken, that General Omar Bradley said if the Russians 
had the atomic bomb they would use it now. Churchill was so right 
about Germany when all the other statesmen were wrong. He said 
they would have it within 1 year. What does that add up to? 

There is one other thing. I want to say to you gentlemen that 
Americans are great wishful thinkers. That is the thing I have had 
to fight since I was on this subject, on this crusade, trying to awaken 
our people to their great danger. They think that because of our 
magnificent American science perfecting a terrific atomic bomb the 
Soviet would not attack us because of fear of reprisal. Now let us 
suppose, gentlemen, they do this: In a load of sugar, or any cargo 
coming into New York Harbor, they put an atom bomb. Admiral 
Zacharias said our bombs are now fifty times as powerful as those 
that bombed Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The Russians will have 
them some clay without doubt. They are in possession of the German 
laboratory men, technicians, and mechanics and the finest raw ma
terials in the \vorld. Let us suppoec they send a bomb into w York 
Harbor hidden in a cargo. That explodes, and a territory for 50 miles 
is Kipecl out. We will lose probably 15 or 20 million people. The 
Soviet Government sends condolences to us aying, "This i terribl . 
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We had nothing to do with it." There is no evidence of any planes 
coming over, no evidence of submarines coming up near the coast and 
firing bombs. They say, "Maybe it was a shipment of TNT. ::\1aybe 
it was one of your own experimental atomic bombs exploding." 

What are we going to do? Fifteen million people and our greatest 
center of commerce, business, and industry is wiped out. uppose 
they send one into Baltimore. Our President, Senate, House of 
Representatives, Army, Air Force generals are dead, the Admirals 
are dead. Where are we? Somebody said, "Why the Governors 
could take over." I was a Governor once of the second largest State 
in the country, a State we are very proud of, Mr. Chairman. I think 
I had 11,000 National Guard men and five planes. I had five when 
I started. I cracked up two, but we did have three planes left. 

Those Governors are not going to stop the Russians. Now let us 
say they come in here and wipe out Washington. We are like a great 
snake with our head cut off, thrashing around impotently. I say to 
you, that I think it would be a very dangerous place to live at the 
foot of Mount Vesuvius. I think it would be a dang rous place to live 
on the borders of Pakistan India, in Northern China, Java, or northern 
Greece, but I think the two most dangerous places in the world to live 
today are New York, N.Y., and Washington, D. C. 

About this Marshall plan, I think the European people are very 
pessimistic and very defeated and very low. I think if you had some 
kind of a military guaranty where Russia is concerned, to say to 
Russia if she takes one more foot of soil, it means war with the U. ., 
that might mean the stimulus they need. But I do not think sending 
dollars over there with this fanatical, well organized Communist or
ganization, fomenting strikes and using up our money to feed th 
people who cannot work, I really do not think that dollars alone will be 
enough. The Marshall plan will be a complete failure. That is what 
I think. 

Acting Chairman MALONEY. Well now, Governor, I think there is 
no one on this committee that does not realize that the Marshall plan 
is a gamble and the thought has been "Can we afford not to take that 
gamble?" Now what is your thought in that respect, providing the 
Marshall plan is implemented by a strong military guaranty? 

Mr. EARLE. Implemented by a strong military guaranty, ab o
lutely, I am for it, 100 percent. But just dollars alone , with n thing 
to assure those people over there that we are going to baek them up if 
Russia moves in, no. 

Let me give you this as an example, gentlemen. I f l thi v ry 
strongly. Let us suppose that the Russians occupied Canada with 
all their forces, and we had no Army, Air Force, or avy. Would 
you be interested in working hard to build up a business? 

Acting Chairman MALONEY. Naturally I ·would not b . 
l\1r. EARLE. There is the situation of every European country 

outside the iron curtain. 
Acting Chairman l\1Ar.oNEY. Mr. Vorys, do yon hav<' n.ny qu sLi ns? 
Mr. VoRYS. You have got us nearly scared to d .at.h, Govern r. I 

want to say thnt I had the privilege of hearjng you in nn oir-th -re<'ord 
talk at least 4 or .1 years ago, and your tat mont. about, the Rus. ians 
were just the same in substance as to their intentions u.s you hav 
stated today. 

You have a very alarming record as a proph<'t of dooin. ow of 
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course, what we are thinking about is what we will do. The Marshall 
plan has been presented to us as strengthening the economies of these 
countries which have the 104 divisions, which n1ight resist the 99 
Russian divisions, and the 100 satellite divisions, aimed toward the 
west. 

In this race as to who uses the a.tom bomb first, if Russia is unwilling 
or unready, and western Europe can be strengthened, what would 
be your j udgrnent as to the amount of resistance western Europe 
might put up to Russian aggression, or invasion? 

Mr. EARLE. Well, as I say, Mr. Vorys, what I am afraid of is if the 
Marshall plan is really succeeding, which I do not think it will, because 
of their organization tactics against it, I think they would move in 
before it really assumed any strength of the military organization in 
the west. That is what I am afraid of. They would move in. You 
asked me what we would do. Well, now, gentlemen, I do not believe 
in tearing things down unless I have something to suggest in their 
place that I think is better. An awful lot of people attack marriage, 
but I have never seen anything better take its place, so I believe in it. 
Marriage has its draw-backs, but after all, there is nothing better. 

These are my suggestions: In the first place, the strongest thing to 
do and the thing that probably would save our country-this is just 
my personal opinion and I appreciate very much your position-if the 
American Delegate to the United Nations made a motion in the 
United Nations that any nation that did not pern1it United Nations 
inspectors to go into that nation and have perfectly free access to 
every part of that nation for inspection for atomic, bacteriological, and 
other frightful new weapons, that the U.N. would drop bombs on her, 
supplied by us, until she did submit to the United Nations. Russia 
would promptly veto that. Then the United States would withdraw 
from the United Nations and would set up another United Nations, 
and with a little different name, calling upon all liberty-loving coun
tries to join. Probably every country outside the iron curtain would 
join. Again the United Nations would deliver that ultimatum. Any 
country which does not submit to the United Nations inspection will 
be bombed until they do. Now, gentlemen, I say to you absolutely 
that is the only solution I can see. It is not a matter of acting alone. 
It would be the whole world outside of Russia and her satellites. That 
is the only solution I see. 

Now in a minor way, if the American people, with their wishful 
thinking, and their ' charity to everybody, would not do that, the 
minor thing,lwhich would at least"'give us back our self-respect about 
these fellows 7taking everything and giving nothing in return, would 
be to make everything reciprocal in our treatment. of other countries. 
If they keep our newspapermen and our diplomats and everybody 
else practically imprisoned over there, keep theirs in prison over here. 
Treat every nation exactly as they treat us-complete reciprocity. 
I think that would restore the respect of the American people and 
while it would not save us from the atom bomb, which may or may 
not come, and I hope I am a false prophet, nevertheless that would 
restore the respect of the American people. Why should we give 
them everything they want and they treat us the way they do as 
does Russia and her satellites? It is so insulting to the great, kind, 
generous American people who saved Russia and her satellites. 

Mr. VoRYs. Thank you. 
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Acting Chairman 1fALO~EY. 1fr. Jarman. 
11r. JARMAN. Governor, I enjoyed being your guest out at amoa 

very much. 1 a.m glad to see you agnin. I thoroughly enjoyed your 
testirr1ony, although, like the gentleman from Ohio, it kind of scared 
me to death. But certainly if there is anybody competent to express 
an opinion on that subject. you certainly are the gentleman who is 
competent. We appreciate your coming down here and giving us 
your op1n1ons. I am personally mighty glad to see you again, sir. 

Mr. EARLE. Thank you very much. 
Acting Chairman MALONEY. 11r. Jonkman. 
l\1r. JoNKMAN. Well, I do not know as I am prepared to ask ques

tions, Governor. You shock me too. How do you connect up the so
called Marshall plan with any development in Europe? What do you 
think is our purpose there in the :Niarshall plan? It certainly is not 
just to save starving people. It certainly is not to stop Russia, be
cause there are too many things the other way, as preliminary steps 
along the lines of military lines. 

Mr. EARLE. I am awfully sorry. I a.m far removed from any inti
mate knowledge of what the White House or our Chief Executive feels 
about these things, so you are in a much better position to answer 
that than I. I think the motives are that communi m breeds misery 
and hunger and I thought the object of the 11ar hall plan was to try 
to alleviate that and help and cure that, so that comn1unism would 
have less fertile ground to breed in. That is what I thought the 
Marshall plan was, and if it were implemented to buck those people 
up with a military guaranty, I think it might succe d. But the object 
of it is something else. You gentlemen know much more than I do. 
I just get mine from the papers. 

Mr. JoNKMAN. What I n1ean by that i. , is there not an appar nt 
attempt to establish a l Tnitecl tates of Europe in ub tane , if not in 
form and fact? Does it not have all the earmarks of that? 

11r. EARLE. Well, I would say that that wa certainly a po ~ ible 
outcome of it. I really do not know what the exact objeet i , r.xc pt 
I have always understood it was a combination of on1ething to, a I 
say, destroy thi fertile ground for communism, mi ery, and hunger, 
and as a matter of humanitarianism for starving pe pl . If you , nd 
it over there as a Inatter of aid to tarving people, I have not th 
slighte t objection to it. But if you end it th re with the idea th 
hopeless people will rccon tru t themselves again t tlw c highly r
ganized Communists, fanatical Communist , I think the r c IL truc
tion part of it is going to fail. Now the charitable part I am for, to 
the extent the American people want to go. But 1 do n t think you 
will get the people r constructed. Let mP ay thi , grntlt men: Let 
us suppose, for example, that ther ar Communi t tril ~ l'S all ov 'r 
Italy or France and certain peoplr go after it and C<'rLain pe pll' fight 
it. They fight it very bitterly. Tho e people kn w thnt if the 
Russians come in they an' the fir tone. who will prri h. T w unlr .. . 
you have some guaranty to those people that tlwy are not goin~ to 
be puTgcd if the Russia.n rome in, thC'.V ar' not g ing t.o hnv<' th<'ir 
heart and soul in pushing this plan over. 

I know a magazine the other day made a surv y of thr public 
opinion in, I think, weden or Norway, nbout Russia. Well, n w 
you do not really think if you lived in 'wcden and rway nnd had 
wife and children and thr Russians n1ight. take it v 'r, ttny Jninutt', 
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that you would really express what you really felt about the Russians. 
That is what is so hard for people to really understand. 

Mr. JoNKMAN. That is true, but you are getting down to the 
point I am driving at: Speaking of Norway and Sweden, and for 
instance, Denmark, now we know what Bevin has done, to call a 
meeting to see if they could not form some kind of a military alliance. 
We know that Sweden and I think Norway an<;l Denmark have already 
expressed themselves. They are willing to go into an economic 
alliance, but not anything that smacks of a military alliance. Have 
you read that? 

Mr. EARLE. I read it in the paper. 
Mr. JoNKMAN. For instance, we are giving, to mention only a few, 

$151,000,000 to Ireland. I do not think that is to keep people from 
starving. We are giving $168,000,000 to Denmark, $32,000,000 to 
Norway, $34,000,000 to Sweden. Is not the objective there to draw 
these nations into some kind of an alliance with perhaps a military 
alliance to follow? 

Mr. EARLE. Well, that would seem to be fairly logical. I admit 
that. However, what I feel very strongly is this, that Russia, with 
those six or seven or eight million men under arms, is never going to 
permit this military upsurgence of western Europe to go to any point 
of real strength. I think they will move in before they will permit 
that. I also think they will move in if they find the Marshall plan 
working. What are we going to do? You heard my statement. If 
they should suddenly announce they were going to free Europe and 
move into Europe, where is the Marshall plan and where are we? 
I do not ask our Chief Executive over in the White House to say what 
he is going to do about it, but I think it would be a great thing for 
American people to hear him say "we are prepared if it happens." 

But there is the situation. What are we going to do if they move in? 
Mr. JoNKMAN. That is all. 
Acting Chairman MALONEY. Do you care to ask any questions? 
Mr. KEE. No, thank you. 
Acting Chairman MALONEY. Governor, we appreciate your being 

here, and while you certainly have startled the committee here, it 
probably is good for us to be startled once in a while. We certainly 
appr ciate your coming down here. 

Mr. EARLE. In conclusion, I want to say this. I will make one 
added statement. There is one thing I agree with Henry Wallace on 
and one thing only, and that is that the half-way measures of our 
administration will certainly lead us into war with Russia, when Rus
sia is ready and we are not. That is the only thing I agree with him 
on. I agree with the Bolshevik leaders in one thing only, and that 
is that in a very short time this whole world will be either in a demo
cratic or totalitarian sphere. Of those two things I am certain. 

Acting Chairman MALONEY. Well, all we can say is that w hope 
you are wrong. 

Mr. EARLE. I hope so, too. Nobody hopes it as much as I do. 
Acting Chairman MALONEY. :Niembers of the committ e, this is 

Mr. Edgar Ansel Mowrer, from the Society for the Prevention of 
World War III, Inc. It does look as if some of the people in the 
~ountry do have some thought that there might be a World War III. 

Go ahead, 11r. Mowrer: 
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STATEMENT OF EDGAR ANSEL MOWRER, ON BEHALF OF THE 
SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF WORLD WAR ill 

Mr. MowRER. Mr. Chairman, my friends and I wish to testify in 
favor of the rapid and full implementation of the ERP. 

We do this because we believe that failure to do this would result 
in bringing the Soviet Union in power and influence to the Atlantic 
Ocean. We believe, furthermore, that, short of a war, control of 
Europe automatically confers control of Africa. And that, if we 
fail to do anything of this sort and the Soviet did ad vance as far as 
the Atlantic Ocean, it would constitute the most gigantic opponent 
and, unhappily, the most unfriendly, that the United States has ever 
had to face. 

Are the 16 European countries ready to do their part, 11r. Chair
man? I was for 27 years a foreign correspondent of the Chicago 
Daily News in Europe. During that period I got a pretty good ac
quaintance with that continent. 

Incidentally, I spent 10 years in Germany, between 1923 and 1933. 
Since the war I have been back to Europe three times, twice in 1946 
and once in 1947. 

The difference between the European atmosphere in 1947, when 
the statesmen of western Europe had come to believe that they were 
going to get real American support, and their attitude in 1946 was 
one of the most startling that I have ever seen. 

In 1946 not only the statesmen but the ordinary people were listless. 
They were apparently not working too hard, indifferent, despondent. 
In 194 7 I was over for the four-power conference in London-in 
November and December of last year-and visited England, France, 
and the Netherlands. 

The atmosphere had changed completely. They had recovered 
their faith. They talked about nothing with me-an American 
newspaperman-but the Marshall plan and the benefits that could 
come from it. They had again regained a decent living and had 
recovered a certain independence. Few things, therefore, have con
tributed already, and could contribute, so much toward the bringing 
about that basic change in the mental atmosphere of Europe and in 
the attitude of the European peoples as the certainty that the United 
States, with all its power and influence will stand squarely b hind 
them. 

They are therefore, for the first time, as urged by For ign Seer tary 
Ernest Bevin, taking common steps for common def nse, something 
which would do more to secure the security of the United States than 
almost any other thing we can imagine, for immediat ly, as soon as 
you had a united western Europe that was no longer a push-over for 
aggression from anybody, the United States would b far more secure, 
than we could be by spending some of the billion that we sp \nd for 
defense here at home. 

Therefore, it seems to me that our failure to impl m nt thi plan 
would be one of the greatest political errors we could po ibly commit. 

There is, however, one black spot in this pictur . We went all-out 
to break aggression by Germany and Japan. We w nt in late but, 
thank God, we did a good job. When we achieved victory, how ver, 
we found ourselves facing a new adversary, and we had a right to ask 
how this could come about. 
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Mr. Chairman, I submit that this came about because, in our 
exclusive concentration on breaking the unholy Axis, we failed to 
take those political precautions which perhaps could and should have 
been taken during the war. 

In th same way, it would be tragic if today, in our concentration on 
taking proper steps to stop further expansion of the Soviet Union, we 
should again neglect to take reasonable precautions against a resurg
ence of a strong and aggressive Germany. 

Let us not make any mistake, the German people are unconverted. 
At least as late as the end of 1947 it was the opinion of c~rtain really 
dependable Germans that if all the armies were to move out, the Nazis 
could take over, if they dared, within 24 or 48 hours. 

If we restore the European nations to health and strength they are 
strong enough, without any military support from the Germans, to 
protect themselves against any aggression. 

I was in G rmany, as I said, permanently from 1923 to 1933 and 
I saw how the Pan-Germans and the Nazis of those days worked 
together to sabotage coal deliveries-reparations, so-call el-and then 
th y got together with the German politicians, th German big 
busines men and the German militari ts, fir t to dupe the out ide 
world and prevent it from knowing wha.t they were doing, and then 
to seduc the outside world by commercial off rs and persuade them 
to invc t their money in Germany. 

They did so, in good faith. They thought they were dealing with 
a pacific people. But once the Weimar Republic had served its pur
pose it was precipitantly kicked out and Hitler emerged as the 
dictator of a ruthless and predatory nation. 

Thi had been fore een but we failed to take teps to prevent it. 
1fay I offer a piece of evidence which is from no less an economic 

authority than Herbert Hoover? In 1918-mind you, at the end of 
World War I-l\1r. Hoover wrote: 

Xot content with dominion by force of arm , we find Germany plotting for 
commercial upremacy with that in olent disregard of the rights of other. and that 
re ort to deception that ha characterized all her policies from Fred rick the 
Great' age. Like all of Germany' plan affecting other nation entire deception 
depend upon conceit and uper elfi hness. 

For 40 years the German have been plotting to realize their dream of pan
Germani m. They have made Germany an inherently di hone t nation. 

Now-

said Mr. Hoover-
another conception comes out of the heart of Germany that threaten the com
mercial intere. t. of un u pecting nations, carefully thought out with character
i tic German thoroughnes. , openly advocating the breaking down of ethics relying 
on trickery to gain their end. 

Let the manufacturing and banking interest. and the laboring and profes. ional 
rna se of all nation be warned in time to devi e antidote and counterattack to 
the :\Iachiavellian device of a clas gone mad with lu t of conque. t and d lib r
ately plotting to fatten it. elf upon thP lifeblood of other peoples even after the war. 

Let u con ider, in making peace, what protection we can give to the comm rcial 
exi. tence of the free nation .. 

This, l\1r. Chairman, was the view of Mr. Herbert Hoover at the 
end of World War I. I submit that he could not hav better fore e n 
what happ ned, for we did not pay attention, we did not consid r 
these elements in making peace with the G rman . 

We built up the V\T eimar Republic and we built up Nazi crmany. 
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As a result, many of our boys who would be her~ at thi time are not 
here now. 

This situation was so clear at the end of World War II that Mr. 
Hoover's view was practically echoed in June 1945 by ~1r. Bernard 
Baruch, whose testimony before the Senate ~filitary Affairs Com
mittee runs somewhat as follows: 

Economically, this settlement

the coming peace settlement-
should break once and for all Germany's dominance of Europe. Her war-making 
potential mu t be dismantled, many of her plants and factories hifted ea t and we ~ t 
to friendly countries and all other heavy indu try destroyed, the tate broken up, 
her exports and imports strictly controlled and German a et and bu ' ine ·~ organi
zation all over the world rooted out. To accept the view that German indu trial 
dominance in Europe is inevitable is to re ign our elves to the return to a new 
cave age. We might as well begin to put our factories and plants under ground. 

It seems to me that in setting up a European recovery plan t.o pre
vent the further spread of Ru sian power and ambition over European 
peoples that want none of them, we should take thi le on to heart 
and we should realize that we do not have to build up a pot ntial 
greater menace in the form of Germany merely b cause we intend to 
stop Russia. 

In Europe once last year and twice in 1946 renewing contact with 
old friends, I found that nothing had so strengthened the growth of 
communism in Europe as the feeling that the United tate i , for 
some reason that Europeans cannot fathom, pro-German, and favor
able to the rebuilding of Germany in Europe. 

I am convinced that but for this feeling, particularly in ea tern 
Europe, among the Slavic peoples, the Soviet Union would have had 
much more difficulty in inducing smne of these people to a c pt their 
position behind the iron curtain. And the communists in we t rn 
Europe are using our alleged pro-Germanism as their prin ·ipal argu
ment. They say to the peoples of Europe: "You do not have a 
choice. You either have to go along with the United tate , which 
is plotting to rebuild imperial Germany as it was, dominating Europe 
completely politically and economically, or with the Soviet Union. 
Which do you think is worse'?'' 

We know that this is not true. W c know that we, our g vernment 
and ourselves, are not pro-German. We abhor the idea of a r urgenre 
of German power. We know that we are merely trying t take the 
financial load off our taxpayers and contribute to th Eur pean 
recovery in the real sense. 

I submit, Mr. Chairman, that perhaps in d ing w h ul<l take 
into consideration the vi ws of those friendly European pc pl' that 
fought on our side more than we have to date. 

I submit that it is pos ible that the European people, are brt trr 
judges of exactly how much German indu try and comrn •r '<.' th 'Y 
need to reconstruct Europe than outsiders arc. 

But, in any case, I know that n1illi ns of pr pl<' in Eur pr think 
that we, for some mysterious rPason, having h rulwd tlH' da. light 
out of the Germans, have suddenly tak('n tlH'In to ur bo 0111 nnd wi h 
to use them as a partner in a war against the ovi<'ts. 

1-fany people in Europe agre with the An1eriean nH'Inber f th 
International RPparations Ag<'lle. in Brus-:;ds, B<·lgi urn, r r. AllH'rt ('. 
Carr. Mr. Carr was quoted on DecCinb 'I' 7, 194 7, a saying: " 'r

G9082- 48--78 
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man industrial economy is still, by all odds, potentially the mightiest 
in Europe." 

I ask you to take that into consideration when you consider what 
should be done in rebuilding German industry. That helps you 
understand why these Europeans just cannot grasp why the arsenal 
of Germany-the terrific concentration of industry that is in the 
Ruhr Valley, including those invaluable coal mines-is to be used 
and is being used, primarily for German recovery rather than for 
contributing, in the first place, to the entire European economy. 

Mr. Cha1rman, I submit that one way to wreck the European
recovery plan, which is essential to the health of the world and of the 
United States, would be by stuffing the idea of a revived and economi
cally dominant Germany down the throats of the other European 
countries. 

And, therefore, to make the rehabilitation of Europe a real success, 
it seems to me that your committee might well insist that the program 
follow the following principles: 

1. Our first consideration should be the rehabilitation of Germany's 
victims. 

2. American policy regarding Europe's recovery should under no 
circumstances permit Germany again to become the economic master 
of Europe. (My economist friends tell me this is not necessary, and 
until I see a refutation of their argument I shall continue to believe it 
is not necessary.) 

3. German heavy industry should be limited to peacetime needs as 
recommended in the final report of the United States Foreign Eco
nomic Administration. 

4. Democratic forces in western Europe must be helped in their 
quest for security from future German economic and military domi
nance because they are the only sure friends we have in Europe, and 
the United States should encourage and help these countries to develop 
to the fullest capacity their industrial potential. Where there is a 
choice, in other words, the non-German countries of western Europe 
should be given the benefit of it. 

5. Germany's coal production, which is the bloodstream of Euro
pean economy, should be maximized and sufficient coal should be 
delivered to Germany's neighbors to enable them to meet the indus
trial level set at the Paris conference, the prelude to the Marshall 
plan. 

6. Prompt reparations deliveries to the western European countries 
in the form of surplus capital goods; specifically, the 9,000,000 tons of 
surplus steel capacity which exists in the western zones of Germany 
and is not required for the peacetime needs of Germany should be 
transferred. 

7. The United States should reconsider that large sum of 
$1,005,000,000 for Germany now planned as part of the $6,800,000,000 
which Secretary Marshall asked be allocated for the first 15 months 
under the Marshall plan. This would still leave adequate funds for 
Germany-namely, about a one and a quarter billion appropriation for 
the next 15 months-in exclusive charge of the military government 
to help solve Germany's food and industrial problems. 

8. In order to provide Europe with a means for maintaining a stable 
and prosperous economy, to benefit us and relieve the burden of our 
taxpayers, the resources of the Ruhr should be placed under the joint 
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ownership and control of the victorious democracies. I mean, by 
that, taken away from Germany and kept away from Germany until, 
at some future time, perhaps, Germany will be recertified for full 
membership in the family of nations. 

9. And finally, in the case of a western European federation, which 
seems to me "a consummation devoutly to be wished," Germany 
should be admitted not as a united and overbearing state but as a 
group of independent states. Otherwise the European continental 
countries will hesitate to take the risk of entering such a federation 
and they will thereby again fall under German domination. 

That is about what I have to say. 
Acting Chairman MALONEY. May I make one observation? 
Germany, after the First World War was not physically damaged 

badly. Now, after the Second World War, Germany has had much 
damage and it is wrecked. Would that have any effect on the think
ing of the people there as to a future world war? 

Mr. MowRER. In my judgment, it has brought about one effect 
upon them. It has intensified their desire to overturn their position 
of inferiority, if necessary, by force. 

Mr. Chairman, I went back to a Germany where I spent 10 years. 
I hunted up old friends and talked to everybody I could in the street. 
My German is good enough for that. I went around hoping to find 
the signs of a different spirit. Everywhere I met a people that was 
repentant of one thing: of having lost the war; and who was aying, 
in 1946, that it was better under Hitler and refusing to admit that not 
the United States bombers but Adolf Hitler was responsible for the 
ruin that lay all around. 

I remember returning home one night to headquarters in Berlin 
with a German jeep driver-a former banker who had been reduced 
by the war to his state and was pretty sore about it. In coming 
through a particularly ruinous part, he said: "That is what you did 
to us." I said: "No, we didn't do it." He said: "Who did?" I said: 
"Adolf Hitler started it and we carried it out." But he aid: "What 
do you mean?" "Well," I said, "did you never hear of Cov ntry 
and Rotterdam? Do you know who started this bombing?" "Y e ," 
he said, "but those were not German cities." 

That is a factual story that happened. That is typical of the atti
tude of this once great people that has been so b sottcd by azi 
propaganda and nationalism and ambition to rul that th y just 
cannot snap out of it. 

Acting Chairman MALONEY. Yes. 
Gentlemen, shall we limit th questions to 5 minute ? Th r ar a 

good many more memb rs here. Without objection, w will do that. 
Mr. CHIPERFIELD. I regret I did not h ar the statom nt, so if you 

will excuse me.--
Acting Chairman MALONEY. Mr. Vorys. 
Mr. VoRYS. That was a very interesting statement, Mr. Mowrer, 

and your long resid nee in G rmany qualifies you to tall with au th r
ity about Germany just as your long study in liiurop qualifi you to 
talk about Europe. 

Here is the problem we face, and, it seems to rn , Europ fa<' . : 
You mentioned that German industrial con 1ny i till th n1icrhtic t 
in Europe. 

Mr. MowRER. I quoted an American xp rt on thu.t. 
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11r. VoRYS. I presume you would be inclined to agree ~ith him. 
11r. 11owRER. ~Iy friends say it is 75 percent of \Vhat 1t \Vas at 

it peak. I am not personally prepared to judge. 
1\Ir. VoRYS. Now, one of the points you rna le \vas that Germany 

mu t not be permitted to become th economic master of Europe. 
From our standpoint-I mean the standpoint of the United State -
we want the mightiest industrial part of Europe to function full blast 
for the benefit of Europe. If, as we understand, it is in Germany, 
then it ought to function for the benefit of Europe and of the United 

ta tes and mankind. 
A lot of us do not think, if that is the way Europe is set up, that 

there i tim or the m ans on this planet to go in and reorganize 
Europe o a to have the mightiest economy some place else, but that 
th important thing is to have such controls existing in western 
Europe that Germany never again will become a military threat or 
that the Germans will not become the masters of Europe through 
cartel or other controls . 

.l Tow, is there not some way or other to have Germany rebuilt a a 
going concern for ,.the benefit of western Europe, not just for the ben fit 
of Germany? 

~Ir. ~1 O.\VRER. l\1r. Vorys, as one who watched the increasingly 
fruitless attempts of the Allied Control Commission to prevent this 
after the last war, I might answer by saying that people's interest in 
controlling a former enemy grow cold as the years pass and the memo
ories fade. 

As for the econon1ic side, I would ask the chairman if he would 
permit my colleague, Dr. Jean Pajus, who is the economic adviser of 
the ociety to Prevent \Vorld \Var III, to answer the Congressman 
sitting beside me. 

Acting Chairman 11ALONEY. There is no objection. 

STATEMENT OF JEAN PAJUS, ECONOMIC ADVISER, SOCIETY TO 
PREVENT WORLD WAR III 

1-fr. PAJ"G . 1\fr. Chairman, I would like to answer the question 
you raised before-namely, about the impression people have when 
th y enter Germany. It was xactly my impre ion, when I enter cl 
Hoech t, Germany with General Eisenhower's troops a few miles from 
Frankfurt, because you could see the offices and houses de troyed. 

K aturally, as a man \vho has been working on economic warfare for 
4 years in \Yashing-ton before I joined the Army with th FEA, I was 
an .. \:~ous to ee to what xtent Germany is in a po ition to, wage war 
agmn. 

I believe I have the answer for you, Mr. Chairman, if you do n t 
mind my quoting some tatistics her . According to th lTnited 

tates trategic Banking urvey, who entered Germany inuu diakly 
after the do·wnfall, the expert have arrived at the conclu ion that 
Gern1any today-or, that is, a it was in 1945, imnwdiately after w 
entered-had a ba ic conomy which was ab olutcly not de troyed 
during the bombing. And in order to prove it, they n1ade calcula
tions regarding the technical plants. T an1 ly, they arriv d at the 
conclusion that, G rmany had at least 19 million t n of tccl capacity. 

\"\ell, when you consid r, 11r. Chairn1an, that Fran r' capa ity i 
about 7 or 8 million ton .. , Britain's capacity i about 15 n1illion tons, 
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at most, you will immediately arrive at the conclusion that Germany's 
capacity today is, roughly speaking, equal to the combined capacities 
of both France and England, and, after all, you make war with st l. 

The next thing. These experts tell us that Germany ha the 
second largest nitrogen capacity still standing-that means immedi
ately behind the United States. 

Third. After all, you make war with machine tool . Germany 
today has over 4 million tons of n1achine tools, roughly speaking, 10 
times as much as Germany had in 1936. 

Germany has the most powerful synthetic industry in Europ , 
largely left undamaged. . 

Germany has a completely undamaged coal-tar industry. That 
means the chemical industry. 

Germany still has two-thirds of her ball-bearing capacity, and that 
means the Germans plus the Swedes control the entire ball-bearing 
industry of Europe. And in this connection, since I was the United 
States adviser on the ball-bearing industry in the inve tigation we 
had in 1944, when we tried to knock out Schweinfurt, I was anxious 
to see what had happened to the industry after we lost 190 Flying 
Fortresses and about 2,000 American boys. 

Mr. CHrPERFIELD. How are your figures affected by the reparations 
and the demantling or dismantling of plants, and so forth? 

Mr. PAJUS. Not in the slightest. To begin with, when you peak 
of reparations, both Sir Brian Robertson and General Clay aid that 
the total reparations earmarked, as of today, 682 plants, constitute 
less than 1 percent of Germany's total. 

Western Germany's number of plants is 50,000. Therefore, ir, if 
you eliminate the 682 plants, and even though you admit that we 
have given the Russians part of our ball-bearing plant , Germany 
still will have something like two-thirds of the prewar ball-b aring 
industry and the tremendous war potential. 

In this ·COnnection, sir, may I tell you something which i rath •r 
quite close t.o my heart. You will recall that the Fr ~nch did not 
have the planes and the aluminum, and so forth, in 1939. "\V ll, now, 
during my investigations of the ball-bearing inclu try, thr cart l 
which controls the entire ball-bearing indu try in Eur pc- th 
Swedish-German cart el- I discovered that a early n. 1929, when 
the Germans got hold of the cntire ball-b aring indu try in Europe, 
they d cided that for every ball bearing which th' French were 
making the Germans would make four. 

Now, sir, I am not an engineer myself, but a an c onoini, t I c. n 
tell you, since everything that moves n1u t move on hall bearing ' , nnd 
since the Germans, as of 1929, bcfon' I-Ii tler cmnc to po\\'<'r, hnd 
already decreed the drath of Fran r by controlliug tlw output of th' 
ball bearings, it is immediately clear why, if W<' l<'n.ve tlH' bnJl-lwaring 
plants to Germany to be u Nl agn,in, and <'SJWCinlly if \\ < do not 
clin1inate the cart<'ls - and I can provr this cont<'ntion V<'ry quiclly -
you arc going to lcave exacLly thc arne W!1r pot<'ntial n.nd the . nn1 
people in powcr - the sam<' pcoplc wh did all Llw hnnn to u '. 

Mr. VonYs. I an1 vrry much intcn'sted in t,lw stnt<'nwnt on the 
economic end of it. But I do hop<' that in th ' course of further 
questions or ansW<'rs to thein we will g('t around to tlH' nusW<'r to thi 
one: Why, if it is wise to have W<'stern Europ<'n.n eonLrol of the H.uhr, 
if that is a sound prin ipl' and th 'n' i ·crLainly 1nu ·h to mnl a 
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strong principle of it-is that not an argument for a western European 
union of which I would think Germany could be a part? If it is good 
to have the Ruhr run by western European collaboration for the bene
fit of all western Europe, then why is it not a good thing to have the 
rest of the economy of western Europe controlled by western Europe 
rather than by the United States, Russia or Germany? 

Mr. P AJUS. May I answer your question by pointing out that at 
the present moment the man who is running the steel industry in 
Germany is the man who paid millions of marks to the Nazi party 
chiefs? His name is Heinrich Dinkelbach. He is the financial brain 
of the V ereinigte Stahlwerke. He is a notorious Nazi. He was the 
man who helped to enslave Europe. When the British entered 
Germany his combine was immediately approached by the British 
authorities, and his son, who was a major in the SS and was in a con
centration camp in Britain, was later on ordered released. And over 
a year ago this man, the man who was the spokesman for the Nazi 
heavy industry, Mr. Chairman, and helped to make the German 
Nazi machine what it was, was appointed to head the entire iron and 
steel industry for the Ruhr. 

Dinkel bach a.nd his friends control the greatest steel works in Europe, 
the second largest after the United States. These are the people who 
still control the 19,000,000 tons of steel capacity Germany has 
Dinkel bach's combine also controls the coal of Germany. 

Now, 11r. Vorys, here is the problem in a nutshell. When you quite 
correctly suggest that we internationalize or institute a control over 
the Ruhr, obviously I assume you mean the coal and the steel, and the 
chemical industries, because alter all, what western Europe needs is 
coal. Surely the American taxpayer cannot benefit by a scheme 
whereby the Europeans have to pay $23 a ton for coal to be imported 
from the United States. Witness the plight of the French. After all, 
·we, as taxpayers pay the money. When the French pay $23 for a 
ton of coal, as far as I can calculate it, we pay the $23. 

After all, you Congressm.en voted recently to give interim aid 
to France. So long as 1lr. Dinkelbach, a prominent Nazi, controls 
the steel and the coal that means he will do exactly what he did after 
the First World War. If you want me to be specific about it, in the 
1930's, when Germany wanted to chloroform her n ighbors-such as 
France, Belgium, Holland-Luxemburg, and so forth-she vvithhcld 
the coal. When the French did not get the coal they had to ship the 
iron ore to the Germans. 

Dinkelbach was not denazified. The cartels were not eliminat d. 
Take the case of the man who was appoint d recently to run the 

British administration of th coal, the North German Control Com
mission. His name is Heinrich K.ost. He is a Nazi. His m mber
ship dates back to 1933 or '34-that is, at a time when the German 
industrialists were not fore d to be members of the Nazi party. Lat r 
on everybody had to do so more or l s. I{ost joined voluntarily. 
He represents the famous Haniel combine, which controls coal and 
steel, locomotives and rolling stock, and so forth. 

This is the man who was appointed to run the coal industry. 
Now, :\lr. Vorys, I submit that it is impossible to xpect any fairness 

from Ir. Kost. I would like to submit that it is not fair that su h a 
man should be in control of the coal. Specifically, having tuclicd the 
requirements and the program and plans of th 16 nations after they 
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had submitted their findings to you gentlemen, I find that they call 
for the full development of their own industries so they would be taken 
off our necks, as it were. Yet, I noticed that our military authoriti s, 
when they presented the coal findings-which w re prepared by the 
Germans-have stated that Germany in 1951, having rec ived 40 per
cent of the moneys which will be spent on rebuilding the mining indus
tries in Europe-Germany gets 40 percent of it-G rmany, after 
receiving 40 percent, will supply Europe with 5,500,000 tons of coke 
only. The plan submitted by the 16 nations calls for a production 
of steel which will require much more than 5,800,000 tons of coke. 
The French program alone calls for over 12,000,000 tons of steel. 
Belgium-Luxemburg call for 7,800,000 tons of steel. 

It is impossible for them to meet their stated quotas, because the 
coal will not be given to them. If they do not have the coke and coal, 
Mr. Chairman, they will not produce their steel products. Th n 
they \viii come to us for aid and in the meantime we will have again 
built up a tremendous war machine, such as the German war machine 
was in the 30's. We have not eliminated the Nazis or the cartels. 
We have left the 16 nations entirely at the me:r:cy of these people. 
Consequently, it would seem to me that the internationalization of the 
Ruhr that you suggested is the only way out, specifically because these 
nations will be free from the German economic domination, dictating 
to them how many tons of coal they can get, as they did in the past. 

Then, too, letting this coal to be used by the 16 nations plus Ger
many, that would mean that they, the 16 nations, would be abl to 
control Germany's \Var potential, also they would be able to meet 
their quotas and thus make it easier on the American taxpayers. 

Acting Chairman MALONEY. Mr. Kee. 
Mr. KEE. Pursuing that subject a little further, you seem tor duce 

the matter to the question of control over there by personalities rath r 
than governments. Who, or what organization or governm nt is 
responsible for placing all this power in the hands of these men? 

Mr. P AJUS. I am glad you asked me ~hat question. To begin with, 
we were told tha.t the cartels were abohshed. I have a record of that 
in theN ew York Times as of January 9. Well, the cartels, of cours , 
were not abolished. I have the vidence right h re. This was 
clearly stated in the World Report magazine, December 9, 1947, and 
there is plenty of other vidence. The reason the cartels were not 
eliminated and the reason such bad people were appoint 1 w a a 
simple one. The British apparrnily did not think that it was n ccs
sary to denazify Germany, and th y felt that they would b in a bett r 
position to go ahead with their plans, if they had some of th ir old 
friends, meaning the German industrialists, running th show. 

For instance, sir, I am glad you asked this qu stion for anoth r 
reason: As an economist and an American, I v as shoci~ d in 19a 
when the famous Dusseldorf agr ement was announc d. I am sur , 
sir, you will recall that said episod in our lif<'. At that tim th 
agreement was made, th samo "gentl<'man," Mr. Dinl-Irbaeh, wa 
among those who represented the Jerman hea y indtk try, nnd th' 
man who later repres nted Britain in Germany, Sir Prre. 1ills. 
He was one of th representatives of th ] cd ration f BritiRh In
dustries. 

In 1939 the Dusseldorf m ting d cided what hould he don tth ut 
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the economy of Europe. Incidentally, it was exactlv St. Patricks Day, 
1939, when Mr. Hitler occupied Prague. 

When Sir Percy Mills entered Germany in 1945, he felt the b st 
people to run Germany's postwar economy were exactly the "gen
tlemen" or "gentleman" I mentioned. They were never de-N azifi d. 

That Dusseldorf agreement of 1939, enter'ed into by the Federation 
of British Industries and the Federation of the Heavy Industries of 
Germany, was aimed at the United States interests, because the pur
pose of the Dusseldorf agreement was to kick the United States out 
of Europe completely. 

Now, sir, I submit that they had no right to do so. Obviously 
when Germany was defeated the man who should have been tried as 
a war criminal, Dinkelbach, should have been immediately placed in 
jail instead of being nominated as the head of the industry. 

When we protested against such inequities, we were told we had 
no jurisdiction in the matter and as a matter of fact, sir, Sir Brian 
Robertson later on flatly stated that the British had no intention of 
proceeding with the decartelization of the German industry. 

That means that the British Government specifically ·wanted to 
continue Germany's participation in international cartels. 
-I have but one answer to give you as an economist on that. The 

very same interests in Britain who are fighting against the decent 
international control of the Ruhr were those who, during the war, in 
Washington, said they must have the control of the Ruhr for them
selves. 

I was in the Government at that tin1e, sir. When vve pressed the 
Briti h for an answer to the question why we should not have Ger
many controlled internationally--the answer was, "We know much 
more and much better about the Germans because thev are our 
neighbor ; we have alway lived vvith them; we have alway traded 
with them and we can get along vvith them much better than you 
Americans can. Why? Because you \Vill get tired, rnost likely, and 
get out, but we will remain as their neighbors." 

The reason the British remain is because way back they invested 
plenty of n1oney in the Rhur. So did the Bank of International 

ettlements of Basel, Switz~rland. The Bank, although an inter
national bank, was and till is tied up \vith the hea.vy indu try in 
Germany. 

They would like to, I suppose, salvage their money if they can. 
That i \vhy they insisted on managing the Ruhr, and as wir. Vory 
intimated, tbey probably did not do such a good job of managing the 
Ruhr. 

Be that as it may we have a terrible legacy. The cartels are in
tact practically. The cartel people who have chloroformed the na
tions before, are still there. They are the sa1ne men who planned to 
split up among themselve. the French industry, the Belgian indu try, 
and the industry of Luxembourg. They did that exactly and divided 
the steel industry of northern Europe among them. Th very arne 
men will again run the German heavy indu try if \Ve don't wat h it. 
Nothing good can con1e out of it. 

I further suhmit that if they are left in the control of G rn1any 
the ~1arshall plan must fail because what will happen will b this: 
You will build up a German Titan again. Thi German Titan has 
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always been ruthless against us. We will repeat the mistakes of the 
twenties and thirties. 

What will happen to our exports, later? After all, we will have to 
live, too. The price of steel 'vill not always be as high as it is now. 
It is inevitable that we will encounter tremendous competition from 
the German heavy industry. 

11r. KEY. If you are correct in your description, it looks like we 
need a housedeaning over there. 

Mr. PAJUS. Yes, sir; I have all the evidence to prove every con
tention I make. 

l\1r. JoNKMAN. Are those cartels in any ·way re pon. ible for the 
failure to produce coal in the Ruhr? 

Mr. PAJUS. Yes, sir. 
'\Vhile in Germany we went to talk to a rnan vvho wa the 11inister 

President in 1946 of the North Rhine Province, ·which happen to 
produce most of the coal. His na.me was l\fr. or Dr. Lehr. We 
asked hirn, "Why is it you do not produce Ulore coal?" v\ e told 
him that the Poles had suffered just as badly a the Gennans and 
were producing n1uch more coal than before and they have the arne 
food conditions, housing conditions, and ·what not. The answer wa , 
"So long as we are not allowed to go ahead full blast with our heavy 
industries, w·hy should we produce coal for export? vVe are an:\:ious 
to rebuild our own heavy industry." That n1an was not r .moved 
from the government for n1aking the statements. 

l\1r. MowRER. I watched Gern1an workn1en in J 923 refuse to pro
duce coal as reparations, with a rrLisplaced patriotic sen e. They 
~rill not work for foreigners unless they are compelled to. 

l\fr. JoNKMAN. 'That does not connect up with cartel ~ , though. 
1\,fr. MowRER. That connects up vvith the genera] picture. If the 

people above and belo·w are not interested in increasing coal produc
tion, it cannot come up. 

Mr. JoNKMAN. How can the owners of these coal min s obstruct 
the production of coal, as against the Allied Council and thing Iii ~ e 
that? 

Mr. PAJUS. Here is the answer, sir, as reported in a vVorld Rrport, 
as of December 9 or Decen1bcr 16, rather, of 1947: 

German administrators are running to the allied adviserR on all matt r., v n 
on so minor a question as whether to permit German editors to make an in pection 
visit. Allied officials take the position that they will not interfere in admini ·
trative reparations and will give advice only when a ked. 

The sum and substance of this article, here, praking nhoui ::\fr. 
Kost and the cartels and what they arc doing i , that tlH.' Gcrrnnns 
have the eritire management and run th coal industry. vV t' do not 
interfere with them. 

As a matter of fact, I will give you the exact de cript ion and the 
names of the cartels functioning in all the three zone , t.lH' nitPd 
States, British, and Fr nch. 

Specifically, when you speak about coal, tho Briti h told u, they 
have already eliminated the north G rman on1 contr l. Actually, 
the entire coal cartel, the most vicious German coal cart '1, the 
Rheinisch W estphalische Kohlen Syndikat, was reestablished un<l< r 
the name of Ruhrkohlen Zentrale. Th y dole out every p und f 
coal, and nobody interferes with th ir activiti s. 
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I can give you the name of the one running the American side and 
also the French side. 

Consequently, it is obvious that t~e cartels are doing exactly w~at 
they did for over 50 years, controlling the German output and dis
tribution of coal. 

Mr. JoNKMAN. That is all, Mr. Chairman. 
Acting Chairman MALONEY. Mr. Jarman. 
Mr. JARMAN. I have no questions. 
Acting Chairman MALONEY. Mr. Smith. 
Mr. SMITH. I have no questions. 
Acting Chairman MALONEY. I want to thank you gentlemen very 

much for coming in here. I think you have told us something we 
have not had raised in the committee before. 

Mr. V ORYS. I would like to ask the last witness if he has any 
supporting data which should be filed, which was not given in full, 
here, that might be placed in the record. 

Acting Chairman MALONEY. Without objection, we will permit 
th m to submit for the record any information that they have within 
the next 5 days. 

~1r. VoRYS. Yes. l\fany of these matters brought up require 
investigation by our committ e, in following up, and therefore I 
would hope that we could have even a more full statement in the 
re ord of the cartels and the individuals supporting them, along with 
some concrete evidence that we could study more intelligently than 
we have time to do today. 

Acting Chairman MALONEY. Will you submit that? 
Mr. P AJUS. Yes, sir. 
I have prepared a resolution on the internationalization of the 

Ruhr. Shall I submit it now? 
Acting Chairman MALONEY. We will be glad to put that in the 

record as your resolution. 
1fr. PAJUS. fay I send it along with the whole statement? 
Acting Chairman MALONEY. I think we better have this right here, 

if there is no objection. 
::\fr. P AJUS. This is a resolution on internationalization of the Ruhr: 
\Vhereas the official public-opiniori polls conducted in we. tern Germany revealed 

that the German people have not experienced a moral conversion, and that a 
majority i completely indifferent to the democratic ideas and ideals and is ready 
to follow a fuehrer; and 

Whereas mo t of the prewar industrial and financial leaders who were behind 
Hitler' war drive have resumed their former positions of power within the German 
banks and industry; and 

Wherea the leaders of the German heavy industries have utilized their tremen
dous power to dominate the European economy of the thirties in an effort to pave 
the way for Hitler's ultimate military drive for the conquest of Europe; and 

Whereas the industrial leaders profited enormou ly from Germany's unscrupu
lous trading methods such as the u e of export subsidies, barter agreements, bi
lateral trade agreements, the multiple standard of the German currency, and other 
unethical devices; and 

Wherea for over 50 years the German economy has been dominat d by monopo
lie and cartels which were closely linked with the German General Staff and the 
nationalistic German Government; and 

\Vhereas the German industries have utilized their participation in international 
cartels to weaken the economies of their neighbors and to make their resistance 
to ultimate German aggression ineffective; and 

Whereas the Ruhr constitutes the principal element of G~rman war potential 
which is largely based on the iron, coal, and chemic~ I _industnes; and 

Whereas the Germans designated by the allied military gov rn!ll ?t to assume 
responsibility for the production of the Ruhr coal and steel-Hcmnch Kost and 
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Heinrich Dinkelbach-have both been prominently identified with the Nazi Party 
since the advent of the Hitler regime and both having been very active in the 
German, as well as in international, cartels; and 

Whereas in the past the German coal and steel cartels have utilized the control 
over these commodities to prevent their neighbors from developing their own steel 
industries by withholding the supply of coal or by making its delivery price 
prohibitive to them; and 

Whereas the success of the Marshall plan depends upon an adequate supply of 
coal to the 16 member nations so that they can meet their stated goals in their 
efforts to reestablish their capital industries and to produce the items essential to 
their recovery; and 

Whereas it is imperative to alleviate the load of the American taxpayer by mak
ing it possible for the 16 nations to develop the capital industries to their fulle t 
capacity; and 

Whereas the 16 member nations of the Marshall plan have unanimously ex
pressed their strongest apprehension lest the German economy be allowed again 
to develop to the detriment of other European countries; and 

Whereas the resources of the Ruhr are essential to rehabilitation of Europe, 
including Germany herself, and mu t never again be used in such a way a to 
constitute a threat to European ecurity: ~ow be it 

Resolved, that-
( a) The owner hip of the coal, steel, and chemical industries of the Ruhr and 

Rhineland be vested in an international consortium consisting of Germany's 
victims, members of the Marshall plan. · 

(b) That this consortium take over all of Germany's coal, steel, and chemical 
re ources in the Ruhr and Rhineland from private or public owner hip and fix the 
amount oi compensation, if any, to those private and/or public owner . 

(c) That the consortium set up a commission to administer the resources of the 
Ruhr, all decisions to be made by a majority vote. 

(d) That the management of the e coal, steel, and chemical re ource. consi. t . 
of reliable per onnel not formerly connected with German or international cartel 
and appointed by the governments of the member of the international con
sortium. 

(e) That the commission allocate all coal and steel products in the Ruhr and 
Rhineland on a percentage basi to the variou. nation , including Germany her
self, requiring this coal and steel to meet their stated goals stipulated by the Pari 
Conference of the 16 nations in 1947. 

Mr. VoRYS. That is a resolution that you recommend be ad pted? 
Is it not a draft resolution? 

Mr. PAJUS. That is right. 
Acting Chairman MALONEY. vVithout objection, any further inf r

mation, facts, and evidence these witnesses care to submit for the 
record will be included in the record at thi point. 

(The information requested is as follows:) 

ANALYSis oF STATEMENT SuBMITTED To THE HousE FonEW"l RELATI NS 
CoMMITTEE BY THE SociETY FOR TIIE PREVENTION ov 'WonLu \V o\.R III, INc., 
FEBRUARY 12, 1948 

In common with the rest of the American people, we firmly beli ve that Europe 
must be helped to get on its feet again. We are in compl te agr ement with 
Secretary of State Marshall that iL is in our self-interest to aid in th r cov ry of 
Europe, especially the countries that have suffered for .5 years from 1 ·rrnan 
occupation. 

Secretary :Marshall, speaking about the recovery of Europe from hicago, on 
November 18, 194 7, stres cd the necessity of th restoration of 1 he Prmnn 
economy. "The restoration of Europe," h said, "involv s the restoration of 
Germany. Without the revival of German producLion, there can b no revival 
of European economy." 

Conscious of the danger involved in the r vival of 1 rman economy, the 
Secretary of State cautioned the Nation by urging that "w mu8t. h very careful 
to sec that a revived Germany can ncv r again threat ·nth Europ •an communit.y." 
Not only did the Secretary of State remind us that. t.h rc arc gr ·at difncult.i s 
involved in the implementation of this poli y, hut h al:::w r ·comm •ndcd that 
"there is an imperative necessity of safeguards to insur that th e onomic power 
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of Germany hall not be used by the future German Government a a weapon for 
the furtherance of exclusively Germany policy." The nature of the afeguards 
has not been told the American people. 

Having tudied for year the German problem and having made a tudy of the 
:Marshall plan and especially Germany's hare in it, we are incerely convinced 
that the e afeguard mu t be pelled out before we embark upon the revival of 
the German economv. 

On June 25, 1947, ~former l nder ecretn.ry Dean che. on, who wa. prominently 
connected \Yith the formulation of the Mar. hall pbn, said, "Putting in working 
order the German production is considered by the American Government a. the 
corn rstone of the plan which the European countrie. will be able to elaborate 
within the framework of the Marshall plan." From Mr. Acheson's. tatement, it i 
apparent that. ·e are abont to embark on a policy of rewarding our enemie. and 
puni ·bing our friends. Germany's neighbors and our onlv friends in we 'tern 
Europe are getting the impre. sion that their ecurity is being jeopardized. 

\Ye believe that we speak for the American people when ·we categorically declare 
that th" Germanv of 1948 cannot be made the corner. tone of Europe. \Yr also 
firmlv believe that most of the 16 nations ~vhich mrt in Paris last . ummer will 
never \Yillingly accept Dean Ache. on'. vie\YS. In fact, the. e 16 nation have 
plainly expressed their views about Germany in the follo\\·ing language: "The 
German economy mu, t not be allowed to develop to the detriment of other Enro
pean conntrie. r:.s it was done in the past, but, if European cooperation i. to be 
effective, the German economv rnu. t be fitted into the European economy. o that 
it may contributP to a general-improvement in the. tandard of living. In particu
lar, the output of the Ruhr coal field", \vhich is e . ential to the European economy 
a. a whole, mn t not again 1 e u. ed by Germany in . •1ch a way as to constitute a 
threat to European sPcnrity, bnt mu, t contribute to the rehabilitation of economic 
tability of the \\'hole of Europe, including Germanv herself. The increased 

production and export. of Ruhr coal i , in fact, e .. ential for European recovery 
and both coal and coke should be fairlv distributed bet\\·een those countries, in
clurl.ing Germany, which depend upon the Rnhr for their supplies." 

\Ye believe that the American people will fully sub. cribe to the views expre sed 
bv the 16 nations. Thev will nbscribe to these view. because thev have learned 
their le .. on. from the pa, t t\\'O world wars and becan. e they have ·been educated 
by the United States Government and by the findings presented to the United 

tate. ~ enate in 1945 n.nd 1946 by the Foreign Economic Administration. 
Ba. ic to the whole problem of . ecurity is the a. pect of economic . ecurity from 

future German aggres. ion. 
Fe\\· Americans toda:v will qu<>. tion the . elf-evident truth that the ability to 

wage a larrre . cale \\·ar i. as dependent upon indu. trial and economic re ource: as 
it i. depeudent on military weapons. . 

The control of Germany'. indur-;tria.l potentin.l i .~ based on reali. tic considera
tion. which have nothing in common with a "hard" or a "soft" peace. It is 
derived from a recognition of the direct relation of certain type of indu. trial po
tentinJ. and economic \\·eapon. to a national war-making pO\\ er. Thi:.;; wa amply 
demonstrated during \\"' orld \Yar II. 

The fir. t protection again. t lawles ne. s i. to di. arm tlw la\Yle . ...; per. ons. \ 
. econd and equally e. sential protection i, to prevent tho c who ar lawl<'ss from 
reacquiring the power and capacity to forge any new weapons with which they can 
again menace society. 

It i for the. e rea on that a new method for controlling Germany' ability must 
be devLed. It must be di tingui bed from the orthodox and trictly military 
problem of regulating Germany' armed force. or initially confiscating h r fini. hed 
munition and aircraft, a~ "·a done after the la t war and as i nO\\' again proposed 
by orne American who refu"e to learn the le so11. The most la ting form of 
economic and indu. trial control would be one with the minirnum amount f 
damage to the economic fabric of Europe and ·with the maximum amount of 
admini. trative fea. ibilitv. 

Germany mu t be given an economy for peace. Thi, can be accomplish d by 
making a thorough analy.i, of all the branche, of her economy, and by granting 
her th mean of having a tandard of living not up rior to that of h r neighbor . 
The control of Germany' economy hould be de. igned to continue on an in
definite ba i~ until the nation of the· world feel that the pacification of th G<'rman 
mind and people is "o as ured that special protectiv d vice need no long r be 
maintained. 

Two and a half year have pa~ ed ince thi. fundamental policy wa. laid down 
by the 'C'nited tate Government. 'Ve ubmit that th re ha b n 110 evid nc 
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presented to prove that Germany has changed in the 2~ years and that he is 
now fit to become the cornerstone of the new Europe. The American member of 
the Inter-Allied Reparations Agency in Brussels, Belgium, ~Ir. Albert Carr, 
made it quite explicit on December 7, 1947, when he said "The German indu trial 
economy is still by all odds potentially the mightiest in Europe." ~Ir. Carr 
merely amplified the analysis submitted to the united tate~ Senate by the For
eign Economic Administration 2 years earlier where it was plainly stated that 
"If we were to leave Germany to her own device and not to in titute a program 
of economic and industrial disarmament, Germany could be far better prepared 
for \Yar within 5 years than she was in 1939" (p. 560 in A Program for German 
Economic and Industrial Disarmament, April 1946). 

Germany is still so powerful because the democratic nations made the funda
mental mistake after \Vorld \Var I, when Germany's economy was left intact a a 
result of which, in the year" from 1920 to 1929, Germany built her modern indus
trial plants, repaired her rolling stock, erected many power plants, replaced in
stallations and equipment in the majority of her commercial enterpri e and . up
plied herself with modern machine industries and motor equipment. The e were 
the years of overexpansion in the heavy industries. A capacity wa built up in 
these industries that considerably exceeded civilian needs during the e year .. 
Steel was consumed in much larger quantities than a peacetime economy would 
warrant. 

Because we failed to take into account the German economic potential after 
\Vorld \Var I, Hitler was in a position to utilize the tremendous potential left to 
him by the German Republic to further his war aims. And becau. e Hitler'H war 
machine was so tremendous, the German war potential is today sub tantially a. 
the American member of the Inter-Allied Reparations Agency reported on 
December 7, 1947. Contrary to the popular b lief spread by the. am"' intere. ts 
which wanted us to forget the lessons of World War I and of \Vorld \Yar II, and 
which now say that Germany is economically destroyed, it i a fact that the size 
of the existing German industrial plant i enormous. All of it is . till part of a 
huge industrial machine which was originally establi bed and used for \var and 
can again be used for war. The following economic realitie speak for themselves. 

DyP.r;.-Germany, less than four times the size of K ew York State, ha one dye 
plant that can turn out almost as much dye in 1 year a. all the plantH in the 
United States together. Not one of its windows has been battered. During 
the Second vVorld War .. it turned out great quantities of chemical materials for 
ordinance. It is in operative condition today. 

Steel.-Germany's economic power after World " Tar I was based on h r tre
mendous steel industry. 1\Ir. Carr stated on December 7, 194 7, that in 193 
Germany had an estimated steel production capacity of 24,000,000 tons per y ar. 
This steel capacity was greatly enlarged during the war. In 1932 ,ermany 
produced only about 4,000,000 tons of steel, including that u. ed to manufacture 
goods for export. Today practically all of the great iron and . t el furnace.~ of 
Germany are ready for operation or can be in operation ,,.it h minor repair~. 
Since Germany's capacity to produce steel i. equal to that of France and Britain 
combined, it is clear that the mere existence of uch a capacity is an invitation 
to war. 

With reference to Germany's present-day steel capacity, t.h repres<'ntat.iv<' of 
the Inter-Allied Reparation. Agency made the following statement in his artie! 
of December 7, 1947, in the New York Times: 

"In 1938 Germany had a steel production capacity of 24,000,000 tons * * *. 
Since the equivalent capacity of 1938 had b0en grcaUy enlarged hy 5 y<'ar~ of war 
preparations, Germany, therefore, still has a far larg<'r industrial pla1Jt than "h011 
Hitler took power. Many experts beli<'VC' that if Ckrmany w<'rc allow<'<l to 
resume production without restraints, within 10 y an; sh would again b · C'CO

nomic overlord of Europe." 
Nitrogen.-In 1936-37 the world output of chemical nit rog<'n \vas about 2.fi 

million metric tons. Germany's share in 1939 was l.G million tons. It. was tl1is 
enormous capacity that cnahled the d<'molitoin bombing of \V, rsaw, Pari~, 
Stalingrad. and Coventry. The largC'Ht part. of t.he 11itrop;en capacity r<'main~ or 
can be rebuilt in a short time, thus threatening lh<' H<'Curity of wc•ster n Europe 
again. 

Coal tar.- In 1937 Germany's coke ovens, which provided t h<' coke hyprodurt s 
also necessary for f'xplosives, produc<'d almost. as much coal tar as all tlw cokP 
ovens of the United Stat<'R combined. }t rom coal tar an• dPriv('(l t hou~atld~ of 
chemical compounds important t.o all indm;tri<'~. Th<' (i('J'IlUUl cnpaeity is now 
considerably greatN than 1937 and w, not. mat<'fially n•dueed during World 
War II. 
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Fibers.-During the Hitler regime, Germany largely became self-sufficient in 
her ynthetic fiber industries. Before his regime, she used to import about 
400,000 tons of cotton. It is estimated that Germany's rayon factories have a 
combined capacity of at least 450,000 metric tons. Thus, she no longer has to 
worrv about her cotton being cut off during war. Her synthetic fiber industry 
has ·uff red little permanent damage, and today Germany is still in a po ition to 
produce very great quantitie of essential synthetic materials. 

In 1933 the year that Hitler came to power, Germany imported 50,000 to 60,000 
ton of r~bber. Best e timates show that German synthetic rubber capacity 
todav is over 100,000 tons. 

Petroleum.-In 1934 Germany consumed about 4,000,000 tons of petroluem 
product . In 1944, Germany produced 1,000,000 tons of natural petroleum and 
about 5 500 000 tons of synthetic oil. Although the petroleum industry ufrered 
damage' during the war, a large part of her capacity to produce synthetic petroleum 
i till left. 

Aluminum.-In 1933 Germany's capacity to manufacture aluminum was about 
40,000 ton a year. In fact, in 1933, Germany's output was only 19,000 tons. 
Today, be t e timates show that her capacity to produce aluminum is in the 
neighborhood of 250,000 tons. 

Coal.-Germany never had many raw materials essential to wage war. How
ever, she had coal in abundance to make up for her deficiencies. Coal is the ma
terial required for the synthetic gasoline industry, the nitrogen industry, the dye 
indu try, the pharmaceutical indu try, the plastic industry, and many other indus
trie that provide substitutes for the resources that Germany lacks. How impor
tant Germany's coal production was can be seen from the fact that in 1933 
Germany's production of her coal was about 109,000,000 tons and in 1938, under 
the stimulu of Hitler's 4-year plan for war, her hard coal production rose to 
185,000,000 tons. Even with the tremendous requirements of Hitler' war ma
chine Germany, in 1937, wa able to export to her neighboring countries 45,000,000 
ton of coal and briquets. 

Perhaps the most important element for a nation's war-making capacity is its 
ability to manufacture machine tools. A nation superior in machine tools is 
po e ed with the potential of instruments of war that surpasses the importance 
of the ability to produce oldiers. One tool may be equivalent to hundreds of 
workers. How important Germany's machine-tool capacity was can be gaged 
by the fact that in 1938 Germany, with a population of 70,000,000 per on , had 
a machine-tool inventory and a machine-tool capacity larger than that of the 
United State . Germany had developed her manufacturing industries far beyond 
her own con umption needs. Because of the predominance of her machine-tool 
indu try he was in a position ot dominate Europe as she was the main source of 
supply of those machine tool . Best estimates show that Germany, at the present 
time, ha more than 4,000,000 tons of machine tools and a vastly undamaged 
capacity for new machine-tool production. As matters stand today, Germany 
with the exception of the United States, is the outstanding armament machine 
hop in the world. 

The li t of Germany exi ting industrial war potential extends to other fields 
uch a hipping, shipbuilding, ball bearings, electrical power, electronic equip

ment, preci ion and optical equipment, and a vast striking array of primary and 
ubcontractor in the direct armament field. Also pertinent to this problem is 

the fact that in 1944 Germany achieved the highest level of production in her 
entire hi. tory. 

From the above it is clear that Germany's war potential exists despite the 
crushing military defeat we have inflicted upon her. It is also clear that we mn t 
learn our le on. \Ve neglected to learn it after World War I becau e the di -
armament provi ion of the treaty of peace aimed merely at reducing the tanding 
military force of Germany and the amount of direct military equipment which 
they could retain and which could be manufactured for them. Thi was the 
arne approach which wa taken during the 1920's at th variou: international 

di armament conference at which attempt were made to per~uade the major 
power to reduce their military e tablishments and their manufactur of articles 
of war. 

As regards the German economic power, we refused to pay att ntion to it 
largely thank to the activitie of pro-German interest . Typical in~tances arc 
provided in the case of orne American investment houses and their policies of 
making loan to rebuild the German economic power. In the middle tw<>ntics, in 
pite of repeated warnings from our Amba. ador Alan on Houghton, the house 

of Dillon-Reed & Co. of New York, made huge loans to the Vereibigt Rtahlwerke 
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to enable the formation of the large t steel company and cartel in Germany and 
in Europe. and which finally succeeded in dominating Europe'. economy. The 
capacity of the Vereinigte Stahlwerke to produce steel today is about 10,000,000 
tons-or one Germany company alone can produce all the teel allowed Germany 
under the Anglo-American agreement of September 1947. 

In the same prewar period a number of American concerns inve .... ted hPavily 
in the German future. General ~ 1otors acquired and developed the Opel ~T orks 
at the cost of more than $30,000,000. I. T. & T. bought into various German 
corporations, Standard Oil and other companies igned cartel agreement. with 
I. G. Farben, etc. 

Thus, it is not strange that at the beginning of the war, some Americans with 
German ties assured their German friends that they would hold the bag for 
them in the United States during American neutrality, and would resume their 
pleasant and profitable business a ociations as soon as hostilities ended (X ew 
York Herald-Tribune, July 31, 1945). 

When Germany surrendered, American representatives of the e corporations 
immediately appeared on the scene in the Army or with assimilAted rank on 
various Government committees and councils or as advisers charged ·with pre
venting the revival of Germany's industrial power. This has been frequently 
noted in the press for the past 2~ years. 

It is noteworthy that Brig. Gen. William· Draper of Dillon-Reed Co.-the 
same company which advanced the huge loan to erect the bigp;est teel combine 
in Germany-the money, incidentally, was never repaid by the German. -wa 
taken out of the Pacific theater in the spring of 1945 and was ent to Germany 
with the American military government, where he served as Director of the 
Economic Division and as Economic Adviser to General Clay until recently. 

There were other officials with German connections who went to Germany oon 
after her defeat. Among these were Col. Sosthenes Behn, Yenneth ~ 'tockton, and 
l\fark Stundstrom of I. T. & T.; Charles H. Powell of We tinghou. e; Brandon 
Grover, former head of Socony Vacuum of Rumania; Robert l\1cConnell, formerly 
of the General Aniline & Film Co.; Peter Hoagland, formerly repref:enting General 
1\fotors in Germany; Graeme Howard, also of General Motor. ; and Rufu J. 
Wysor, formerly of Republic Steel. 

Upon entering Dusseldorf in the spring of 1945 uniformed officiaL of the 
United States Strategic Bombing Survey assured the leading industrialist. of 
Germany that a bridge of friends was formed to protest the German heavy indu.
try (preliminary analysis of the Stahl Union's method of pursuing for ign a . et, 
Finance Division, Headquarters United States Control Council in G rrnany). 

Many German criminal industrialists were left at their posts. Th di tribution 
of coal, Germany's most important raw material needed to reconstitute Europe, 
was left in the hands of the old German coal cartel. It was evident from the v ry 
beginning of our occupation of Germany that most of the top official. wNe not 
in sympathy with the idea of eliminating permanently G rmany' war potential, 
nor were they in sympathy with the idea of controlling and r storing to p ac tim 
need the production of metals, chemical , machines, and oth r it ms which the 
development of a war potential would require. 

When the opposition of some of the top officials became known to tCtwral 
Ei enhower, the latter was forced to order all American official, to ob y and loyally 
carry out the official policy fixed by the Big Tlue . 

On October 13, 1945, in obvious reply to crit.ici. m level d at. some of hi. officials 
accused of going to Germany to propagandize against th dcciHion of i h Big 
Three, General Eisenhower i sued the following stat ment: 

"Any man in my organization whom I bP-lieve is not. X<'Cnting our policy wit.h 
his heart as well as his head and hands will be placed in a joh wlwr he won't Jl<' cl 
his h cart." 

This notwithstanding, Dean alvin Hoover of Duke Univ<•r:-;it.y, ju:-;1. h<'for 
rctnrning to the United States, prepar d for Cen ral Drap<'r and drcnlat ncl 
thronghont his division of the Economic Division, an <'lahorut Ht.udy 1 o }'roV<! 
the impracticability of our policy (Ne-w York Times, ctobcr 7, 1 !H5). TIH•n ou 
October 15, 1945, one Don IImnphrey, also of I ul((' niv r~ity, eirculat('(] a 
memorandum thron{!;hout the Eronomic Divi~ion in BPrlin, arguing t ht' in<'.·
pcdiency of E>xporting coal from Gc•rmany in Kpii <' of tlH' fa.et i hn.i "t h<' <'laimH of 
the nations importing coal arc pc·r:-;ua:--iv<', and t.hat for Ow monwnt \\ <' ttr<' opNa1,
ing under a clirectiv ." Mr. Humphrey's ihPHis \as iha.t CPrnJ:l.ll,\ :-;hottld hold ' 
her coal because its usc for manufart uring Gc'rman good: for<' pmt \\ollicl bring 
more outside money into termany th:.w1hc <>xport. of <"onl a.nd otlwr raw matc!ri, IH. 
This is fallacious bccaut;c for t.hc coal C'.·portNl from krmany th' I'r 11 h have 
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been receiving only a very mall fraction of their coal requirements and thus been 
forced to pay $23 a ton for United States coal. If Germany exported 50,000,000 
ton of Ruhr coal per annum as compared to 45,000,000 tons in 1937, it would 
give her $800,000,000 to $900,000,000 in foreign exchange with which to import 
food and other raw materials. Such coal export is a physical possibility becau e, 
contrary to popular belief, the German coal mine have not suffered great damage 
and most of them have already been repaired. 

Germany could produce and export more coal if we eliminate the vested interests 
from thf' industry and from politics. Germany could emulate Poland. Polish 
coal production in Upper Sile ia has jumped from 38,000,000 to 59,000,000 tons 
in 1947, although the Poli h miner. have been receiving the same rations as the 
Germans. Moreover, Polish authoritie say that they can produce 90,000,000 
ton. with better machinery and transport. The bald fact is that the essential 
element for the rebuilding of the shattered economy of Germany's victims is coal, 
and if Germany can prolong the economic prostration while her coal is used fir t 
to rebuild her heavy industries, she will emerge years ahead of her victims a::; the 
dominant economic power of we tern Europe, with a war potential practically 
unimpaired by defeat. So it was after World War I. 

Very little has been accomplished by General Draper and his Economic Division 
during the 2,Y2 years of occupation which would prejudice such a German effort, 
and much has been done to help it along with the following results: 

(a) Germ.any's heavy industry is largely intact, and the indu trialists are 
planning to revive the entire German industry just as they did after World War I. 

(b) The leaders of German industry and large commercial banks have retained 
full control of their interests. 

(c) Vnth the exception of those very few who are now being tried in the United 
State zone, mo. t of Germany' economic and political leaders have, so far, 
e caped justice. 

The well-known magazine, World Report, published by David Lawrence 
reported on December 16, 1947, that Heinrich Kost was appointed to the position 
of general manager in charge or reviving the coal production in the Ruhr. The 
report also stated that the industrial recovery of all western Europe, as well as 
Germany, depended upon his effort. 

Heinrich Kost was a member of the Nazi Party since 1934, years before the 
X azi Party pressure on the buflinessmen to take out memberships. Previously 
Kost was general director of Rheinpreu sen, one of the largest of the Ruhr's 
coal companies. The Rheinpreussen Co. is an integral part of the Gutehoffnung
shutte, A. G. which in turn forms a part of the famous Haniel Trust, one of the 
large t concern of Germany dealing with coal, steel, rolling stock, etc. . The 
Haniel family has enriched itself tremendously during the Nazi regime. Heinrich 
Ko t has been connected with the Haniel Trust for a number of year during 
v..rorld War II and in the prewar period. The cartels with which Heinrich Ko~t 
was associated financed Hitler's ri. e to power, and later on prepared Germany 
for aggressive war. 

For the above reasons Kost's appointment was very severely criticized by 
hi fellow Germans. 

Speaking about the new German administration of the coal indu. try which is 
'0 vital to the recovery of Europe, the World Report made the following comment: 

11 Allied officials take the position that they will not interfere in administrative 
operations and will give advice only when asked." 

It i noteworthy that among the German. placed in high position with the new 
German Ruhr Coal Commis ion, one finds Reinhard H. E. Wuester, also a former 
Nazi. Among the representatives of German owners of coal mines, the out
standing name is that of Baron Waldemar Von Oppenheim, a Nazi banker and a 
clo e friend and collaborator of Baron Kurt Von Schroeder, the man who brought 
Hitler and Von Papen together. 

The chief of the trustee admini tration of the north German iron and . 1.cel 
control is the notoriou Heinrich Dinkelbach. He was the financial brains 
behind the notorious German steel combine, Vereinigte Stahlwerke. Records 
found by the military authorities in 1945 in the office of the Vereinigte Stahlwerke 
in Dus. eldorf, how that Dinkelbach was closely allied with the Nazi Party 
for a number of years. \Vhen Dinkelbach was appointed to become the super
manager of the Ruhr industry by the British authorities in October 1946, hi.' 

• member hip and activities in the Nazi Party were deliberately overlooked. 
Soon after he came to power and by virtue of hi" new position, he Rucceedcd in 
freeing 27 of the 31 high officials of the Vereinigte Stahlwerke who were previon ly 
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arrested as notorious Nazis. The well-known London weekly, News Review~ 
of August 7, 1947, described Dinkelbach' pre ... ent po ition in the following terms: 

"Herr Heinrich Dinkelbach holds in Germany today the place once occupied 
by such powerful figures as Alfred Krupp, Hugo Stinnes, and Augu t Thyssen. 
He is their direct successor. He is the Ruhr industrial magnate of 1947. Within 
the limits of disarmament and a four power level of indu trial projects, he is 
reorganizing the whole set-up. He had the same kind of job under the Nazis 
from 1933 to 1939." 

Two years after World War I, Germany paid in goods and services and by other 
means, 8,000,000,000 marks in reparations. Two years after Germany's surrender 
only 31 mechanical, 3 chemical, 2 electrical, and 1 mine installation plant have 
been delivered to 18 nations as of June 30, 1947 (report by Inter-Allied Repara
tions Agency, Brussels, Belgium). The latest figures published by the United 
States Government reveal that only 682 plants in western Germany would be 
dismantled for reparations. In other words, Germany will pay reparations of 
about 1 percent of the estimated 50,000 plants she still has. The very same 
Inter-Allied Reparations Agency in Brussels calculated that Germany inflicted 
$300,000,000,000 worth of damage on her neighboring nations. 

To illustrate the tremendous damage done by Germany to her neighbors it 
will suffice to state the case of machine tools again. While Germany wa master 
of France she took 80,000 machine tools from that country alone. Holland, for 
instance, lost 10,000 harbor installation units. Two and a half years after Ger
many's collapse, France has been able to recover only 10,000 machine tools out of 
the 80,000 taken by Germany. From these figures alone, it i clear that Germany 
has today a tremendous advantage over her neighbors. Should the present policy 
continue, it is apparent that the 18 nations will not be able to recoup what they 
have lost during Germany's occupation (p. 43, Soundings, London, England, 
December 194 7). 

Up to the present writing, the total residual value of German plants delivered 
to Germany's victims is 252 millions of Reichsmarks or $63,000,000. 

Former Assistant Secretary of \Var, Petersen, testifying before a congres ional 
committee in February 1947, stated that "We have destroyed nothing that could 
have been turned to commercial advantage in our zone. In the United States 
zone we have destroyed only five or six powder plants." In the Briti. h zone only 
7 percent 6f the tank, aircraft, artillery, and other factories termed dangerous by 
allied experts have been dismantled (report to the Foreign Ministers, Moscow, 
~larch 1947, by the British commander.) 

Nor has the denazification program been carried out since the record shows that 
top Nazis have been released after questioning and allowed to retain their bu ine s 
relations. Of the numberous criminal industrialists, only Friedrich Flick, Hitler's 
secret chief munitions maker, was sentenced to only 7 years, while Baron Von 
Schroeder, general in the SS was released by the British. It was Baron Von 
Schroeder who put Hitler in power by bringing him and Von Papen together at 
his home. Hitler's chief spy in the United States in 1940, G. A. Westrick, wa 
released J ul v 194 7. 

The American people have learned what the German cartels have done to their 
economy. Secretary of War Kenneth Royall, stated on January 8, 194 , that 
"We have abolished the pernicious cartels." The World Report of December 9, 
1947, categorically refutes this by reporting that the German cartels and mo
nopolies are showing up again in occupied Germany, and flatly says that ''Little 
has been accomplished toward the occupation goal of breaking up the 69 tru ts 
that once controlled German industry." That same report al o ·tat s that a plan 
is already afoot to rebuild the infamous I. G. Farben while its leaders are b ing 
tried for war crimes at Nuremberg. 

The report of the decartelization branch of OMGU dealing with the urvey of 
Germany's major industries in the United States zone cooroborat the tat ment 
made by the World Report of December 9, 1947, by saying that the functionH of 
the coal cartel "do not appear to be greatly different from thoRe it Jl rform cl in 
the final phase of the war." A regards the Briti h zone, ·v ry little ha ' b n don 
to abolish the pernicious cartel . Although the most notorous ermau coal 
cartel the Rheinisch Westfaelische Kohlen Svndikat ha b n ofJiciall v di -
solved by the British the decartelization branch flatly . tat s "that the fuilCtion 
of the organization has been taken over by the Ruhr-Kohlen Z ntral " (p. 22, 
vol. 2) . 

As far as the French zone is concerned, the mines of th aar ha been plac d 
in the hands of the commi ~sion FrancaiHe De. Min s d la 'arr •, an ng 11 ·y 
created by the French militar.v government. The dis tribution of Fr n ·h ual in 

69082- 48--79 
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the French zone which was formerly monopolized by the Kohlen-Kontor Weyhen
meyer has been turned over to a recently formed organization known as the Union 
Cbarbonniere Rhenane. This concern is reported to be owned jointly by the 
Saar Gruben A. G., the operating company in the Saar, and a group of French 
importers, and it has been granted exclusive rights for the Ruhr and Saar coal 
within the French zone. Consequently, so far as the consumer is concerned, the 
present arrangement does not differ from the t_ime when the coal trade in the Saar 
was completely dominated by the Rheinisch Westfaelische Kohlen Syndikat. 

It is clear from the above that nothing but the name has changed and that the 
German cartels are operating as before. It is also clear that article 12 of the 
Potsdam agreement which calls for the abolition of German cartels has remained 
a dead letter. 

Abroad, Germany's cartel friends have been active, unmolested. The Inter
national Steel Cartel of Luxembourg, established in 1926 by the German heavy 
industry is active again and its head, Aloys Meyer, who has been Germany's 
representative for 20 years of that cartel, is still at his post (New York Sun, Jan
uarv 21, 1947). 

The foregoing facts are not confidential. They are notorious and well known 
to our friends and foes alike. Certainly we may expect our friends and foes to be 
a little skeptical of our German motives when the actions of our official representa
tives are a broad reversal of our original policies. 

In the light of the foregoing it is clear that the plan to rebuild the German heavy 
industries as they were in 1936--agreed upon September 1947 by both Britain and 
the United States-does not take into consideration the inherent danger involved. 
An analysis of the German economy of 1936 clearly shows that it was a war 
economy-an economy described by Goering as one wherein the Germans had to 
consume less butter in order to produce more guns. The German economy of the 
twenties was artificially fostered by the German republic. It was costly to the 
Germans and it was tragic in its consequences to the world at large. As it was, 
the German heavy industry of the twenties could not subsist unless it received 
tremendous subsidies from ·the Government in the form of protective tariffs, tax 
rebates, and direct subsidies. Because of the fact that Germany's industrialists 
were afraid to los-e the Government subsidies they were forced to exert all their 
pressure upon the German Government to embark upon policies which would 
make the existence of a large German steel industry necessary, regardless of 
economic justification. This constant pressure of the German industry finally 
resulted in a policy of aggression. 

As soon as the industrialists realized the possibilities of Nazism, they made use 
of Hitler's chauvinism to further their aims. Hence it is clear that a restoration 
of the German heavy industry of the twenties or thirties, as now contemplated, 
will inevitably restore the conditions which have, time and again, forced the 
German heavy industries to play the role of the strongest promoter of the forces 
of aggression. It is equally clear why the 16 nations in Paris recommended that 
"The German economy must not be allowed to develop to the detriment of other 
European nations, as it has done in the past." 

It is no exaggeration, therefore, to say that the success of the Marshall plan 
depends on the control and the allocation of Germany's coal from the Ruhr. 
When the 16 nations submitted their report to the United States, they recom
mended that France, in the year 1951, shall produce 12,700,000 tons of, teel com
pared to 6..;200,000 tons in 1938; Belgium-Luxemburg should produce 7,900,000 
tons instead of 3,800,000 tons as thev did in 193 , and the United Kingdom's pro
duction should increase from 10,600,000 tons to 15,000,000 in 1951. The 16 
nations have also agreed that the Ruhr should produce only 10,000,000 tons of 
steel as against 17,000,000 tons in 1938. 

One cannot say that these figures are exaggerated. There is no reason on earth 
why Germany's neighbors should not produce their own steel products rather 
than continue to be at the mercy of the German cartels, as was the ca e in the 
thirties. Mter all, one of the major United States aims during the war was to fr e 
Europe from Germany's economic domination. 

However, the goals set by the 16 nations in the summer of 1947 cannot be met 
so loner as they don't obtain the coal and coke from Germany. Before 1 he war, 
when Germany was preparing for war, her industrialists paved the way by wiLh
holding coal and coke from her prospective victims, and by forcing them to pur
chase many of their required steel products from Germany. 

\Vith this in mind the Harriman report of November 12, l 947, carne out in 
favor of rebuilding the heavy industries of Germany's neighbors first. On pa.g 
12 the report says, "As between steel production in Germany and an equivalent 
steel production in France, the priority should go the latter." 
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A close analysis of the proposed coal program will reveal that the present plans 
of rebuilding the western Europe countries do not provide the ways and means 
of implementing this recommendation of the Harriman committee. For instance, 
the report of the 16 nations reveals that $3,560,000,000 will be allocated to the 
European coal industry to cover the requirements of coal-mining equipment of 
all categories. Of this sum, western Germany will receive $1,414,000,000; the 
United Kingdom, $1,042,000,000, the rest going to other countries. Taking into 
account that the Ruhr mines were newly equipped during the period of 1922-26, 
and that in the thirties and during World War II, the process of mechanization 
proceeded, an investment of so large an amount-40 percent of the total-is 
bound to favor Germany more than .any other country. One would assume, 
therefore, that Germany would be in a position to export to her neighbors larger 
quantities of coal than in the thirties. 

The report of the 16 nations stresses the increases in British coal production in 
1951; it tells us of the increased exports of coal from Britain, but it is silent about 
the export of coal from Germany; and as far as export of German coal for 1949-
only 21,000,000 tons is expected or less than 50 percent of the year 1937. If this 
policy is adhered to, it is plain that the steel industries of Germany's neighbors
France, Belgium, Luxemburg, Holland, and the other countries-will not be in 
a po ition to manufacture their stated quotas of steel in 1951. It follow , there
fore, that Germany will be favored at the expense of her neighbors. Moreover, 
the net effect of this policy will be that Germany's steel production will reach the 
proportions of 1938, thus making Germany the dominating country in Europe 
again. 

The recovery of western Europe depends on Germany's exports of coke. Ac
cording to the Paris report, in 1951 Germany will export 5~ million tons of coke 
while her total production is slated to be 29,000,000 tons. In this connection it 
is pertinent to point out that in 1938 '"estern Germany produced 36,700,000 tons 
of coke-or 8,000,000 tons more than the slated production for 1951. Since 
Germany in 1929 exported 10,000,000 tons of coke, and in 1 938-a time of inten
sive war preparation-she was still able to provide her neighbors with 6,000,000 
tons of coke, it is clear that the low export and production of coke in 1951 is 
intended to favor Germany at the expense of her neighbors. 

Another indication of the trend to rebuild Germany first is hown in the recom
mendation of the military authorities in Germany to request France to return to 
Germany 24,000 railroad cars. Considering that durin~ the occupation Germany 
took from France an infinitely greater quantity of railroad cars, this request 
cannot but retard the recovery of France. 

It is asserted in many quarters that Germany must be rebuilt first, because 
she will be in a position to supply her neighbors with indu trial goods. Ther is 
no reason why Germany's neighbors should not manufacture Lhese very ame 
items. They have the capacity; they have the skill and they have the will to 
become independent from German economic domination. Thus, it i ' only fair 
to ask why France should be forced to ship 3 tons of iron ore from Lorraine 
to produce 1 ton of steel in Germany, whereas France could produce the very 
same steel if Germany were to upply 1 ton of coke to France. Moreover, it i 
essential that the rebuilding of Europe be accomplished at the least po sible cost 
to the United States taxpayers. For in tance, the Anglo-French eli cu ·sion last 
year revealed the data pre ented by French engineers to prove that the co. t of 
producing 1 ton of Thomas steel in the Ruhr is 86.3 prewar marks, wh r a the 
Rame ton of steel can be produced in the Lorraine mills for 53.3 pr war marks. 
Moreover, these engineers claim that the Lorraine mills would requir 1 ss coke 
than the German mills. This being the ca e, the American taxpay r i.' entitled 
to know why Germany should not produc more coke for export and why Europe 
should pay higher prices for steel produced in Germany. 

As early as August 29, 1947, the Christian cience Monitor, of Boston, indicat d 
what the result of the French efforts to have their own steel industry rebuilt was 
going to be. "The Anglo-American figure for German st el is a tarp; t which 
depends on coal and unless there is a phenomenal result from th n w Anglo
American joint management of the coal mines, all signs point to erman ste 1 
being given priority in practice." 

It is frequently as. erted that the restoration of G rman industry is indispen
sable to the European economy. The advocat 'S of this th ory claim that the 
revival of the Ruhr will substantially alleviate our financial hurd n. II r li s 
the greatest fallacy. If we allow the Ruhr to r vive to h r pr war capacity, it 
will follow that the Ruhr will absorb almost all th c al that rmany can produce. 
Meanwhile, Germany's neighbors will bed prived of the c al, thus r tarding their 
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own economic recovery. Assuming, however, that Germany can immediately 
deliver the products of her heavy industries to her neighbor , her neighbors will 
be in no position to pay for those goods because the European countries do not 
have the dollars nor can they expect to have them in the near future, becau e they 
can obtain dollars only if they can produce goods for export. In order to produce 
goods for export, Germany's neighbors need German coal. The sad truth i 
that today, and in the forseeable future, Germany's neighbors will have neither 
the markets nor the dollars with which to pay for the German goods. Moreover, 
all the western European countries want to produce goods for export. The net 
result will be Lhat Germany will rebuild h r Ruhr industries at the expense of the 
American taxpayer and with little benefit to the European economy in the short 
run. 

It is clear from the foregoing that so long as the right to security by Germany's 
neighbors is denied, the European recovery program cannot accomplish its stated 
aims. We cannot and must not reward our enemies and punish our friends. 

We believe it is appropriate to insert here a statement made September 21, 1947, 
by the former Under Secretary of State, Sumner Welles: "The Marshall plan will 
not be worth the paper it is written on unless the democracies of western Europe 
are assured of their safety from any new German aggression and unless the Ruhr's 
coal and steel become an intrinsic part of the economy of all of western Europe 
rather than that of Germany alone" (St. Louis Post-Dispatch, September 21, 
1947). 

Last but not least, the problem of safeguards in which the American people are 
interested essentially lies in the control of the Ruhr industries. The Ruhr is the 
backbone of the German industrial structure. The nation that has the control 
of the Ruhr, is master of Europe and is master of the coal, steel, chemical, and other 
industries. The two world wars have definitely proven that the present masters 
of Germany cannot be entrusted with the care and control of the Ruhr. That is 
why it is imperative that a scheme for the control of the Ruhr be considered along 
with the recovery of Europe. 

In a recent article in the United States licensed newspaper Der Tagesspiegel in 
Berlin, much space was devoted to the resurgence of "neo-Nazism." Even some 
German denazification officials have admitted that the genuine democrat is hope
lessly submerged in the wilderness of Nazi ideology and lust for conquest which 
still rules German thinking. The enmity of most Germans toward our way of life 
is reflected particularly in the sabotage which is ceaselessly perpetrated by the 
Germans against allied policy. A few weeks ago, for instance, the Allied Bi
Partite Commission issued a three-page statement denouncing the Germans for 
seeking to cast reflections on the occupation authorities. This statement pointed 
out that the food shortages in Germany today are largely the result of deliberate 
acts of sabotage on the part of the Germans themselves. The report made the 
startling revelation that during 194 7, 6,319,000 heads of German cattle had dis
appeared and presumably are being sold on the black market. 

Several months ago the New York Times reported that the government of 
Wuerttemberg-Baden had underestimated its grain crop by 62 percent. The 
correspondent for the New York Times stated: "That the German estimates were 
intentionally misleading is a charge that has been made repeatedly by Americans 
privately and by urban Germans publicly. The motivation for . uch sabotage of 
the attempts to feed the Germans in an equitable fashion, would be twofold: The 
desire to retain a proportion of the crop for sale at wicked prices in the black 
market, and a parallel de ire to discredit the military government and its atellite 
German Government in the eyes of the Germans genera11y. But not only have 
the Germans sabotaged the production and distribution of indigenous foodstuffs, 
they have also resorted to the sabotage of Ruhr coal production which is 50 percent 
below prewar levels, and as Walter Lippmann pointed out several week ago in one 
of his columns, about 20 percent of the coal produced in the Ruhr disapp ars. 

The same situation holds true regarding AmPrican hipment of cotton to 
Germany. Thousands of bales of cotton diRappeared before reaching th 
German factorie for proce~sing. Likewise, it is well known that the G rrnan 
workers aided and encouraged by their leaders are actively engaged in ~~botaging 
the reparation program which is so essential for the economic rehabilitation of 
Germany ' victims. 

These concrete facts reflect the state of mind of the G rmans who have demon
strated no intentions whatsoever of cooperating in the rebuilding of a viable 
economy in western Europe which would prevent G rmany from dominating the 
economies of her neighbors. Of course, the Germans will cooperate but th y make 
one provision, namely, that the lion share of all American aid go to them. In this 
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way they can reconstitute their economic power and thereby block our help to 
the democratic forces in western Europe. 

Germany's neighbors are well aware of these facts. They tremble at the thought 
that ERP may turn out to be a facade behind which the German powerhou e will 
be reinvigorated. 

Revived industrial power could lead to a revival of Germany's military power 
and is furthermore, in the eyes of all European, , from right to left both unde irable 
and unnecessary. The French, for in tance, think that they can better be tru ted 
with European steel production than can Europe' twofold aggre or ~. 

The Belgians and Dutch. a well as the French, ee no valid rea on why the vital 
Ruhr Valley industry should not be placed permanently under a European 
con ortium. Germany's victims distru t any sort of l\far hall plan aimed at 
European recovery around Germany and they note that each time the ·we tern 
European countries seem on the verge of ~ winging wholeheartedly into the 
western camp, American officials come out with orne act that strenolhens the 
western European Communists. 

The Society earne tly believes that if ERP i influenced by the wi. he and 
mi conceptions of the Germany Firster , then the ba ic aims enunciated by the 
~ ecretary of State will be seriously jeopardized. ERP has a one of iL objectives 
to prevent the further inroads of communi. m. But everyone know that the 
forces of communism were strengthened after 1\Iunich. Appea ing the Germans 
has produced more Communists than any other single policy in the world. If 
we repeat the same policy by allowing ERP to degenerate into an economic 
l\Iunich-what can prevent Germany's victims from turning to the Communists 
for the answers? Every French worker who has to get along with 200 grams of 
bread daily, knows that the German ·ration is 300 grams. Every Frenchman 
knows that while France received during 12 months 771,000 tons of food tuffs 
from the United States against payment in gold, the Germans obtained, during 
the year 1947, about 4,300,000 tons of food without having to pay 1 cent for it. 

Dare ,1\-·e blind ourselves to reality? Dare we refuse to acknowledge the fact 
that the peoples in Europe of all political faiths still have a deep-rooted and 
natural fear of Germany? As Germany' victims remain flat on their backs and 
watch the Germany Firsters bow and scrape before the Germans, that fear in tead 
of decreasing will inevitably increase and can ea ily be turned into a new up urge 
toward extremist ideologies. 

Let us not forget that the present economic cri is in we tern Europe wa intensi
fied by the devastations of World War II, but actually it had it root in the politi
cal and economic relation hips which have obtained in that continent for more 
than 25 years. These economic relation hips have placed Germany a, economic 
master of Europe and have been the major cause of in tability and war. 

European recovery ha been retarded, in a large measure, by our failure to make 
Germany contribute in kind for the deva tation. she ha~ V\Tought on her neighbor . 

For 2~ years the victims of German aggression have waited for reparation 
and for the promised hipment of substantial quantitie of coal from Germany. 
The failure to deliver has upset their plans for reconstruction which contemplated 
the utilization of Germany's urplus productive capacity. Thi has not been 
forthcoming and, in. tead, our policy with regard to Germany s ems i.o indicate 
that verv little will be done in this matter. 

The contention that German production can . olve the present economic cri~ is 
in Europe implies that Germany's victim. will be rehabilitated through the pur
chase of German-made machinery and the proceed of German export shall be 
partially u ed to reimburse the American taxpayer. But the American taxpayer 
is not told that, a an additional burden, he will have to provide Germany's 
Yictims with the neces. ary dollars to pay for German exports. This is t.h logic 
of the Germany First argument which is supposPd to save the Am rican taxpayer 
from a crushing burden and put western Europe on its feet. Actually , it would 
represent a vast subsidy for the rebuilding; of ' rman economic and ultimat ly 
political hegemony in we tern Europe. Ruch a political and conomic structur 
can only be maintained by continual drains on the American taxpay r, and will 
fall to pieces with our withdrawal. 

.Moreover, ncb an unjustifiable emphasis upon th reconstruction of ermany, 
irrespective of such teps as the Unit d Nations may volvc for th political 
reconstruction of Europe, put a grave and unnec ssary burden upon America 
for the unilateral guaranty of Europe's futur peace and order. 

The Society for the Prevention of World War III b li ves that the basic prin
ciple for ERP should aim at reversing the conomic and political tr nd. of the 
past 25 years which have placed Germany in th key role as conornic dictator of 
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Europe. This principle was establi hed by the State Department it elf on 
December 12, 1945. In it tatement on that date, the State Department 
declared that it was the determination of the United State to-

(a) Weaken effectively the economic base from which war industry could be 
derived until a peaceful democratic government i firmly e tabli. hed in Germany; 

(b) Provide material a. si tance to UN countrie which have suffered from Nazi 
aggression and which now face tasks of rehabilitation and reconstruction from 
the damage of war; 

(c) In ure that, in the recovery from economic chaos left by war in Europe, the 
aggressor nation , Germany, shall not recon. titute a peacetime standard of living 
at an earlier date than the countrie ravaged by German arms. 

\Yhile firmly supporting these over-all goals, the society points out that in 
allocating a billion $5,000,000 to Germany (as part of the 6 billion 800 million 
requested) plus over a billion dollars a year for food and commodities to be ent 
to Germany, the hare of Germany amount to more than 28 percent of the total 
to be appropriated for the next 15 months for Europe. This place a heavy 
obligation on the American taxpayer for the rebuilding of an enemy country, who, 
through trike and sabotage of its coal and food production, is jeopardizing it 
own revival. From a moral point of view, this is indefensible and un ound, and 
will certainly by utilized by those who oppose ERP as proof that our plans for 
European recovery are a facade behind which the German powerhou e will be 
reinvighrated. 

Since Germany's threat to world peace lies not in her own capacity to wage an 
independent war within the next quarter of a century, but in her value as a 
partner in any future world conflict , it is important that her bargaining power as 
such a partner be kept to a minimum. Let us give some thought to the po ible 
alliance between Russian communi m and German technology, between Rus ian 
manpower and a strong industrialized Germany. 

For all these rea ons, the Society for the Prevention of V\i orld War III feels 
that there is every justification for withdrawing the $1 ,005,000,000 allocated for 
Germany as part of the $6,800,000,000. This would leave the military govern
ment, through $1 ,250,000,000 appropriation for the next 15 months, in the ex
clu ive charge of aiding Germany to solve its food and indu. trial problem. 

'Ye have mentioned before that many notorious Nazi and former Hitler sup
porters remain in key po ition in Germany's industrial et-up. A partial Ji, t of 
the names and backgrounds of these industrialist was published in the October
November 1947 i ue of our magazine, Prevent World "'\"\-ar III, which i herewith 
submitted a part of the record: 
1. Alfred Hugenberg 

Alfred Hugenberg was one of the most heavy contributors to the Nazi Party 
funds. He was a member of the first Hitler cabinet. Since the defeat of Germany, 
he has been very active in the German steel cartel and e pecially active a chair
man of the board of the Vereinigte Stahlwerke, the biggest teel combine in 
Europe and the second largest in the world. On December 4, 1946, when the 
British authorities were asked why they did not denazify and remove Hugcnb rg 
from the Vereinigte Stahlwerke, the British authorities answered: "It takes a vote 
of the shareholders of the company to remove him as board chairman." 

Hugenberg has not been removed, and has been very active in the rehabilitation 
of the German steel industry in the Ruhr. 
2. Dr. Ernst Poensgen 

The spokesman for the German heavy industry, Vereinigte Stahlwerke and the 
coal industry ha been for more than 30 years, Ern t Poensgcn. He i now 77 
years old. He was retired in 1943 under the express orders of Hitler in ord r to 
use his services in case of the defeat of Nazi Germany. For his outstanding serv
ices to the Nazi cause, he was decorated by Hitler per onally with the titl of 
Wehrwirtschaft fuehrer-the highest decoration given to hig Nazi tycoon . Ern t 
Poensgen founded the International Steel Cartel in 1926. In 1939, Ernst Poen gcn, 
as spoke man for the Germany heavy indu try, negotiated the famou Du ldorf 
agreement with the representatives of the Briti. h heavy indu Lrie. , ir P .rcy 
Mill and Sir Andrew Duncan, dividing the world into two spher s for crman
British economic exploitation. 

Sir Percy Mill was, until recently, the head of the economic divi ion in th 
British zone. Because of Poensgen's intimate tie-ups with the Briti h h avy 
industry, he was reappointed head of the Vereinigte Stahlw rkc 5 months ago. 
Thus, today he is in a position to continue his nefarious work again. t th inter 't. 
of peace and in a position to rebuild Germany's war potential. Although he was a 
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member of the Nazi Party, he was never denazified, and now heads the recon
struction of Germany's war potential. In 1940, before France's downfall, 
Poensgen waos appointed by general of the S , Otto Steinbrink, to plan the distribu
tion of the French heavy industry among the German steel magnates. 

3. Heinrich Dinkelbach 
Heinrich Dinkelbach is a notorious Nazi, and a member of the board of directors 

of the Vereinigte Stahlwerke and one who has worked in the closest possible 
association with Ernst Poensgen to build up Germany's war machine. Not only 
has he not been arrested, but he is now director of the iron and teel indu .. try in 
the Briti h zone operating from North Cumberland House in Dusseldorf-the 
house used to be called the Stahlhau , up to 2 years ago. By virtue of his new 
position, he succeeded in freeing 27 of the 31 high officials of the Vereinigte 
Stahlwerke who were previously arrested as notorious Nazis. 

4. Robert Pjerdmenges 
Once known as the richest man in Germany, Pferdmenges has been the head of 

a very important bank in Cologne and a clo e collaborator and friend of Baron von 
Schroeder, the midwife of nazism. Pferdmenges had actively collaborated with 
von Schroeder and like von Schroeder, is a Nazi. Today, he is a member of the 
new German Bi-Zonal Economic Council, in spite of his notorious pa t. 
5. Herman Abs 

The big commercial banks in Germany headed by the Deutsche Bank are again 
in operation. These big banks have played a tremendous role in making the 
Nazi regime what it was. The head of the Deutsche Bank is Herman Abs, who, 
under the Nazi regime, was more powerful even than Schacht. Two days before 
the fall of Berlin, Herman Abs wa given facilitie to go through the Briti h lines 
with 7 billions of marks cash in order to establish his business in Hamburg, in 
the Briti. h zone. Ever since he has been acting as advi er on economic::; and 
finance to the commander of the Briti h zone, Sir Sholto Douglas. In 1946, the 
Deutsche Bank, with the help of the Dre 'dner Bank, granted a loan of 125,000,000 
Reichsmarks to the Vereinigte Stahlwerke for the purpose of repairing their 
damaged plants. 

6. Wilhelm Zangen 
Wilhelm Zangen was the brains behind the notorious Mannesmann combine 

which has played a tremendous role in foreign politics and the expan 'ionist plans 
of Germany for many years. 

"'William Zangen has been the chief administrator for the Mannc::~mann combine 
since 1933, immediately after Hitler' coming to power. Zang •n wa a very 
prominent member of the Nazi high command. Zangen i now working very 
clo. ely with the British authoritie. trying to revive the German tube indu ·try 
and the international tube cartel of Europe. 

7. Rudiger Schmidt 
Rudiger Schmidt was, and i ·, the brains behind Harpcn r Bergbau, one of the 

most important iron and coal components of the Frederick Flick concern. While 
Flick is now being tri d a a war criminal, chmidt has been in charg of the 
Rheini~ch-We tphali 'Che Kohlen Syndikat, the biggest coal cart l in ermany. 

l\ othing has happened to the cartel which controls 75 perc ut of :f rmany's 
hard coal production. Rudiger Schmidt, although a Nazi was placed in charge 
of the export division of the R. W. K. S. shortly after th occupying powers 
entered Germany. He has been closely tied up with the international coal 
cartel and the British coal interests. 

8. Dr. TVolf lVitzleben 
Dr. Witzleben has been one of the highest officials of th iem ns El ctrical 

Trust, the biggest in GPrmany and th most important lect.rical tru~t in Europe. 
Tlll' Siemen Co. was instrumental in insLalling th' most fTici nt gas hambers 
and lectrical devic s for th purpo e of exterminating the victims in Au ·chwitz 
and Buchenwald. 

He i. a very promin nt Nazi and harl. close contacts with th high azi officials. 
Despite the fact that h was found guilty of the crime~ by rman d nazification 
courts, the Briti h authorities insisted that hC' be r tnrnc·d to the' ompany 
because his , ervices were indh;pensabl •. H is now activ again, collaborating 
with Dr. Philip Jessen, th financial and political genius of th company, in 
coordinating the operations of th Siemens Co., in th four occupi d zorl"s of 
Germany. 
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9. J ohan Benkert 
Johan Benkert has been the engineer assisting \Vitzleben in devising the most 

efficient instruments to exterminate victims in the concentration camp . H&>, too, 
was convicted by the denazification courts, but ordered rein~tated to his former 
post by the British authorities. 
10. Bruno Pohlmann 

Bruno Pohlman has been an engineer working very closely with Benkert and 
Witzleben. He was convicted by the German courts for the same crimes and 
ordered reinstated to his former post along with Benkert and Witzleben. .All three 
were al o found guilty of having used slave labor and of having committed atroci
ties against workers in the concentration camps at Buchenwald and Au chwitz. 
11. Dr. Harold Rasch 

The idea of procuring RFC loan to Germany was elaborated by Harold Ra ch 
who was deputy director of the German Bi-Zonal Committee up to a few month 
ago. The arne Harold Rasch wa , during the war, the admini trator of the 
l\T anne mann combine which wa the chief looter of occupied Europe in 1940. 
Not 011ly wa he not arrested as a war criminal but was also appointed deputy 
director of the German Bi-Zonal Economic Committee. Although Ra ch is 
no longer with the German Economic Committee, his plan for priming German 
industry with billions coming from RFC, and his ideas for rebuilding German 
heavy industry are beginning to materialize. 
12. Helmuth Yits 

Helmuth Vits is the brain behind the Vereinigte Glanzstoff Fabriken, the rayon 
combine of Germany, and wa clo ely identified with the economic plan elaborated 
for the Nazi regime. The VGF has everal branches in the United tates but the e 
German branche have been cloaked as American and the cloaking was done by 
Helmuth Vits. Vits is a notorious Nazi but was never denazified and the VGF is 
very active again-particularly in the Briti. h zone and Vits himself is acting as 
adviser to the British zone for the purpose of rehabilitating the rayon industry. 
13. Dr. Reinhold Maier 

Dr. 1-1aier was appointed Minister President of Wurttemberg-Baden. In 1933 
he was a member in the Reichstag and voted in favor of giving Hitler full powers. 
When he voted for Hitler, he made the following comment: 

"It i our hope and de ire that the German people under Nazi leader hip may 
bring the struggle to win freedom and new strength to a succe ful conclu ion. 
We feel ourselves as one with the views expressed by Hitler here today." 

When Dr. Maier was asked what he was going to do about the decartelization 
program he replied: "There is really nothing much to worry about now. artels 
are only effective where there is overproduction. German indu try is not now 
overproducing.'' 

14. Wilhelm Simfendoerfer 
Wilhelm Simfendoerfer was a well-known propagandi. t during the Hitler 

regime. The Laenderrat of Wurttemberg-Baden approved the appointment of 
imfendoerfer as Mini ter of Culture on the strenoth of ).lainr' tatement that 

he was indispensable to the succe of administering Wurttemberg-Baden. 
15. Dr. Joseph Baumgartner 

11inister of Agriculture of Bavaria-Dr. Baumgartner, in a recent speech made 
before leaders of the Chri tian Socialist Union at a ecret me~ting in l\1 unich, 
echoed the lies of Hitler and Goebbels. He bluntlv boa ted that h would 
sabotage American military government directives. He declared in part, "I am 
absolutely oppo ed to the export of additional valuable food into oth r la nd.er 
( tate ) of the American zone or into the British zone. * * * It wa. ~ imply 
decided by the Bi-Zonal Food Agency that Bavaria would have to furni h so and 

o many thou and of tons of fat within uch and uch a time. I refu 'Cd, of 
cour e. The re ult was that the. e gentlemen got behind General :Muller (Brig. 
Gen. Walter J. 11uller, USMG of Bavaria) who ordered me to upply the fat. 

Iy an wer was: You can of course put me in jail but I will not b y even thi. 
order of your . * * * But almo t the greate t difficulty i in the fact-I hope 
we are among ourselves-that today almo t only third and fourth-rate American 
are here in Germany * * * it can be observed everywh re that the majority 
of important Americans here con ist of Free Masons and Jews. * * *" 

I 
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16. Hans von Schlange-Schoeningen 
Schlange-Schoeningen i a close personal friend of Alfred Hugenberg who has 

contributed so much to Hitler's coming to power. He hail from Ea. t Prus ia, 
was a prominent Junker, a large estate owner and a very prominent man in the 
Nazi party in ea~tern Germany. He was appointed in charge of agriculture in the 
British zone bv the British commander. It i worthy of note that the deliveries of 
food in the Brfti. h zone have been more delinquent than in the other we tern zones. 
Von Schlange-Schoeningen is now fighting again. t Dr. Baumgartner for the top 
post in the Agricultural Mini try of the new Bizonal Committee. 

17. Gustav Kilper 
Gustav Kilper was a very prominent Nazi under Hitler in \Vurttemberg-Baden 

and wa made deputy director of the Mini try of Economics in Wurttemberg
Baden at the special in istence of Rheinhold Maier, who claimed that the imple
mentation of the plan elaborated by the Bizonal Committee of Economic would 
be a failure unles Kilper was made a very high official. 

18. Joseph Beyerle 
Joseph Beyerle was a prominent member of the SS and had a high court post 

under the K azi regime. At the in istence of Maier, Beyerle was made 1\Iinister 
of Ju tice of Wurttemberg-Baden. 

19. Walter Widmann 
Walter Widmann was formerly chairman of the racial pro~ecution court at 

Wurttemberg-Baden and enjoyed ver~' high prestige under the Nazi regime. He 
was appointed in 1946 as director of the provincial court because of hi clo e a . o
ciation with the Miui ter President R. Maier. 

20. Anton Pje(ffer 
Secretary of State of Bavaria. He voted for the Enabling Act which gave 

Hitler his dictatorial powers, and during the war served in Hitler's counter-e. pio
nage service. He openly admitted, in 1946, that 62-80 percent of the verdicts 
rendered bv the denazification courts were erroneous. Yet when hi failure and 
neglect of duty were reported to American officials, the latter said, "Be careful. 
He is an old-line reactionary, and a strong nationalist. If you offend him, he 
might resign." 

21. Minister President Lahr 
The Minister President of the North Rhine Province which compri es mo. t of 

the coal production of the Ruhr is Dr. Lahr, formerly clo. ely connected with the 
German steel cartel. Dr. Lahr justified the low production of coal in his province 
on the ground that the total allocation of steel was only 572 million ton p r year. 
Therefore, he claimed that there was no necessity for Germany to produce coal 
for exports, since Germany is not going to be the blacksmith of Europe as she was 
before the war. 

Acting Chairman MALONEY. Mr. Jarman will introduce the next 
witness. 

J\!lr. JARMAN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, we have had a lot of 
good witnesses here during the month we have been in session, and, 
incidentally, you will recall this is the beginning of the second month 
today. I have already informed you that th gentl man I am now 
going to introduce will be tho best witness we have had, because he 
is my constituent. 

He was educated in engin ering and law. H is a student of inter
national economics. He is vic president of th Alabama tate 
Chamber of Commerce. Ho is vice president of R. ichhold hemical , 
Inc., of Tuscaloosa, Ala., and Detroit, Mi h., and has been activ in 
promoting foreign trade for his company. 

It is true, we did import him, but he was onvcrt d and he came 
down to Alabama. 
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STATEMENT OF CARL B. FRITSCHE, VICE PRESIDENT, REICHHOLD 
CHEMICALS, INC., TUSCALOOSA, ALA., AND DETROIT, MICH. 

Mr. FRITSCHE. Thank you Mr. Jarman and Mr. Chairman. 
I would like to endorse what these gentlemen have recommended 

for the internationalization of the Ruhr. I think the danger of 
rearmament there can be avoided very easily by setting up a non
military industrial council, composed of neighboring 1tfarshall plan 
nations and the United States. There should be control until these 
people are converted, as I have been converted to the South. 

Along with that, that would pave the way to join the iron ore of 
Alsace-Lorraine to the coal and the steel mills of the Ruhr. 

With those two separated, it is like drawing an invisible line between 
the iron mines of Michigan and Minnesota, and the steel mills and the 
coal of Pittsburgh. If you separate those two, the iron miners of 
Minnesota and Michigan and the steel workers and coal miners of 
Pittsburgh and the Pittsburgh area would not starve, probably, but 
they would certainly suffer a great economic set-back. The economic 
unity would be disturbed. 

If we do not do that, we will be going back to the same mistake we 
made following World War I, and we all remember the jockeying 
that occurred back and forth with respect to the Ruhr. 

It is too bad that that international control of the Ruhr could not 
have been set up immediately, because I notice in the estimates they 
want 17,000,000 tons of our steel. 

Having lived in Detroit 25 years before going to the great State of 
Alabama, I have good and close friends there. I get back there every 
60 days. I know how every month at least, one or more of the great 
factories has had to shut down for a week or more because of a shortage 
of sheet steel, castings, or something. 

If we want our own economy to remain unimpaired, and have enough 
materials here to help bring down our price inflation, the substitute 
would be to produce all the steel possible in the Ruhr, rather than to 
rob our own factories over here. 

I think it is a matter of enlightened self-interest, that the proposal 
of the international control of the Ruhr be supported, together with 
the marriage of the French iron ore with the Ruhr coal and the steel 
mills. We are then promoting a natural economic unit that th~ 
Creator himself establislled and the mere border line betwe n countri s 
should not be allowed to stand in the way. If there is leader hip 
that comes to power that opposes it, withdraw aid of the Marshall 
plan until they subscribe to something sound and beneficial and we 
will win out in the long run. 

It is my opinion and the considered opinion of my associates and 
many of my business friends in Alabama, that th fate of Europe is 
the destiny of America. 

Obviously, with any habitated area of the world within 60 flight 
hours of any habitable region, isolationism is gone forever. II nee, 
the Marshall plan was providential in its conception because it pro
poses to reestablish aid to Europeans, and recapture the right of If
maintenance. It certainly is true that if thev suffered an conomic 
collapse, it would set in motion a tidal wave of despair which would 
engulf the American shores as well. 

By the same token, I would like to say that the bipartisan approach 
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to the consideration of this plan is providential, also. The high degree 
of statecraft practiced by the chairman and ranking member and their 
colleagues, respectively, of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 
the House Foreign Affairs Committee, and the House Select Committee 
on Foreign Aid has been outstanding. It has created a good impres
sion on the American people and has inspired confidence. I feel today, 
something prevails in the minds of the people that did not 60 days ago, 
and that is that the majority, at least, favor its passage. There are 
some, of course, who can never get rid of prejudice. 

There probably is very little I could offer to the voluminous testi
mony I saw piled up in Mr. Jarman's office this morning, that you 
have already received. However, ther are three phases I would like 
to emphasize and then I shall be through. 

The first thing is the problem of administration. I try to consider 
that in the light of the problem I faced when I suddenly moved from 
Detroit to Alabama with three other men in early 1942, to build a 
large phenol plant at Tuscaloosa. Tuscaloosa is just like Ann 
Arbor, Mich., Mr. Jonkman, it is a good university city, and a good 
place to raise children. We have no juvenile delinquency. Having 
lived in Ann Arbor once, I can speak authoritatively. 

We went there to build this plant. I realize that certain of the 
over-all policy of the German Nation is of course of paramount im
portance. However, when Army Ordnance Association decided to 
award to our company the task of building a southern source of supply 
of phenol, in competition with eight other chemical companies, and 
our own board of directors approved the expenditure of $3,000,000 
for that purpose, and then our banking connections agreed to supply 
the additional funds needed to build it, they were through on "policy" 
and then it came to a matt r of execution, and after that, operations. 
That is the phase I want to discuss. The first consideration concern
ing administration-it is assumed from the trend of thought, that 
over-all supervision will be lodged in an administrator of Cabin t 
status at least, if not rank which will give him the benefit of con
sultation with all other departments of Government and parti ularly 
the State Department, to make certain our own economy will not 
suffer from the aid extend d. 

I would like to stress the fact that the world needs at least one 
solvent nation. 

The Administrator's office it appears will function as the primary 
point of contact with the chi f representatives of the countri s con
templated under the plan. Inventories of needs of beneficiaries will 
first come to his office for (1) examination with respect to ov r-ail 
policy, and of course, that will be determined, by th Presid nt, the 
Cabinet, and the Administrator, along with the advice of Congress 
which it writes into the act. (2) Allotment of ov r-all funds with 
respect to current appropriations available or authoriz d. (3) rtifi
cation of such allotments to the several operating agencies having 
charge of the details of disbursements of the funds. 

In other words, the function of the Administrator and his staff will 
be analogous to that of the ecrctary of War and the General taff of 
the Army. They will plan and time the launching of the attack on 
economic disintegration in Europe and will designate the means of 
direct and immediate relief. • 
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. Now the second phase concerns operations, which, if not well 
thought out and well planned, will jeopardize the success of the plan. 

Any program for expenditure of such large funds as are contemplated 
will involve manifold details of equal magnitude of great diversifica
tion, which will require the combined talent such as is found in large 
financial and industrial institutions for successful operation. It ap
pears that there are four classifications of funds that will be required. 
The first classification concerns emergency relief, which involves the 
supply of food, fuel, fertilizers, and medicines, which you have already 
been sending over in great amounts. As an agency to administer 
phase 1, it is suggested an appropriate division be established in the 
administrator's office itself for this phase of operations. 

The advantages are that this will assure prompt action and cut 
red tape which' is always necessary in relief matters. 

Next, the financial risk: Such funds will be largely nonrecoverable 
except where the beneficiary government sells a portion of such sup
plies to its citizens, in which event, under arrangements made by the 
administrator. there may be some salvage after economic stability has 
been reestablished. 

The second channel for the funds concerns raw materials for in
dustries. The agency suggested "to handle this phase of oprations is 
the present Export-Import Bank. The advantages are that it has 
had wide experience in buying, selling, and financing the movement of 
raw materials all over the world, and is now organized, ready to 
function. This also assures prompt action in getting European 
industries going again. The sooner that happens, the less the drain 
on the American taxpayers. That must always be in the backs of 
our minds. 

Number 3 involves the financial risk. Financing raw materials 
involves relatively short-term loans which should be repayable within 
a reasonable time out of receipts from domestic sales of currently 
finished goods and from an agreed-upon tax on exports on those goods, 
probably 50 percent recoverable the first year, increasing to 75 percent 
as conditions improve. The point is that we start the wheels of 
industry turning again. 

The third phase of operations concerns currency reform and stabil
ization. The agency for that is suggested to be used and is affiliated 
with the United Nations, known as the International Monetary and 
Stabilization Fund. The advantages are that it has been accumulat
ing experience for 2 years. It is reasonably well-staffed, it is ready to 
function. It has 46 subscribing nations which adds greatly to its 
strength in restoring order in the international exchang situation, 
which must improve before trade can move freely, and Europe will 
starve unless she trades. 

For example, Germany up to the war1 had an industrial surplus of 
40,000,000 people. Forty million people had to produce nough 
excess industrial goods to support a foreign export to pay for the food 
they had to bring back to keep from starving. H nee, trade is in1p ra
tive or else the Marshall plan fails. That means we have to hav a 
sound yardstick for the measurement of values. 

With the affected nations thus acting in concern through this 
agency-and they certainly cannot succeed without cooperation
the confusion resulting from the surprise attending the recent d valua
tion of the French franc can be avoided. 
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With regard to the financial risk, the funds now available to this 
agency may have to be bolstered by an increased subscription or a loan 
from the United States, which \vould require congressional action. 
Possibly this furnishes opportunity to employ a fraction of the gold 
metal stored at Fort Knox to good advantage. Time, custom and 
tradition argue strongly in favor of such a cour e as a means of 
restoring confidence. 

You know·, it is not the possession but the use of things that de
termines the value. 

By stipulating that any such loan would enjoy a preferential 
position in the event of liquidation of this agency, the risk is small and 
the probability of 100 percent recovery is strong. Meanwhile, 
individual currencies of course, will fluctuate in value, but as the heal
ing process takes effect, stability will return in the natural order of 
things and values will be restored. If the remedy fails, we will then 
find the whole Marshall plan will fail also, and all valu sat home and 
abroad will suffer seriously and the whole capitalistic system may be 
placed in jeopardy. There can be no multilaterial foreign trade un
less money, which is the language of trade, has a dependable value as 
a yardstick. Barter on a bilateral basis is only a temporary makeshift. 

The fourth and most important of all, I think, members of the 
committee, concerns the operations that have to do with supplying 
capital goods. The agency suggested is the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development, which is affiliated with the United 
Nations and is already functioning. The advantag s are that it has 
been accumulating experience for over 2 years, is excellently staffed, 
and it also is ready to function. It has 46 member nations who have 
subscribed a total of 8.25 billions of dollars to its authorized capital of 
10 billions of dollars. Russia and some of her satellites are not 
members, incidentally. The United tates and the United Kingdom 
combined exercise voting control. 

It is both impersonal and international in character, hence any 
pressure brought to bear on a d faulting borrow r, wh ther on a 
government or a private debtor, would be on b half of all of the oth r 
member nations. Otherwise, should the United tates tand alone as 
the creditor, it is easy to see how its international r lations could 
deteriorate, harmfully. We all could remember cartoons of the 
for ign pr ss pictl' r d Uncle an1 as Uncle 'hylo 1- wh n w pr ed 
for the settlemeilL of for ign debts aft r vVorld War I. Finally, thig 
agency is not li1nited to 4 y ars, but is a continuing organization 
specifically desig~1ed to supcrvi long-t rm loans until maturity. 

Now as to the financial risk: a pi tal-goods loan in vol v Ion cr 
terms; 5, 10, 20 and as much as 30 years, depending up n the natur 
of the productiv enterprise or facility. uch loan hould b limit d 
to self-liquidating projc ts an l handl d with th san1 pruden a 
that exercised by any privat finan ial instituti n. They would b 
scour d by mortgag s or li ns on thr to l and facilities Iinan d and 
\vould be subj ct to amortization crially. B cau f wid' diver iii
cation, it is beli v d ovcr-alllo ses w uld be n1all. 

In addition to bolstering cxi ting industric nn<l in<'rca ing their 
productivity, und r th chart('r of thi World BUJnk, it an a1 par
ticipate in financing n w productive facilitic , not nly tho c l at 'd 
in the more affluent nations, but in th' backward · untri '.. of tho 
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world as well. This feature is extremely important from the stand
point of world recovery. 

For example, competent authorities assert that the worid produc
tion of fertilizers of various types must be increased threefold if the 
great masses of humanity are to be fed an adequate diet. Nitrogen, 
the most essential of all, can be extracted from the air wherever 
electric power is available. This would lead to the construction of 
large hydroelectric plants in many localities or gas-fired or coal-fired 
plants where petroleum or coal resources are available. It is no 
longer a mystery as to how such plants can be built and operated so 
as to be self-liquidating. Fortunately, potash deposits are gener
ously distributed throughout the world, particularly in Europe. 
Phosphates would have to be imported into Europe but are plenti
fully available in northern Africa. The importance of this is apparent 
when it is considered that England is now in her ni.p.th year of food 
rationing. 

Another example is the condition of the internal rail transportation 
systems of Europ·e and other areas which are inadequate for distri
bution purposes and sorely need rehabilitation. A small tax on each 
ton of freight hauled would assure liquidation of any long-term foreign 
loan made for such purposes. 

A great host of such enduring projects, large and small could be 
enumerated if space would permit. How stupendous is the task in 
Europe alone is evidenced by the fact that in many areas the accumu
lated enduring structures and works of five centuries were wiped out 
in the recent conflict. From the Arctic Ocean down to the Mediter
ranean the story is the same. Everything is needed-housing, farm 
tools, utilities and instruments of production and distribution. It 
is not a 4 year job but involves a restoration and expansion pro
gram which may ~equire a quarter century for its completion. 

In the words of Floyd Gibbons, whom I recall went around the 
country telling us about the wreckage of World War I-I think he was 
the first newscaster on any radio. 

Like a giant plowshare, the recent war uprooted the universe; it 
upset the normal channels of procurement of the necessities of life; 
it impoverished the soil man feeds on and destroyed the tools man 
lives by. It may take a generation or more to restore their equivalent. 

Now here is an item, "saying to taxpayers," which I think 1ne.an 
very much, which I think this form of operation will help to promote. 

So far as financial risk is concerned, it is beli v d that the han lling 
of long term loans though the World Bank will not only reduce th 
risk of loss to the irreducible minimum, but it will also les on the drain 
on funds coming from the American taxpayer very considerably. 

In the first place, this Yv orld Bank may borrow funds through 
public offerings of its own direct obligations such as debentures and 
bonds, having definite dates of maturity, in order to augm nt its 
cash resources. The bank is authorized to guarantee, participat in 
or make loans to any member or political subdivision thereof or any 
business, industrial or agricultural enterprise in the territori s of a 
member. However, the total amount outstanding at any time in su h 
loans may not be in excess of the total subscribed capital, undivided 
profits, reserves and surplus of the bank. This provision of course 
adds to the security behind any obligations of its own marketed by 
the bank. 
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This-this phase of the Marshall plan-would not have to look solely 
to the United States Treasury for financing. The door is open to 
private investors in any country for participation and to other gov
ernments as well which, as recovery progresses, may have balanced 
budgets and enjoy a treasury surplus. It is easy to see that in time 
to come this bank might well assume the status of a world-wide, I 
should say public, investment trust which would help to establish a 
common economic purpose among nation~. 

This would be a distinct aid to peace. Eclipsing the famous East 
India Trading Co. and the Hudson Bay Co. launched generations ago 
by English adventurers, its primary purpose would be sound develop
ment rather than exploitation. 

In fact, article I of the Bretton Woods agreement, which enumer
ates the various objectives of the bank, sets forth in section (i) as 
purpose No. 1, the following: 

To assist in the reconstruction and development of territories of members by 
facilitating the investment of capital for productive purposes, including the 
restoration of economies destroyed or disrupted by war, the reconversion of pro
ductive facilities to peacetime needs and the encouragement of the development 
of productive facilities and resources in less developed countries. 

That last is very important, because unless we begin to develop the 
backward nations, so as to increase their purchasing power, and the 
industrial population and the highly industrialized nations keep on 
increasing, where is that increase in population going to find a market? 
There just will not be any. 

You can go so far that when a ton of raw material is exported from 
Java, or Ceylon, or any of those colonial countries of the British, 
Dutch, or Belgium, there is a tax, and that tax should go into schools 
and · hospital facilities, to allow those people to become producers 
beyond the necessities of life, so they can acquire a surplus to buy from 
the industrialized nation. I would rather do that than to bribe some 
wild chieftian to deliver 500 boys at a given day to a given plantation. 

It is submitted that this not only is a laudable purpose reflecting 
an unusually high degree of statesmanship, but that it fits the pattern 
of the fourth category of the 11arshall plan perfectly. 

United States financial support: In augmenting the funds of the 
bank, three alternatives appear to open to the United tates, two of 
·which would require congressional action. 

(1) Complete the payment of the $3,175,000,000 stock subscription 
of the United States, the balance of which amounts to $3,105,7 5,000. 
This is already authorized under section '7 of the Br tton Woods Act 
of Congress. 

(2) Subscribe to any further issues of long term bonds off red by 
the bank patterned after the successful public off ring, dat d July 15, 
194 7, the proceeds of which were used larg ly for the Fr n h loan. 
This would require special congr ssional action. 

I am told by one of my insurance ex cutive fri nd that som of the 
larger insurance companies look upon tho e 3 p rc nt World Bank 
bonds as gilt-edge securities and they arc in the market for mor wh n 
they are available. That is a very good sign. 

(3) Subscribe a substantial sum armark d for " urplu a count" 
of the bank, with the provision that any such sub cription would 
enjoy a prefer ntial position ov r th rights of t khold rs in the 
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event of liquidation. This would also require specific congressional 
authority. 

The advantage of the last alternative is that the funds would be well 
secured against loss, and the availability of such surplus would en
courage private investors to buy the bank's securities since the bank's 
charter provides that its borrowings shall not exceed the sum-total of 
stock subscriptions, undivided profits, reserves and surplus, and all of 
which add to the assets behind any bond issues of the bank. This 
provision inspires confidence. 

One other reason for turning to this bank on long-term loans is what 
I think is the necessity for having an impersonal agency. 

Any program involving a heavy investment or long term loans re
quires careful inquiry as to the security offered; the caliber and 
qualifications of the personnel or managers who will spend the proceeds, 
and the purpose for which the financing is intended. In addition, the 
loan must be monitored; progress reports carefully sc~nned; produc
tion records examined; trade outlets encouraged; criticism levied when 
due; and pressure brought to bear whenever any default in payment of 
interest or principal occurs. 

These things are all legitimate functions of a well-organized financial 
institution. They are not the normal functions of government, cer
tainly not in a democracy. In fact, no single government, acting 
alone should welcome such responsibility for fear that its international 
relations might deteriorate. Public criticism of business, financial or 
commercial affairs, is a delicate weapon which can be applied effec
tively only on an impersonal basis. As suggested before, the per
sonality of "Uncle Sam" is too vibrant with generosity to risk its 
counterpart "Uncle Shylock," particularly in international affairs. 

No doubt Hamlet had personal loans in mind when he warned, 
"Neither a borrower nor a lender be, for a loan oft loses both itself 
and friend." 

There appear to be two public agencies, however, which can levy 
criticism of a public nature which is accepted as being impersonal. 
One is a court of law and the other is a bank of juridical authority. 
Obviously a court of law is no place to lodge matters requiring financial 
and business administration except estates in probate and affair in 
bankruptcy. This then forces the choice of the second alternativ(l 
a bank of juridical authority, and this choice precisely fits the "World" 
Bank, an institution to which Hamlet's warning is not applicabl(l. 

Though Europe is not dead, she is almost bankrupt, but we will 
pass that up. 

If the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 
which fortunately has its headquarters in Washington, D. C., is cho en 
to administer category number four of the 11arshall plan, th n the 
administrative personnel of the bank will have to be appropriately 
augmented. 

As presently organized, the bank's personnel provides for an ad
visory council of not less than seven members to be elected by the 
Board of Governors and to include representatives of banking, om
mercial, industrial, labor, and agricultural interests. No mention is 
made of science or engineering which constitute the backbone of mod
ern progress and improvement of individual well-being. Evid ntly, 
the duties of this council are perfunctory since it is scheduled to m et 
only once a year or on other occasions as the bank may request. 
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What is needed to help administer the 11arshall plan is a full-time 
group of men of scientific vision qualified to pass on the merits of 
requests for loans from the bank for industrial rehabilitation, agri
cultural expansion, resource development, and so forth. Men like 
Rettering of General Motors, Reller of Chrysler, Wilson of General 
Electric, Conant of Harvard, Compton of MIT, Bowman of John 
Hopkins-Dr. Bowman knows more about the geo_graphy of the 
resources of the world than any man in the world--Stme of du Pont, 
Brown of Johns-Manville, Reichhold of Reichhold Chemicals, Queeny 
of Monsanto, and so forth, any one of whom would make an excellent 
executive chairman of such a group. 

Therefore, as a practical alternative to the present Advisory 
Council, it is suggested that the bank set up a permanent vVorld 
Reconstruction Council composed of men chosen because of their 
skill in the various branches of science and their past experience in 
great engineering and industrial undertakings. These should be 
men who are not afraid to make a mistake, and having made it, men 
with the manhood to admit it and the courage to rectify it or start 
all over again. It is no place for timid souls. 

This Council and its staff would be charged by the bank with the 
responsibility for examining and cataloging the reconstruction plans 
and needs of all applicant countries of both an immediate and long 
term nature; suggesting adequate plans conforming to the experience of 
modern science, engineering and industry in the more progressive 
countries; and making similar plans and technical "know-how" 
available to the more backward countries. 

The ex~cution of the plans would depend largely upon the initiative 
and the will to work of the countries concerned, aided by the technical 
guidance of the Council which would establish an inspection sy tern 
to assure that the money is spent for the purpose for which it was 
loaned. The acid tests of any project would be: 

Does it put men back to work in productive enterprise. 
Will it help recapture self-maintenance? That means that more 

boys will have to give up the classics and turn to engineering and 
science and those studies in England. More of them will have to give 
up the counting room and develop leadership and industrial expansion. 

It is designed to utilize local resources-soil, mineral and otherwise, 
supplemented when necessary by imports of essential raw materials. 

Does it meet modern standards? 
Are cost estimates inadequate or excessive? 
Does it duplicate present facilities unnecessarily? 
Is it monopolistic? 
Will it promote trade multilaterally? 
Will it enrich the few or serve the multitude? 
Does it abandon the foolish idea th~t Europe can be restored on a 

35- or 40-hour work-week basis? 
Thus augmented with personnel, and adequtely financed, the World 

Bank would be the logical instrument to take up the slack where the 
Marshall plan leaves off some 4 or 5 years hence. This may provide 
the answer to the unavoidable question, "What will succeed the 
Marshall plan?'' 

Germany I have touched on, and the last point is economic unity. 
Germany must be included: If for no other reason than to lessen 

the burden on the taxpayers of the United States, it is submitted that 
69Q82--48 80 
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western Germany, which is under the jurisdiction of the United States, 
England, and France, should be included as the seventeenth nation 
under the Marshall plan. 

The plain truth is that Europe cannot recover prosperity and be
come self-sustaining without an industrialized Germany. Ask the 
sober-thinking citizens of any neighboring states and they will agree 
that Germany both as a seller and a buyer is the hub of the wheel of 
economic unity in central Europe. Before the war she was England's 
best European customer. England needs Germany badly today and 
so does France. All of Europe needs her great industrial capacity, 
operating at 100 percent efficiency, in order to restore, in part at least, 
the tragic destruction wrought by war and to discharge reasonable 
reparations. 

To be effective, the iron ore of French Alsace and Lorraine must be 
joined with the coal and steel mills of the German Ruhr. Econonomi
cally these two regions are so interdependent upon each other that 
any artificial separation would be like drawing an invisible but im
passable line between Pittsburgh and the iron-ore mines of Michigan 
and Minnesota. Pittsburgh with her steel mills, steel workers, and 
coal on the one hand and the Lake Superior region with its iron ore 
and miners on the other hand would both starve unless that impassable 
barrier were removed. The economic unity would be destroyed. 

Danger of German rearmament could be avoided by establishing 
a nonmilitary industrial council composed of representatives of appro
priate Marshall-plan nations and clothed with the authority to pre
scribe its policies especially in the Ruhr, and specify its production 
schedules for the next generation while German youth is being indoc
trinated with democratic ideals. 

Finally, only through such a policy can Germany become self
supporting and produce an exportable surplus sufficient to pay for 
her imports of food, particularly from the United States, Canada, and 
the Argentine. We as aN ation cannot afford indefinitely to support 
a "poorhouse" in Germany. 

Economic unity: At the conclusion of the Paris Conference, Sep
tember 194 7 of the Committee of European Economic Cooperation 
which comprised the 16 original nations contemplated under the 
Marshall plan, certain definite conditions were subscribed to, including 
the following: 

Recognition of common objectives and responsibilities. 
Cooperation in eliminating trade barriers. 
Restoration of monetary stability. 
Development of resources in partnership with other nations wherever possible. 
Removal of obstacles to free movement of peoples within Europe. 

A good example which I gave a moment ago is the iron ore of 
Alsace-Lorraine and the coal and steel mills of the Ruhr. 

Here at last is the promise of economic unity growing out of a 
common economic purpose and springing from enlightened lead rship. 
Here, in contrast to excessive emphasis on nationalism during the 
aftermath of World War I, at long last is an expression of common 
sense from strong, God-fearing peoples. 

There are 270,000,000 of them and they rank next to us in produc· 
tive skills and the great majority of them are Christian people. 

Profiting from the mistakes of the past, these 16 countries have 
recogp.ized in most tangible fashion their natural interdependence. 
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This, more than anything else make them a good credit ri~k and 
inspires faith in their future progress. 

It is imperative that those responsible for the administration of the 
Marshall plan hold these nations to these vital promises. 

It simply will not make sense for American taxpayers to pour out 
funds for European relief and stand idly by \Vhile permanent recovery 
is stymied by the fumbling and bungling of any decadent leadership, 
wherever it may exist or come to power; which ·is un\villing to sacrifice 
its personal political ambitions for the welfare of all. It \vill be of 
no avail if the billions thus generously given, are sacrificed on the 
altar of national prejudice. The choice is economic unity or economic 
disintegration. 

In the words of Hon. John Foster Dulles, when he testified before 
the Vandenberg committee, "We must keep pushing them to do it." 

This concludes the considerations which I desired to emphasize 
from the standpoint of sound business, sound economics, sound 
finance, and forward looking policy, upon which the success of the 
1t1arshall plan so largely depends. 

Acting Chairman 11ALONEY. 11r. Fritsche, I believe this is the 
clearest, n1ost intelligent statement I have heard presented to this 
committee. I can say that I readily understand that you had your 
early business training in the North, and that you have made a great 
contribution to the State of Alabama. 

11r. CHIPERFIELD. I \Vant to say that this is an excellent statement, 
and I mean excellent. It is the most constructive I have heard, and 
I do not say that, ~1r. Jarman, because of our warm friendship. 

11r. JARMAN. I told you he \vould be better than any witness we 
have had. 

Mr. CHIPERFIELD. He has been a \vonderful witness. 
You say the 1-farshall plan is a providential thing, and th n you set 

forth a Fritsche plan w·hich I think differs greatly from the 1\1arshall 
plan. I could be for a Fritsche plan but I do not thin}~ th Mar hall 
plan follows your suggestions at all. 

I was greatly impressed by your separating this relief and rehabili
tation into four categories. Mr. Vorys and I, when we were in the 
hospital together, discussed that very thing-maybe all three of us 
are thinking along the same lines. 

Acting Chairman 11ALONEY. I believe it is very clear. 
Mr. CHIPERFIELD. It is exceptionally clear. This is the first time 

currency reform and stabilization has been mentioned. You know, 
since I came back from the hospital, I have been harping on that. 

Is this not true: You can have economic recov ry over ther , but 
unless you stabilize the currencies and have the international ability 
to start the flow of goods back and forth so th y can be intrrna tionally 
converted, you have no chance for the ~far hall plan to uccred. 

11r. FRITSCHE. We have learned that, in the last few y ar , trying 
to keep our four plants supplied with materials. 

Mr. CHrPERFIELD. You must keep focused on that stabilization of 
currencies and the international ex hange of curr nci s or all your 
pouring of money into those countries will amount to nothing, becau e 
you can build them up, but th y will never be s If-sustaining until 
you bring about that objrctivr; i that not correct? 

Mr. FRITSCHE. I agree with you. 
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Mr. CHIPERFIELD. I do not know whether the 11arshall plan em
phasizes anything of that kind. They are talking about a general re
covery. Let us say We bring Greece up to a certain level. Well, 
that is not going to do Greece any good, any more than ·when you give 
a man blood transfusions, unless you find the caus-e of his hemorrhage. 

Unless Greece has a currency that can be stabilized and that can 
be exchanged with other currencies that she may have exports and 
imports, you get nowhere. 

I like also the fact that you said on page 3 that \vhere the bene
ficiary government sells a portion of its supplies to its citizens, there 
may be some salvage of funds. Under the interim-aid plan they have 
been selling almost all of it and the poor peasant in France who does 
not have enough francs or the poor fello'v in some city in Italy who does 
not haYe enough lira he does not get the benefit in that case. I hope we 
will adopt some plan \vhere only part of it is sold and the other part 
will be given away to the poor, the needy, and the aged. 

1fr. FRITSCHE. There is a simple way to recapture some of that. 
That would be to block the funds until they do get back to a decent 
basis, over there. Of course, they have nothing to send us in the 
way of goods over there now and we do not \vant their gold. We 
have too much of that. 

We could sell due bills on those funds to American tourists. We 
could then get some of it back. 

11r. CHIPERFIELD. Have you submitted this statement to the 
Foreign Relations Committee? 

Mr. FRITSCHE. No, sir. 
11r. CHIPEBFIELD. I certainly hope that 11r. Jarman sees that it 

gets into the hands of the mrmbers of the Foreign Relations Com
mittee, because I think it is vital and important to have us consider the 
suggestions that were made here. 

Acting Chairman MALONEY. l\1r. Chiperfield, I fear that we might 
find enmity confronting us if America happens to see fit to stop aid. 
This plan takes that possibility away, by putting it in a World Bank. 
It is a beautiful answer to that question that has been in my mind for 
some time. 

Mr. CHIPERFIELD. That was the purpose of voting for an Inter
national Bank, but we do not make use of it. Here we have this 
stabilization group under the United Nations, just standing around 
doing nothing about it. We have a stabilization fund. What are 
they doing with it? Those are some of the things that bother us as 
members of the committee and, therefore, I appreciate very much 
your coming before us and giving us the benefit of your views which 
are those of a businessman with business ideas. 

Acting Chairman MALONEY. Mr. Kee. 
Mr. KEE. Mr. Fritsche, I think you have made it quite clear to all 

the members of the committee that you favor what is }~nown as the 
Marshall plan. 

1t1r. FRITSCHE. Yes, sir. 
Mr. KEE. My information may be somewhat limited along the 

subject, but in your attitude of favoring the plan, you are not entir ly 
in accord witp. the position taken by the Governor of your Stat , 11r. 
Folsom, are you? 

Mr. FRITSCHE. I am quite certain that he do s not repr sent the 
studied opinion of the thinking people. 
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Mr. KEE. I am glad to hear that. 
Mr. FRITSCHE. The fact is, if you do not mind, I am going back to 

something humorous: My good friend Harry Ayres asked me to come 
over to the annual dinner of the chamber of commerce. Since I was 
studying this, I got up and talked about the subject extemporane
ously. Some of these ideas crystallized ·while I was on my feet. I 
find that a great help. 

I had to refer to the attitude of the Governor of Alabama, of course. · 
I drew the conclusion that democracy is still on trial in this world, and 
is supposed to have been born in ancient Greece, and one of the fore
most proponents of democracy over there, a great philosopher, went 
around preaching wisdom and they poisoned him. 

Down South last year we had a candidate for Governor who went 
around preaching nonsense and the people elected him. That is 
democracy. 

11r. KEE. I was interested in your four classes referred to in the 
administration of funds. 

I take it you are rather in accord with the determination of the 
Senate Committee on Foreign Relations with reference to the admin
istration set-up. I believe they have adopted something similar to 
the Brookings Institute plan, with few exceptions. I believe they 
established a nonpartisan advisory council of probably 14 members, 
to act in an advisory capacity only. It takes the veto power away from 
the Secretary of State, but permits the President to be the final arbiter 
on questions affecting foreign policy. Is that your' understanding? 

Mr. FRITSCHE. Yes; it is my understanding. This Administrator 
and his staff are the same as the Secretary of War and his staff. 

It is a good deal like this: The most personalized department in any 
government is the foreign relations department and we all know how 
confidence is built up through social contacts and social gatherings. 

I should say that if the State Department should administer these 
loans, they could look out their windows over there and see the 
American minister with his spats on and his gold-headed cane, 
walking up the walk. They would say, "Here comes old Uncle 
Shylock, again, asking for his money." 

If I borrow money from the director of the bank in my home town 
and default on payment, I am embarrassed. Pretty soon I start to 
walk on the opposite side of the street so I won't have to look him in 
the face. He feels hurt because he suffers personally. 

If I borrow from the bank and I default, I can face him smilingly. 
He will say, "Well, Fritsche had some hard luck but he wilJ come 
through. Just give him some time." 

There is the danger point. If you give it to the State Department, 
you have the same political things that come along from international 
diplomacy. 

You ought to scrutinize those loans just as a private bank would 
on a loan to our company or any other company. If there i a nr d 
for the product, they want to make, and if they have the raw n1at<'rial 
supply, it would be all right, we rould do it. 

1t1r. KEE. Personally, I cannot sec anything inconsistent b twcrn 
the adoption of the 11arshall plan and its admini tration, provided 
for in the bill before us, nnd your suggr tion with rrferrnc to it 
administration . 
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In other words, as I understand it, it is not your idea that we 
incorporat into this legislation, your suggestion with r fer nc to 
certain funds being handled by the Export-Import Bank, and cer
tain funds, to be handled by the International1fonetary and Stabil
ization Fund, but your suggestion was that, as the funds are admin
istered by the Administrator, he make use of these agencies to ad
minister this group of classes of funds. Is that not correct? 

Mr. FRITSCHE. I would assume so. Whether be ,would need special 
congressional authority to use these agencies, I do not know. That 
vould have to be investigated by your own people. 

Mr. KEE. As a matter of fact, in your third classification on cur
rency reforms, I take it that \Ve will have to secure currency reforms 
in the various nations, not right off the bat, but secure it by bilateral 
agreements with them that they are going to take or will take thf\se 
steps to effect currency reforms, not as a condition precedf'nt to 
receiving this aid, but as a contractual relation between our country 
and the recipient country, they agree to effect these currency reforms, 
as a consideration for this aid. 

If we wait before we render any aid at all, until we effect all the e 
reforms, we \vill not be doing anything to get them up on their feet. 
All \Ve can rely upon is this agreement with these 16 nations, that 
they will effect these reforms. Is that your idea? 

Mr. FRITSCHE. That is correct. You cannot do it all at once. I 
would hate to have to be the Administrator of this fund, however, 
and start out from scratch and build up a brand new organization. 
It would drive me crazy. I know you could not do it in a year. 
Even if you appropriated 6.8 billion dollars this year. They could 
not spend it. . 

I£ you will look at the chart which I call "Road map of American 
friendship dollars," we find these friendship dollars flow from 140,-
000,000 people through the Congress to the President, and if you will 
follow the arrows, you will find the ERP Administrator. Under the 
Administrator is the European Recovery Administration and under 
that is the Emergency Relief Division. That is the only one he would 
have to set up and there are plenty of agencies in Wa hington from 
whom he could recruit his staff. That would be the friendship money. 

The second is the Export-Import Bank. This is in exi ten o and 
he would not have to worry about that. 

Mr. KEE. That would take care of the raw materials? , 
Mr. FRITSCHE. The short-term loans. 
The third is the International Monetary Fund. That is n w mon y. 

It may take some of our gold. 
The fourth is the International Bank, together with the Reconstruc

tion Council, which furnishes the agricultural tools, factoric , utilities, 
mines, and mining equipment and transportation. They have to 
increase their staff, but they are ready to go. 

Therefore, we have a short-cut. 
Now from those, to 17 European countries, through economic 

unity, we hope to serve 270,000,000 people, bringing food, helt r, and 
raiment first. People have to eat before they can \vork. 

Rehabilitation of agriculture and industry, that rneans full onlploy-
ment. Recapture of self-maintenance m an lf-r p ct, too. Then 
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the return to propserity, the resumption of trade, the balanced 
economy, and then the surplus will begin to accumulate. Not in 
all of them, of course. Then part of that surplus will flow back to the 
Treasury. 

I think a plan like this can cut the over-all estimate of the Marshall 
plan in half. In other words, we will have valid security behind half of 
it that is recoverable. 

Acting Chairman ~1ALONEY. Without objection, the chart entitled 
"Road map of American friendship dollars" will be included in the 
record at this point. 

(The chart referred to is as follo,vs:) 

--==- ROAD MAP of_=

American Eriendshl/1 Dollars 
From filion American Peo 1e 

Lon Term l..o a.n s 
Agrt'. TOols 
Foclories 
CJ f /lifies 
M/nes.71-<~nsp. 

Thru Congress to the 

New Mon~y 

Curr~n cy 
Reform and 

Int. t:x0an?e 
Sfahtlt zat 1on 

Skd7i?rm Loan.s 

Svpp/ies 

Thru Economic Unit 

Food 
Fuel 
Fe,.filizer 
Med/cihes.efc .. 

Br/ngin9 Food, She/fer & Rt:l1.1?7en-f 
Reht~hiliration of A9ricu/fure <l Industry 

Recqpfvre Pf Self -Ma·;,.,tenance 
Return of Pro-sp4rify 
Resumptioh oF Trode 

Balanced Economy 
I SURPLUS 

l--------- ---APPROAC 
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Mr. KEE. I think you have made some wonderful suggestions and 
I cannot see where it would not be possible for the Admini trator to 
make use of these agencies to administet the funds as suggested by 
you. I think it could be done by him without any change in the act 
as now proposed. 

I thank you. 
Acting Chairman MALONEY. Mr. Vorys. 
Mr. VoRYS. Mr. Fritsche, I am like the others, in that I am tre

mendously impressed with the constructive statement you have made. 
Coming back to your statement, here is what perplexes me if the 

same person is handling short-term loans, long-term loans, and also 
"give-away" money; a lot of our neighbors from Europe are going to 
say "Well, I just want to talk to the give-away department,': ~nd 
are going to try to proceed to try to prove how they are only ehg1ble 
for grants and not loans. That is not a theoretical proposition, that 
is going on in Washington and has been in the last 2 or 3 months. 

Some of the 16 nations have been quietly trying to show that they 
do not want to borrow anything. They say, "We cannot pay it ~ack, 
we are never going to, and therefore, ·we want a grant so there w11l be 
no hard feelings later." 

It seems to me that your Administrator would be much better off 
if right at the outset he were forced to say to those who come in, 
"My give-away money is extremely limited in amount and it has con
gressional limitations thrown around it so that you cannot appeal to 
me. I just do not think you qualify.!' 

I meant this to be a question, but I wanted to know what you 
thought might be the limitation on the Emergency Relief Division, 
~hether you think there should be, let us say, a congressional limita
tion on that amount or not. 

Mr. FRITSCHE. I presume the State Department is sending revised 
estimates to this committee all the time on the amount needed. Not 
having any contacts there, I could set no figure. 

However, I do feel that if one man administers all four categories, 
you will have scrambled eggs. 

:rv1r. VoRYS. That is the proposal, today. 
Mr. FRITSCHE. You have to separate benevolence from straight 

business. They are entirely different things. 
Mr. VoRYS. There is this in the State Department proposal: That 

the loans shall be handled through the Export-Import Bank and shall 
also be processed through the advisory council, and the test shall be, 
ability to pay, so an applicant, instead of coming in and saying, as he 
would at the bank, "Now I can pay this," under the present set-up 
he comes in and says, "I need this, but believe me I can't pay it back 
and I will prove it to you." 

Now some of us are concerned with getting a set-up where that will 
not happen. I think your suggestion is helpful. How v r, I won
dered whether you have any suggestion as to some way in which we 
could state a percentage limitation, or a limitation by de cription, 
upon the friendship money or the give-a·way money. Ilave you 
thought about that part of it? 

Mr. FRITSCHE. I am certain the committ e can writ su h a d fini
tion. Your approach to the problem is very comm ndahlc, thrr . 
I think it is an important thing to consider. 
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Mr. VoRYs. You see at present we have been told that it is esti
mated from 20 to 40 percent of the 6.8 billion dollars which is proposed 
as the absolute minimum, which will be in the form of loans; we are 
told that the balance will be in the form of deposits of local currency 
in these countries, for the most part, but under no provisions ·w·hich 
will ever involve repayment to the United States of any such balance. 

I wish in view of the perfectly brilliant analysis you have presented 
here to us, that you once more, as a public service, you and your 
associates study that problem, ·which we must face right here. 

It is a problem of designation of the amount that is to be for grants. 
Let me say this, that as far as I am concerned, I would be quite 

willing to authorize the full amount requested, the 6.8 billion dollars, 
if proper provisions were made for insuring that the bulk of it or 
three-fourths of it were to be part of a revolving fund and not three
fourths of it possibly give-away money. 

Acting Chairman MALONEY. Mr. Jarman. 
Mr. JARMAN. You see from the reaction here, I was not wrong 

when I told them what a good witness you were going to make. In 
fact, if I had not known you were going to be a good one, you would 
not be here, frankly. 

I knew you would be, and I wish to thank you very much for your 
very able and thoughtful analysis of this situation, which has proven 
very valuable to the committee. 

I have a little note here from one of the ranking members of this 
committee. It says, "your constituent certainly put something on 
the ball. He is good." 

11y friend over there, the way he looks, lighting his cigarette, the 
reason he is in the fix he is in, he has not been in ,a fight, but he fell 
down on the ice and broke his arm. That is the trouble with him. 
That is all that is the matter with him. I think his suggestion about 
the Foreign Relations Committee is good. They have closed their 
hearings, but they may be able to get his statement in the record. 

Mr. CHIPERFIELD. Would the gentleman yield? 
Mr. JARMAN. Yes. 
1v1r. CHIPERFIELD. I would like to see, too, the members who were 

not here today receive a copy of his statement, because I think it 
should be especially brought to the attention of the men1bers of our 
committee ·who are not here. 

1v1r. JARMAN. I agree with you, and we will do that. 
I do not know "\\'"hether he has enough, or not. If not, we can have 

some made. 
11r. 'ToRYS. Will the gentleman yield? 
Mr. JARMAN. Gladly. 
Mr. 'r ORYS. I would suggest that it would be extre1nely helpful 

for us to get copies of this statement to the n1en1bers of the. enate 
Foreign Relations Con1mjttee who ar now wre tling with th pro
visions of the law, for such help as it would be to them. I regret 
that l\1r. Fritsche did not have an opportunity to appear in person 
there, but that is one thing that could be done. 

J\1r. JARMAN. I think that is a good idea anrl we will do that. 
You spoke of Mr. Brown of Johns-Manville. He was a witness 

here last week, and a very good wi tn s . 
Again, I want to thank you very mu h for your ahl pre entation. 
11r. FRITSCHE. I want to say that the interim reports you have been 
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giving to us down home, following your trips to all parts of the world 
have helped not only to sustain our interest, but to give us the infor
mation that inspires us to be helpful. I am glad it is my first oppor
tunity to testify before your committee, rather than the committee at 
the other end of tL o Capitol. 

Acting Chairman MALONEY. Mr. Jonkman. 
Mr. JoNKMAN. I want to join the others in complimenting you on 

your splendid staLement. I want to say to you that it is such a 
businesslike approach that I only wonder if I really understand what 
you say in this statement of yours. 

You are dividing the relief work, so to speak, and the economic 
reconstruction work, are you not? 

Mr. FRITSCHE. Yes, sir. 
Mr. JoNKMAN. Up to this time, the administration witnesses take 

the position that even the reconstruction work-this industrial recon
struction-may be a matter of grants and loans, and that if they are 
loans, they are going to be not loans that have the usual character of 
loans in this respect: For instance a country that wanted to borrow 
from the banks in New York, would have to make certain representa
tions to secure that loan. Now they say the Export-Import Bank 
releases some of those conditions. In other words, your loan from 
the Export-Import Bank, while it is a repayable loan, has not got 
the usual characteristics of a loan. 

Now they say in this situation we are going to create a third class of 
loans that even the Export-Import Bank could not handle, because 
they have not sufficient promise of being repaid under their rules. 

Now the point is this: Why not, for instance, put the actual ex
penditures of relief money in the hands of the Administrator, but when 
it looks to him as though it should be a loan, send them to the Export
Import Bank and let them meet the requirements of the Export-Import 
Bank. If they cannot do that, then send them back to the Adminis
trator to make the grant. 

In other words, what I am saying is, if you are going to create that 
third class of loans, you are going to spoil the whole sum that comes in 
that category because if some are left to feel that they are not expected 
to repay, why should they all not feel that way? 

Now is that what you mean, for instance, that where there is possi
bility to pay and probability of repayment, that then it should be 
handled by the Export-Import Bank for short-term loans and by the 
World Bank for long-term loans? 

Mr. FRITSCHE. That is exactly it. The Administrator in that 
respect would be like a floorwalker in a department store, he would 
guide the customer to the counter where he could get what he wanted. 

Mr. JoNKMAN. It is a very healthy approach and I shall again read 
your statement with much interest. I wish we could get both com
mittees to absorb considerable of it. 

Acting Chairman MALqNEY. Mr. Fritsche, we thank you very very 
much for coming down here, because this has certainly been a very 
fine approach to this matter. 

If there is nothing further to come before the Committee, we will 
adjourn until Tuesday, February 17, 1948. 

(Whereupon, at 4:55 p. m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene 
at 10 a.m., Tuesday, February 17, 1948.) 

X 
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